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The purpose of this study was to identify characteristics and practices, related 

values, and the processing of stakeholders ' voices in two educational programs for older 

adults that are perceived as effective by their stakeholders. This purpose was motivated 

by the researcher' s desire to provide useful information to program leaders and 

institutional leaders in the field of older adult education. The information is presented for 

leaders who are building new educational events and integrating them into their 

organizations. The research was conducted at two sites at Florida Atlantic University: the 

Lifelong Learning Society at the Jupiter campus and the Memory and Wellness Center at 

the Boca Raton campus. The voices in this text belong to practitioners, theoreticians, and 

attendees- all learners as well as contributors. The researcher's face-to-face interviews, 

group discussions, and observations disclosed four meta themes: (a) envisioning, 
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creating, and establishing the learning environment; (b) program characteristics, (c) 

fostering persistent participation, and (d) leaders' roles and responsibilities. These themes 

encompassed both sites while illustrating inherently unique aspects of each program. The 

setting at each site was comprised of three distinct aspects -physical, affective, and 

activity- and each uniquely contributed to program success. Although each setting and 

program had its own reasons and methods for stimulating cognitive functioning, they 

shared the assumption that wellness and learning are related. Leaders of both programs 

displayed four foundational qualities: respect, kindness, encouragement, and flexibility. 

Each of these characteristics fostered strong positive relationships with attendees and 

partnerships that promote learning among colleagues. These examples of successful 

leadership suggested several guidelines for front line practitioners. Among these were 

building expertise in market awareness, fund raising, a wide communication repertoire, 

and the critical ability of establishing a cadre of program supporters within and beyond 

the organization. Recommendations for higher-level leaders included attending to core 

institutional values, community connections, open communication, inclusion of new team 

members, and the value of listening to everyone's ideas. Factors that advanced the 

establishment of educational programs for older adults include their growing numbers, 

assertive voices, and value to host institutions. This study raises the question: in what 

ways do these formal, communal learning events contribute to follow-up independent 

learning? 
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Reform is always the creation of new usages.- Jose Ortega y Gasset 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Lifelong learning for older adults has been available historically in cultures that 

have had sufficient resources to support these pursuits. Muslim learning centers in early 

Timbuktu (World 's most endangered sites, 2007, <J[ 3), medieval monasteries in Europe 

(Giendalough, 2007, <J[ 5; Medieval learning, 2007, <J[ 6), and the Chautauqua Society in 

New York State (Haskins, 1972) are just three of the many illustrations of the spatial and 

temporal ranges of such venues. Ever since people gathered to learn in Africa, Europe, 

and America, the reasons for the continuing education of adults have included the 

pleasure of learning for its own sake (Velasquez Clavijo & Fernandez Portera, 1999), a 

practical way to remain engaged in changing environments (Aslanian & Brickell, 1980), 

maintaining a sense of well-being (Dale, 2001), structuring free time (Philibert, 1984), 

developing positive group identity (Groombridge, 1995; Tyler, 1993) and assuming 

leadership roles in their own learning events (Formosa, 1999). Continuing education 

includes the aesthetic and practical aspects of learning, and it stretches further when it 

addresses critical thinking skills. It includes learners of all ages (Formosa; Laslett, 1996; 

Lindeman, 1989; United Nations, 1983). 

Purpose of This Study 

The purpose of this study was to identify characteristics and practices, related 

values, and the processing of stakeholders ' voices in two educational programs for older 

adults that are perceived as effective by their stakeholders. This purpose was motivated 
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by the researcher's desire to provide useful information to program leaders and 

institutional leaders who (a) are interested in adding, improving, or upgrading educational 

programs for older adults, and (b) must balance mission statements that address 

humanistic and community issues with their institutions' fiscal requirements. 

Objectives of This Study 

In order to fulfill the purpose of this study, the researcher identified practices that, 

according to interviewed stakeholders' reports and observations, worked. The objectives 

of this study, at each site and across the two sites, were to: 

1. Describe the physical, affective, and activity contexts where learning took 

place, 

2. Identify characteristics that stakeholders perceived as affecting their 

programs, 

3. Explore why these characteristics held value to stakeholders, 

4. Identify how voices were processed and power distributed, and 

5. Uncover implications for program and institutional leaders in university-based 

programs for older adult learners. 

To meet these objectives, the researcher sought to identify (a) which elements 

were shared by these two programs and which were unique to each one, and (b) which 

were shared across stakeholder groups and which were unique to a particular group. In 

addition, the researcher sought to identify the ways leaders envisioned, developed, and 

directed the creation of these settings and programs. Ultimately the researcher sought to 

identify implications that emerged from the data, which program and institutional leaders 

at other venues may find useful in their work. 
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Rationale for This Study 

The rationale for this study combined community service and practical issues 

regarding the community of older learners' relationship with the University, and a 

possible addition to the literature. 

Community service and humanistic issues. The number of prospective participants 

in programs for older adults, and their potential to continue engaging with their 

communities through learning, volunteering, and philanthropy, supports the rationale of 

service. In FAD's wider community, the distinction between "still working" and "no 

longer working" is unambiguous. Retired people generally take pride in living 

independently for as long as possible, thus emulating the more autonomous status of the 

working population. Continued intellectual and social engagement diminishes elders' 

perceived risks of having left the active, engaged status of people who work. These 

circumstances contrast sharply with expectations about older people in cultures where 

elders may expect to continue contributing to the well-being of the community, 

experiencing inclusion in extended families, or be revered for their acquired wisdom and 

ability to transmit cultural traditions to younger generations. In the relative absence of 

such opportunities for acknowledgment, elders may seek activities that enhance their 

sense of self-worth (Sokolovsky, 1990). In the FAU community, older learners have 

reported that they consider it important to remain engaged in activities that interest them 

and to spend time in settings that they find comfortable (Brown & Chairman, 2003). 

While people of retirement age have demonstrated their potential to continue 

engaging with their communities as consumers of educational services (Usher, Bryant & 

Johnston, 1997), educational programs for older adults in the United States appear to be 
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at an earlier stage of development than those in some other nations (Commonwealth of 

Australia, 1998; Velasquez Clavijo & Fernandez Portera, 1999). As decision makers in 

American institutional settings expand their views of service to include older learners, 

they impact as well as reflect the social and political status of this segment of the 

population. Educational opportunity is a litmus test of inclusion, and willingness to invest 

resources in retired adults acknowledges the value of their presence. When value includes 

a tangible dimension, as in tuition and philanthropy, the university is further encouraged 

to explore its role as a provider of education for older adult learners. 

Practical issues. On the practical front, FAU has benefited from the support of its 

loyal cadre of older learners while enriching their lives in return. Through their persistent 

attendance, thousands of retirees have demonstrated, as a group, that they are eager 

students, willing research participants, and significant contributors to the institution's 

capital and operating budgets. At the same time that the University is providing a service 

for older adult learners, their tangible value to the University is evident in their tuition, 

parking fees , tickets to campus events, and purchases at the bookstore, pharmacy, 

vending machines, and campus dining facilities . 

Thus it appeared humane and prudent to address stakeholders' perspectives of the 

educational needs of this expanding segment of the community. Its participants had 

already expressed the desire to remain active and engaged in society, and they have 

designated the University as a valued component of their engagement activities (Brown, 

Chairman, Provost & Acker-Hocevar, 2001). 

Possible addition to the literature. This study also offered a possible addition to 

the literature regarding characteristics that contributed to success in two university-based 
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programs for older adult learners. Although the literature included case studies of 

university-based programs for adults of retirement age (Morgan, 1996; Smith, 1993), the 

researcher found no comparative case study of distinct lifelong learning options at one 

university, and no case study that addressed older learners ' perceptions of their learning 

needs and preferences through a critical theoretical lens. 

Significance of This Study 

This study is significant in terms of the topic and the timing. As the market for 

lifelong learning continues to expand, and institutional leaders consider developing new, 

niched programs for older adult learners, the findings in this study may help them 

identify specific leadership behaviors that may contribute to the success of their 

individual programs and benefit their institutions as a whole, through community 

involvement, good wiJJ, and additional revenues. It also holds import for program 

developers charged with planning and delivering successful programs for older adults. By 

elucidating (a) characteristics that satisfy stakeholders' needs and reflect their values, and 

(b) leaders ' visions, values, and ability to share power with older adult learners, this study 

aimed to show how persistent participation may be achieved. 

Anticipated Outcomes 

This study may help program and institutional leaders (a) plan and develop 

physical, affective, and activity environments targeted for their older adult learners; (b) 

incorporate characteristics that reflect their stakeholders ' needs, values, and expectations; 

(c) identify their institutions' power mechanisms that may influence program 

characteristics; (d) influence the ways stakeholders' voices are processed through the 

system; and (e) recognize the implications of these structures on their leadership 
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decisions and behaviors as they seek to balance the service components of their missions 

with the fiscal demands of their institutions. 

The findings may also be useful for institutional leaders who recognize that 

educational programs traditionally peripheral to their offerings may emerge as harbingers 

of new formats for future programs. As the principles of andragogy gain recognition for 

learners of all ages, institutional leaders may identify new ways of developing programs 

for traditional students that reflect avenues to success among older adult learners. 

An additional anticipated outcome of this study is the continuation of critical 

theoretical discourse about the perceptions of older age, particularly in the context of the 

continuing education of older people. Merriam (1998) and others have applied critical 

theory to feminism, racism, and other essential issues. Usher, Bryant, & Johnston (1997), 

Formosa (2002), and Brookfield (2005) have carried critical theory into the realm of adult 

education. This study specifically applies critical theory to the field of educational 

gerontology. 

Conceptual Frameworkfor This Study 

Three focal constructs informed this study: the attributes of older learners, 

universities as settings where older adult learning takes place, and the use of comparative 

case study through a critical theoretical, postmodemist lens. The choice of this 

perspective was based on the assumption that there is no single reality; rather, that reality 

is shaped by the perceiver. 

The researcher worked from the premise that a qualitative approach is appropriate 

for telling the stories of the two programs in this study. At the same time, the researcher 

recognized the value of establishing a quantitative foundation for the choice of these two 
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sites. The demographic data presented in this study solidify FAU's geographic location as 

uniquely suited to lifelong learning programs, given the 65+ age group's growing 

population base and its projected national, regional, statewide, and county increases until 

the year 2050 (U.S. Census Bureau, 2000a, 2000b, 2000c, 2001, 2004). 

Sites for This Study 

The two sites for this study, the Lifelong Learning Society (LLS) at Florida 

Atlantic University (FAU)'s MacArthur Campus in Jupiter and the Memory and 

Wellness Center (MWC) at the Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing on FAD's Boca 

Raton campus, were selected because they attract older learners who have distinct 

educational needs and preferences. 

Research Questions 

Can stakeholders across these two programs attribute success to any specific 

characteristics? This overarching research question was supported by the following five 

subquestions: 

1. At each site and across the two sites, what are the settings where learning 

takes place? What are the external influences of university, college, or others on these 

settings? 

2. At each site and across the two sites, what characteristics, related to program 

setting or external influences, do stakeholders report as affecting the program? 

3. At each site and across the two sites, why are these characteristics important 

to stakeholders? 

4. At each site and across the two sites, how are stakeholders' voices processed 

and power distributed through the system? 
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5. What are the implications for (a) leaders of programs for older adult learners 

and (b) leaders of the institutions where these programs are located? 

Methodology 

The narrative unfolded through the perspectives of 26 interviewed stakeholders at 

the two program sites, the researcher's observations, and the programs' documentation. 

Finally, the study compared the findings with descriptions of exemplary programs at 

other locations described in the literature. 

Limitations 

Although open-ended questions and probing follow-ups were designed to 

encourage participants to elaborate on their replies and provide stories that illustrated 

their perspectives, the following limitations apply: 

1. This inquiry may not have uncovered all the characteristics, related values, or 

power issues that exist at the two sites. 

2. Participants' snapshots, the intermittent nature of the researcher's 

observations, and documents may not have fully captured the full panorama of 

characteristics and meanings. 

3. Interview questions may have exceeded participants' comfort levels. 

4. Interviewed stakeholders may have been unable or unwilling to address highly 

sensitive issues or express deeply held values. 

5. The interview guide may not have elicited all the information needed to 

disclose the richest possible data. 
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6. The findings may not be comprehensive or absolute. This limitation is not 

unique to case studies; all research methods acknowledge some degree of confidence 

level. 

7. Information received after this study was conducted may reshape the findings. 

As a dynamic construct, this shape may change as more information is gleaned. 

Delimitations 

1. The study had a circumscribed area of investigation: two programs at one 

institution of higher education. 

2. Clerical and housekeeping staffs were not interviewed. 

3. The researcher assumed that lifelong learning researchers, developers, and 

program staff want to and can benefit from learning from their peers at other locations. 

4. The researcher assumed that it is appropriate to define "community of 

learners" to include people of all ages and varied health statuses. 

Contextual Specificity of This Study 

As with all qualitative inquiry, the intention of this study is to describe two 

specific contexts. Its findings will never be represented as the basis for generalizing or 

predicting circumstances among other populations or at other sites. However, they may 

be useful to readers who make meaningful analogies between these descriptions and their 

own sites, programs, and stakeholders. 

Definition ofTerms 

Adults of retirement age, adults of the third age, older adults, lifelong learners, 

older learners, and retirees: people who have reached the age of 65 and are no longer in 

the work force 
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Community of learners: people of al1 ages who wish to learn in a university 

setting. Their learning goals may be academic or general, knowledge-based or skill-based, 

and classroom or service-oriented. 

text 

Educators: program developers, administrators, policy makers, and teachers 

FAU, the University: Florida Atlantic University 

Hermeneutics: the formal study of a process that unpacks, unfolds, and explains 

Higher education: classroom and other learning experiences provided by 

institutions of higher education (HIEs) and conducted at the post-high.schoollevel 

Learners: people who enroll in the programs 

Participants: the interviewed stakeholders 

University-based: physically located on a campus and having direct links to a 

college or the university's central administration 

Notes on Spelling 

!Kung is the name of an African language. The ! indicates a click sound. 

Ageing and organisation appear in British as well as American forms 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review of Focal Constructs 

Three focal constructs provide the theoretical foundation for this study of 

characteristics, values, and hegemonic issues in two lifelong learning programs at Florida 

Atlantic University (FAU). They are (a) personal attributes of the 65+ population in terms 

of their growing numbers, perceptions of and criteria for well-being in older age, the 

social psychology of aging, and learning among older adults; (b) the university as a 

setting for older adult learning, including the global lifelong learning environment as it 

manifests in four Western cultures and their universities, and the university's roles in 

lifelong learning; and (c) the philosophical and methodological approaches to this study: 

critical theory, postmodernism, and the use of comparative case study. 

These three focal constructs converge to provide a platform for a field of practice 

that is emerging in the United States: university-based, non-credit programs designed 

specifically for adults of retirement age. In their research, findings, and 

acknowledgements of multiple perspectives, the researchers included in this review have 

elucidated and energized their fields of study. Together they provide a solid platform for 

the developing field of university-based educational gerontology. 

Focal Construct 1: Personal Attributes of the 65+ population 

The personal attributes of the 65+ population that were examined include 

demographics, perceptions of well-being, socio-psychological issues, and learning among 

older adults. 
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Size of this population. A striking characteristic of this group is its size. It is easy 

to identify the population of potential older learners by looking at the demographic data. 

Crews (1994) points out that older people comprise an extensive and growing percentage 

of the population in industrialized environments, and their numbers are expanding in less 

rapidly changing regions as well. 

Formosa (1999) , Laslett (1996), Manheimer (1996), and Moody (1987) concur 

that the sharp increase of potential older adult learners has caused adult educators to 

reconsider "the nature of older adult education" (Formosa, p. 5). 

Comparison between 2000 and 1990: national figures. In that decade, the total 

United States population increased by 13 .2 percent, and the 65+ subset increased by 12 

percent. In comparison with the 1990-2000 figures, projected increases for future decades 

indicate that numbers and percentages of elders in the United States have entered an 

upward trend (see Table 1). 
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Table 1 

Increases in the USA Population, Years 1990 and 2000, and Projected Population, 2010 to 2050, Age 65+ 

Total 
population 

65-84 

85+ 

Total 

65+ 

1990 

248,709,873 

28,161,666 

11.3% of 
total 

3,080,165 

1.2% of total 

31,241,831 

12.5% of 
total 

2000 

281,421,906* 

30,752,166 

10.9% 

4,239,587 

1.5% 

34,991, 753** 

12.4% 

2010 2020 2030 2040 

308,936,000 335,805,000 363,584,000 391,946,000 

34,120,000 47,363,000 61,850,000 4,640,000 

12.2% 30.5% 37.8% 30.7% 

6,123,000 7,269,000 9,603,000 15,409,000 

6.8% 5.6% 6.5% 10.1% 

40,243,000 54,632,000 71,453,000 80,049,000 

19.1% 36.1% 44.4% 40.8% 

2050 

419,854,000 

65,844,000 

25.3% 

20,861,000 

12.0% 

86,705,000 

37.4% 

Note. Sources: U.S. Census Bureau (2000a), Profile of general demographic characteristics; U.S. Census Bureau (2001), The 65 years and over population, p. 2; 

U.S. Census Bureau (2004), U.S. interim projections by age, sex, race, and Hispanic origin, p. 4. 

* 13.2% raw number increase over 1990 
** 12.0% percentage increase over 1990 
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In Table 1, the U. S. Census Bureau (2000a) data illustrate a steady increase in 

total population through the year 2050. When uncounted residents of the United States 

are added to these data, percentages of 65+ population may decrease. However, the raw 

numbers that contribute to the rationale for this study would remain at least the same. 

The U.S. Census Bureau's (2001) report attributes these 1990-2000 data to the 

"relatively low number of births in the late 1920s and early 1930s, which in tum led to a 

relatively small number of people reaching age 65 during the decade of 1990 to 2000" 

(pp. 2-3). The Census Bureau expects these numbers to increase as baby boomers, born 

between 1946 and 1964, begin to attain age 65 in the year 2011. These data strongly 

suggest the ascendance of the 65+ subset in the general population. 

The southern region of the USA. In terms of raw numbers (see Table 2, column 3), 

the South has been the fastest growing region in the USA in terms of the 65+ population. 

From 1990 to 2000, the South experienced a 1.7 million numerical increase in people age 

65+. In terms of percentages, the South was the second fastest growing region for this 

population (see Table 2, column 6). While its 16 percent increase was smaller than the 

West's, where the 65+ subset grew by nearly 20 percent, it was greater than the 

Midwest's seven percent increase and the Northeast's five percent increase (see Table 2, 

column 6). 
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Table 2 

Population Growth by Region, 1990-2000, Ages 65+ 

Number & Percent of Total Population 2000 Number & Percent of 
Numeric & Percent 

Total Population1990 
65+ Population 1990 65+ Population 2000 

Increases 1990-2000 

South 85,445,930 10,724,182 100,236,820 12,438,267 1,714,085 
12.6 12.4 16.0 

West 52,786,082 5,773,363 63,197,932 6,922,129 1,148,766 
10.9 11.0 19.9 

Midwest 59,668,632 7,749,130 64,392,776 8,259,075 509,945 
13.0 12.8 6.6 

Northeast 50,809,229 6,995,156 53,594,378 7,372,282 377,126 
13.8 13.8 5.4 

Note. Sources: U.S. Census Bureau (2001), The 65 Years and Over Population: 2000, p. 6; U.S. Census (2000c), Census summary file 1; 1990 census of 

population, general population characteristics: Population 65 Years and Over for the United States, Regions, and States, and for Puerto Rico: 1990 and 2000. 
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Florida's place among the 50 states and the District of Columbia: Percentage 

increases in the 65+ population, 1990 to 2000. Between 1990 and 2000, the percentage 

of the 65+ population increased in each of the 50 states, ranging from Nevada's 72.5 

percent increase to Rhode Island's 1.2 percent increase, and it decreased by 10.2 percent 

in the District of Columbia. Florida's 18.5 percent increase ranked 16th among these 51 

entities, just placing it in the top third of the group and nearly twice as high as the 

national median increase of 10.9 percent (see Table 3). 
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Table 3 

Percentage Increases and Decreases in 65+ Population by State, 1990 to 2000 

Percent Percent Percent 

Nevada 71.5 Vermont 17.2 Ohio 7.2 
Alaska 59.6 Maryland 15.8 Mississippi 6.9 
Arizona 39.5 Washington 15.1 Arkansas 6.8 
New Mexico 30.1 California 14.7 South Dakota 5.7 
Hawaii 28.5 Tennessee 13.7 Connecticut 5.4 
Utah 26.9 Montana 13.6 Missouri 5.3 
Colorado 26.3 Maine 12.3 Massachusetts 5.0 
Delaware 26.0 Oregon 12.0 Pennsylvania 4.9 
South Carolina 22.3 Alabama 10.9 Illinois 4.4 
Wyoming 22.2 Louisiana 10.2 Nebraska 4.1 
Texas 20.7 Michigan 10.0 Kansas 4.0 
North Carolina 20.5 Minnesota 8.7 North Dakota 3.8 
Idaho 20.3 Indiana 8.1 New York 3.6 

Georgia 20.0 Kentucky 8.1 West Virginia 3.0 

Virginia 19.2 New Jersey 7.9 Iowa 2.4 
Florida 18.5 Wisconsin 7.9 Rhode Island 1.2 
New Hampshire 18.3 Oklahoma 7.5 District of Columbia (1 0.2) 

Mean 14.7 
Median 10.9 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau (2000c),Census Summary File 1; 1990 Census of population, General population characteristics: 
Population 65 years and over for the United States, regions, and states, and for Puerto Rico: 1990 and 2000. 
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While Florida's 18.5 percent increase was solid but not remarkable, it is useful to 

note that each of the 15 states with a greater percentage increase of older people also had 

a smaller raw number increase than that of Florida. These data raise the question of why a 

greater number of older people than younger people stayed in or moved to these states. 

Percentage increases of older people in this group may be attributable to declines in other 

segments of their populations due to socioeconomic factors unrelated to longevity. Such 

factors may include perceived quality of life or opportunities that may entice people to 

relocate, and the relaxation of traditional kinship ties that less stringently keep family 

members in the same location. 

Florida's place among the 50 states and the District of Columbia: Numerical 

increases by state in the 65+ population, 1990 to 2000. Numerical increases that reflect 

actual population sizes may be more useful than percentages when seeking information 

about prospective sites of interest that have experienced and may continue to expect 

expanding retirement age populations. Between 1990 and 2000, the number of members 

of the 65+ population increased in each of the 50 states, ranging from nearly half a 

million in California to about 2,000 in Rhode Island and decreased in the District of 

Columbia by about 8,000. Florida ranked second among these 51 entities. Its increase of 

about 438,000 people age 65+ places it at about 10 times the states' median of 41,000 

(see Table 4). 
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Table4 

Numeric Increases and Decreases in 65+ Population, by State, 1990 to 2000 

Number Number Number 

California 460,106 Illinois 63,480 New Hampshire 22,941 
Florida 438,166 Alabama 56,809 Mississippi 22,239 
Texas 355,956 Indiana 56,635 Delaware 20,991 
Arizona 189,065 Wisconsin 51,332 Maine 20,029 
North Carolina 164,707 New Mexico 49,163 Montana 14,452 
Georgia 131,005 Louisiana 47,938 Kansas 13,658 
Virginia 127,863 Minnesota 47,332 Alaska 13,330 
Ohio 100,796 Oregon 46,853 Vermont 11 ,347 
South Carolina 99,398 Massachusetts 40,878 Michigan 10,557 
Nevada 91 ,298 Utah 40,264 Wyoming 10,498 
Pennsylvania 90,059 Kentucky 37,948 Iowa 10,107 
Washington 86,860 Missouri 37,698 Nebraska 9,127 
Colorado 86,630 Hawaii 35,596 West Virginia 7,998 
New York 84,630 Oklahoma 31 ,737 South Dakota 5,800 
Tennessee 84,493 Idaho 24,651 North Dakota 3,423 
Maryland 81 ,825 Connecticut 24,276 Rhode Island 1,855 
New Jersey 81 '111 Arkansas 23,961 District of Columbia (7,949) 

Mean 71,783 
Median 40,878 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau (2000c) Census Summary File 1; 1990 Census of population, General population characteristics: 
Population 65 years and over for the United States, regions, and states, and for Puerto Rico: 1990 and 2000. 
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Projected increases for Florida's 65 + population, 2000 to 2030. In raw numbers, 

Florida's 2.8 million people age 65+ in 2000 are expected to increase by an additional3.5 

million by 2030. People age 65+ accounted for 16.5 percent of Florida's population in 

2000. This is expected to increase to 23 .7 percent by 2030. At that point, Floridians age 

65+ are expected to exceed the 3.4 million mark (see Table 5). 
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Table 5 

Florida Population Year 2000 and Projected 10-Year Increases through Year 2030, Ages 65+ 

All Florida 

65-84 

85+ 

Tota165+ 

2000 Population 2010-2010 Projected Increase 2000-2020 Projected Increase 2000-2030 Projected Increase 

16,982,824 

2,476,349 
14.6% 

331,301 
2.0% 

2,807,650 
16.5% 

2,414,590 
14.2% 

440,980 
17.8% 

509,416 
1.54% 

619,140 
17.7% 

5,605,184 
33.0% 

1,612,197 
65% 

268,729 
% 

2,876,642 
20.8% 

9,481,813 
55.8% 

3,089,734 
1.24% 

396,938 
2.7% 

3,476,672 
23.7% 

Notes. Sources: U.S. Census Bureau (2000b), Profile of General Demographic Clwracteristics: 2000, Geographic Area: Florida; The Florida Legislature, 

Florida Demographic Estimating Conference (2004), Florida Population by Age Groups. and as Projected Percent of Total, 2010-2030. 
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Florida's ranking as 45th among the states in terms of income, property, and other 

taxes imposed on its residents; warm climate; abundance of recreational opportunities; 

convenient access to airports and cruise lines and, according to some lifelong learners, its 

educational venues, identify Florida as appropriate for research on lifelong learning. On 

its own and in comparison with other areas of the USA, Florida emerges as a uniquely 

positioned target market for this study and a site for studies in the foreseeable future. An 

alphabetized summary of percentages and raw numbers by state is presented in Table 6. 
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Table 6 

Alpha List of Raw Number and Percentage Changes in 65+ Population, by State, 1990 to Present 

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 

Alabama 56,809.00 10.9 Kentucky 37,948 8.1 North Dakota 3,423 3.8 
Alaska 13,330 59.6 Louisiana 47,938 10.2 Ohio 100,796 7.2 
Arizona 189,065 39.5 Maine 20,029 12.3 Oklahoma 31,737 7.5 
Arkansas 23,961 6.8 Maryland 81,825 15.8 Oregon 46,853 12.0 
California 460,106 14.7 Massachusetts 40,878 5.0 Pennsylvania 90,059 4.9 
Colorado 86,630 26.3 Michigan 10,557 10.0 Rhode Island 1,855 1.2 
Connecticut 24,276 5.4 Minnesota 47,332 8.7 South Carolina 99,398 22.3 
Delaware 20,991 26 Mississippi 22,239 6.9 So. Dakota 5,800 5.7 
District of Columbia -7,949 (1 0.2) Missouri 37,698 5.3 Tennessee 84,493 13.7 
Florida 438,166 18.5 Montana 14,452 13.6 Texas 355,956 20.7 
Georgia 131,005 20 Nebraska 9,127 4.1 Utah 40,264 26.9 
Hawaii 35,596 28.5 Nevada 91 ,298 71.5 Vermont 11 ,347 17.2 
Idaho 24,651 20.3 New Hampshire 22,941 18.3 Virginia 127,863 19.2 
Illinois 63,480 4.4 New Jersey 81 '111 7.9 Washington 86,860 15.1 
Indiana 56,635 8.1 New Mexico 49,163 30.1 West Virginia 7,998 3.0 
Iowa 10,107 2.4 New York 84,630 3.6 Wisconsin 51 ,332 7.9 
Kansas 13,658 4 North Carolina 164,707 20.5 Wyoming 10,498 22.2 

Mean 71 ,783 14.7 
Median 40,878 10.9 

Source: US Census Bureau (2000c) Census Summary File 1; 1990 Census of population, General population characteristics: 
Population 65 years and over for the United States, regions, and states, and for Puerto Rico: 1990 and 2000. 
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Other identifiers of older age. Despite the clarity of raw numbers, classification of 

people by chronology alone is murky. Uhlenberg (1987) suggests "an alternative proposal 

to defining old age as beginning for a cohort when the average number of remaining 

years of life are ten to fifteen" (p. 199). Crews (1994) identifies an inherent limitation in 

data that report or predict the numbers of people who have reached or are expected to 

reach landmark birthdays. Statistics alone do not tell the story about older people's 

motivations and abilities to participate in educational programs. Numbers may trail 

socially and culturally defined components of advanced age. Particularly in industrialized 

societies, medical advances and leisure activities promote high physical and mental 

capacity during the decades after retirement. Heidrich and Ryff (1996) note, "empirical 

studies consistently demonstrate that the elderly are no worse off, and often better off, 

than younger adults when it comes to mental health and psychological well-being" (p. 

73). Heidrich and Ryff suggest that older people "reported higher levels of life 

satisfaction, morale, well-being, and happiness and lower levels of depression and 

anxiety than younger adults" (p. 73). They also find that, compared to professional health 

workers' opinions of older people, seniors have higher opinions of their own health, 

happiness, and ability to cope. 

In agreement with Baltes and Baltes (1990), Heidrich and Ryff (1996) find a 

paradox in older people's attitudes toward successful aging. They address the question of 

how these folks "maintain high levels of psychological well-being when faced with the 

negative events of old age" (p. 73). Their research suggests that comparison of oneself 

with others helps older people determine their satisfaction with life. Their 12 "domains

coping with age, coping with change, life satisfaction, coping with emotions, physical 
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health, managing health care, learning new things, desired activity level, problem solving, 

friendships, physical appearance, and family relationships" (p. 83) include at least one 

area, their health care system, that is especially relevant to managing older age in the 

USA. 

In the absence of objective criteria, these comparisons with people in other age 

cohorts provide ways to appraise the quality of their lives. Guralnik (1991) also reports 

that people currently experience longer and healthier lives than their counterparts of the 

past. Murky or clear in terms of what makes a society consider a person old, the numbers 

and descriptions invite further investigation of this cohort - as contributors and as 

consumers. 

The social psychology of aging. The social psychology of aging may best be 

understood in the context of the culture in which aging occurs and the situational factors 

that a person faces. Sokolovsky (1990), a professor at the University of South Florida 

who teaches courses in the anthropology of aging, writes, 

Maturing adults have in their reach the possibility of becoming the great social 

pioneers of the next 100 years. They are people who will radically redefine the 

meaning of old age as a stage of human existence and as a way of constructing a 

sense of personhood. Some changes are already quite apparent in industrialized 

societies in the guise of political groups such as the Gray Panthers, in a multitude 

of new forms of housing and self-help groups, in Universities of the Third Age, 

and in changing attitudes about such thing as retirement, late-life divorce and 

sexuality. As the Western world plunges headlong into a new conception of old 
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age, it will do well to examine the variations that exist within and without narrow 

social boundaries. (p. vii) 

Formosa (1999), Matcha (1997), and Victor (1994) note that increased numbers 

of older adults in Western societies ]jve in smaller family groups. This may be the result 

of having had fewer children than their predecessors or to geographic mobility. Thus they 

may seek to socialize beyond the family, choosing to associate with members of their 

own generation who share their interests. 

Sokolovsky (1990) reminds his readers that a unique quality of humans, in 

contrast with other primates, is that they have a "distinct, significant post reproductive 

phase of life" (p. 1). He describes the dichotomy between the biological declines and the 

increases in sagacity that can occur in older individuals. Sokolovsky further suggests that 

we do not have to think of growing older only as a dreadful experience of repudiation but 

also as an opportunity to exercise valuable roles as elders in social networks. 

Baltes and Baltes (1990) suggest that the link between aging and success seems 

paradoxical. However, this association may be used to stimulate investigation of the role 

of age in contemporary social contexts. The Balteses suggest a combination of qualitative 

and quantitative criteria for successful aging. Unlike Heidrich and Ryff's (1996) life 

satisfaction criteria based on comparisons with others, the Balteses identify seven 

individual standards. These include "length of life, biological health, mental health, 

cognitive efficacy, social competence and productivity, personal control, and life 

satisfaction" (p. 5). 

The positive aspects of aging have their origins in early human cultures, as 

evidenced in the ancient myths and epics. Moses (Bible, 2007) and Charlemagne 
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(Holmes, 1962) are prime examples of unique contributions of engaged older members of 

society. These archetypes continue to affect cultural attitudes and behaviors. 

A contemporary sub-Saharan culture reveals the importance of age on women 's 

roles in the Muslim Housa society of Kaduna, Nigeria. Coles (1990) describes these 

female elders as people who consistently inspire or control the lives of younger women 

and men, and whose authority preserves traditions while fostering new developments. 

Older women in this society who earn their own money may be empowered to assert their 

individuality in their associations with both males and females. Thus aging, in this case 

combined with economic independence and bolstered by social status and religious 

compliance, trumps gender in providing power and autonomy. No longer producing 

children or objects, both of which acts, according to Sokolovsky (1990), have 

subordinating connotations, older women may transcend their earlier functional roles. 

When their individual accomplishments make them less interchangeable with other 

functionaries, they may become distinctive influencers in their communities. Likewise, 

Rosenberg (1990) identifies the secure place of elders among the !Kung people of 

Botswana. 

In Sokolovsky' s (1990) exploration of individual and social aspects of aging, he 

considers the influences of social and cultural environments on the diverse experiences of 

aging. Individuals can earn their places and spaces through tangible contributions and 

appropriate behaviors. His multi-cultural perspective contributes to the theoretical 

foundation of this study through its attention to "the fabric of values, perceptions, human 

relationships, and socially engineered behavior" (p. 20). He explains that: 
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Varied patterns of created ideology, social organization, and the ways people 

produce and distribute valued objects constitute the cultural systems into which 

all humans grow. Each cultural system creates a perceptual lens composed of 

potent symbols through which a particular vision of reality is developed. (p. 2) 

Sokolovsky further posits that symbolic constructs such as "the Pepsi generation" 

discussed by Francher (1973) oppose and damage older adults' sense of self-worth. As 

Sokolovsky explains: 

Culture only exists in relation to the contextual framework in which human actors 

find themselves. Such ... factors can be relevant at various levels of analysis. On 

the personal level, this might involve looking at how ... health affects the chances 

for aging well. On a societal scale, one could examine how ... differential access 

to wealth and status ... or even the structural differences between communities in 

the same society alter culturally based premises about how one grows old .... 

Such situational factors can be strong enough to completely reverse patterns of 

respect and support linked to cultural traditions. (p. 2) 

Sokolovsky further notes that societies develop common positions on aging that include 

their perceptions of the phases of life, interfaces among various age cohorts, issues of 

autonomy and dependence, and even the ways an individual's life may end. 

Lifelong learning for older adults may enhance later life by providing education 

on topics related to elders' roles and coping skills, and indirectly reduce negative imagery 

through its implicit statement that elders are important enough for the community to 

include them and allocate resources to them. It is interesting to note that in cultures where 

lifelong learning programs are provided at no cost and are widely accessible, so is 
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medical care. This highlights the link between resource allocation and cultural values, 

and it begins to shed light on the roles that elders experience in their cultural 

environments. 

Holmberg' s (1969) and Sharp's (1981) literal descriptions of cultures that allow 

elders to die risk becoming metaphors for Western societies making tough, value-laden 

choices. We need not look far to find an example. It may be argued that Texas' Advance 

Directive Statute (Texas Health and Safety Code Annual, 1999) allows its hospitals to 

make decisions about removing life support, even when that choice is contrary to an 

individual ' s or family ' s wishes, when the hospital deems that the health issue is 

irreversible. Thus, when patients are unable to pay for transfer to a private care facility 

that will provide life support, their end-of-life decisions may be made for them. Whether 

reality or merely a perceived threat, the parallel is striking: provide your own resources, 

and do not expect the community to support you. While this approach to end-of-life 

decisions may be necessary in subsistence cultures, it reflects cultural values and 

priorities in conditions of sufficiency or abundance. Two underlying questions are: What 

is the social value of a person who is not economically productive? Who is worthy of 

society' s support? 

The Baltes' (1990) work on individual life span development in people of 

retirement age and Magnusson and Torestad' s (1993) work on the social context of aging 

provide insights into the elements embedded in the double helix of the individual and 

social factors of participation among older learners. While the Baltes' studies 

acknowledged environmental as well as biological factors , Magnuson and Torestad 

observed that people behave within the framework of their social networks. 
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Keith, Frye, and Ikels (1990) emphasize the value of distinguishing between the 

universal human aspects of aging and those that may reflect a particular culture or 

society. They explain that researchers are challenged to gather data that are "valid from 

within a particular cultural setting and usable for comparison with information from 

another cultural setting" (p. 246). They note that if the dimensions of data points are 

homogenized, cultural specificity will be sacrificed. Yet "definitions cannot be 

completely 'culture-centric' or the opportunity for comparison will be lost." Their Project 

AGE (Age, Generation, and Experience) research seeks "characteristics of communities 

around the world that influence the well-being of their older residents" (p. 246). Their 

findings illustrate a range of definitions of success in aging. Their model acknowledges: 

Two kinds of community characteristics appeared to be essential: broad system

level characteristics such as rate of social change or degree of social 

differentiation, and more specific internal mechanisms, such as cultural values, 

peer groups, or resource control, through which the global characteristics might 

affect the lives of older people. (p. 245) 

The Project AGE model predicts that, in some ways, characteristics of the wider 

community will have an impact on the well-being of older people. The greater the scale, 

the greater the social differentiation. And the greater the rates of social change and 

residential mobility, the lower the levels of well-being in older age. The effects of these 

community characteristics are neither simple nor direct; they work through intervening 

mechanisms in each community. For example, cultural values about independence and 

dependence may exacerbate or buffer the effects of system-level factors. Further, the 

existence of peer groups may cushion the negative effects of residential mobility in 
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communities that value independence. Two major insights from Project AGE are that the 

deeply rooted concept of success has Western connotations, and that definitions are 

culturally bound. 

In summary, the culture can make life in one's third age a positive or negative 

experience. From the socio-cultural point of view, the older person's environment may 

cause or ameliorate problems. The older person's roles, opportunities for engagement, 

and services may thus be restricted or available. 

The concept of the "third age." Formosa (1999) identifies the third age as part of 

a four-part division of the life span. It follows the dependency of the first age and the 

independence of the second age, and it precedes the frailty and renewed dependence of 

the fourth age. He describes the third age as "the most influential catalyst for the 

widespread emanation of older adult education" and a time of "personal achievement and 

learning for self-development" (p. 2). Similarly, Radcliffe (1985) identifies the third age 

as "that time of life when, having ceased any occupational activity, men and women 

enjoy total independence" (p. 68). Laslett (1996) describes the third age as a "period of 

personal fulfillment" (p. 4 ). He further observes that opportunities for third age 

fulfillment are limited by socio-economic constraints. 

Learning among older adults. In 1926, the establishment of The American 

Association for Adult Education, supported by the Carnegie Corporation, opened the way 

for research in a "scientific stream" that sought to prove that adults are able to learn. 

Thorndike (1928) and others led the way for worker training and management 

development training as practical fields of study. Lindeman (1989) pursued a parallel 

path of inquiry about why and how adults learn, suggesting that "the approach to adult 
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education will be via the route of situations, not subjects," and that "the resource of 

highest value in adult education is the learner' s experience" (pp. 9-1 0). Lindeman 

assumed that adults engage in learning in order to fulfill a need or satisfy an interest 

(Smith, 2004 ). 

Lindeman's (1989) successors explored the assumption that learning does not 

necessarily diminish with age, and that adult learners will want to choose the 

environment as well as the process and content of their learning. Knowles (1980) and 

Knox (1986) outline physical considerations for the design of learning programs for older 

adults, and they are widely acknowledged. While certain physical accommodations such 

as increased lighting and augmented sound systems may be required, these needs may be 

met without impugning one's abilities to participate, learn, and contribute. Hiemstra 

(1991) adds depth to the concept of the adult's learning environment, suggesting that the 

many ways in which adults may choose to learn reflect the multiplicity of possible venues 

and that the learning environment includes psychological and socio-cultural components 

as well as the physical setting. The implications for program developers and providers 

start with the development of their own sensitivities to the particular needs of adult 

learners. Another of Heimstra' s ( 1985) contributions is in the area of self-directed 

learning, where he combines the practical and ethical aspects of adult education. Brockett 

(1985), a colleague and co-author ofHeimstra' s, identified independence as a major 

determinant of successful aging and found a direct correlation between older learners ' 

"readiness for learning and perceived life satisfaction" (p. 210). 

Older people 's right to lifelong learning. Formosa ( 1999) traces older adults' 

right to lifelong learning to the United Nations' (1948) Declaration of Human Rights and 
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more specifically its (1982) Vienna International Plan of Action on Ageing. The 1982 

Plan states, "as a basic human right education must be made available without 

discrimination against the elderly" and "educational practices should reflect the principle 

of the right to ageing, through the appropriate allocation of resources and ... educational 

programs" (United Nations, 1983, pp. 43-44). UNESCO's Conference on Adult 

Education (1983) and the European Citizens' Charter (1997) offer further support for this 

right. 

Lifelong learning and older adults facing transitions. Merriam (2005) writes that 

"change is fundamental to adult life" (p. 3). Levinson and Levinson (1996) write about 

transitions as "the underlying pattern or design of a person's life at any given time" (p. 

22). Basaches (1984), elaborating on the Levinsons' perspective, writes of "facing the 

tensions involved when an existing structure seems to be working less well, and facing 

the need for a new structure when one's previous structure has been dismantled" (p. 323) 

across the life-span. 

Merriam (2005) divides life transitions into four categories: anticipated, 

unanticipated, nonevent, and sleeper. Anticipated transitions, while expected of one's 

peer group, vary among individuals. Learning related to these transitions typically 

corresponds to the timing of the events. The researcher can attest to Merriam's statement, 

When the timing is "out of snyc with ... cultural expectations ... there is little support 

and greater potential for the transition to be a crisis" (p. 5). 

Unanticipated transitions are "likely to be especially stressful; at the same time, 

their potential for stimulating learning and subsequent development may be greater than 

for the more normative, anticipated life events" (Merriam, 2005, p. 5). Nonevent 
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transitions are things that did not occur, for example, finding that one's adult children 

have made the significant decision not to produce grandchildren. Sleeper transitions 

develop slowly. However, as Schlossberg (1989) notes, one does accept that "roles, 

relationships, and routines have all been altered" (p. 23). Each type of transition may 

motivate older adults to engage in learning projects. Bridges (2003) describes the process 

as a three-stage transition model that starts with "letting go of something," moves to "the 

no-man's land between the old reality and the new," then to "new beginnings" (p. 5). 

Merriam (2005) writes that "for learning to occur, an experience needs to be 

discomforting, disquieting, or puzzling enough for us not to reject it or ignore it, but to 

attend to it and reflect on it" (p. 8). 

What does lifelong learning offer to older adults? Formosa ( 1999) points out that 

"older adult education helps to give a chance to older persons to control their education 

and to abandon traditional models of education [and] encourage an anti-authoritarian and 

liberatory approach" (p. 5), allowing learners to be "partners in the learning process" (p. 

6). 

Tyler (1993) and Groombridge (1995) suggest that older adult education helps 

lessen negative stereotypes of older people by developing positive group identity and 

making older people more visible in their communities. Philibert (1984) suggests that 

participation fosters individual development by helping older people structure their free 

time and become less secluded. Swindell (1990) points out the opportunities for tapping 

into the older learners' vast knowledge resources. Pingsheng, Picton, and Yuk-King 

(1996) suggest that participation fosters social assimilation and decreases family conflict. 
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Criticism of actual practice. In contrast with the praise for the possibilities offered 

by adult education theory, criticism has surfaced in the area of actual practice. One area 

for reproach is the sense of exclusivity that focuses on well-educated, ambulatory people. 

(Laslett, 1996), Midwinter (1996), Swindell (1990), and Formosa (1999) found that most 

providers of older adult education tend to address the interests of White people with 

professional backgrounds. Withnall (1994) notes that older lifelong learners are 

comfortable with a language level that is suitable to an academic environment. This is 

consistent with the findings ofManheimer, Snodgrass, and Moskow-Mackensie (1995), 

which state that the most important predictor of engaging in lifelong learning is prior 

educational experience. 

Another area of criticism about lifelong learning for older adults is age 

segregation. VanderVeen (1990) recommends more mixed-age events. The rationale for 

this recommendation is that University of the Third Age programs are often too 

circumscribed by resources to offer a wide range of courses. Withnall (1989) tempers this 

perspective by distinguishing between general subject matter and instructional methods 

that might appeal to learners of all ages, and older adult learners' unique needs in terms 

of content and delivery, where learners of a certain age come together for information 

about shared, age-related issues. 

Barriers to participation. Formosa (1999) presents three types of barriers to older 

adults' participation in lifelong learning: "attitudinal, situational, and institutional" (p. 7). 

He cites the research of Schuller and Bostyn (1996), regarding possible attitudinal 

barriers. Clustering around self-doubt, these barriers include embarrassment, lack of 

earlier education, and fear of failure. Their corollaries are reluctance to commit, lack of 
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motivation, and situational barriers that lie outside the individual's control. They include 

health issues such as vision or memory, concerns about traveling away from home, 

transportation issues, language issues, expenses, and lack of information about 

educational programs. Some situational barriers come directly from program providers. 

These institutional constraints include the organizational issues of accessibility, social 

atmosphere, scheduling, location, costs, and advertising. They also include classroom 

issues such as subject matter, language levels, and instructors ' preparation to teach older 

adults. 

Why do older people want to participate in lifelong learning? The 

Commonwealth of Australia ' s Bureau of Statistics (1996) identified characteristics that 

correlated with participation; their findings suggest that older learners may be likely to 

have more education and higher incomes than others of their age group. Banks' (1993) 

Carnegie investigation reports that, among older lifelong learners in England, only five 

percent of men and eleven percent of women enrolled in vocation-related courses. Dale 

(2001) reports on several studies of older learners conducted in Europe in the 1980s. As a 

group, these studies conclude "how much more interesting and rewarding life has 

become, how many friends they have made and how much better they feel about 

themselves and life in general" (p. 786). Aslanian and Brickell (1980) wrote that 83 

percent of adult learners could identify some "transition in their lives as reasons for 

engaging in learning" (pp. 60-61). Brown, Chairman, Provost, and Acker-Hocevar (2001) 

found that older learners at FAU participate because of the faculty and because they 

perceive the health benefits of mental exercise. These studies suggest that older learners 

are interested in learning for its own sake and that they are experienced learners. 
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Individual and shared well-being in the context of lifelong learning. Schuller 

(1992) writes of the confluence of a positive attitude and successful aging. The 

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (1996) reported a 

correlation between lifelong learning and good health. Brady's (1983) study on 

Elderhostel participants also includes individual welfare as an advantage of participation. 

Hurworth's (1995) Australian study reaches comparable conclusions. Dale (2001) refers 

to this as "feelings of strength and a sense of power gained by the mutual support and 

group solidarity in the learning environment" (p. 787). Dale's study extends the construct 

of wellness beyond exercising one's capacities in order to advance individual health. In 

acknowledging the collective well-being of the group, Dale moves the concept from the 

personal to the environmental realm, demonstrating that individual well-being is 

embedded in a systemic context. 

Brain Plasticity and Older Adult Learning 

Thornton (2003) sets the scene for exploring the connections among the physical, 

cognitive, and neural amalgam that supports lifelong learning. He explains that the 

process is enhanced by learning environments that invite cognitive challenge and provide 

social engagement. Thornton's three-part taxonomy consisting of learning (a) how to 

learn, (b) how to grow, and (c) how to be well, assumes that individuals of all ages can 

use learning as a means to maximize their enjoyment of life. 

Much has been written about the impact of neurology, specifically brain plasticity, 

on older adult learners, as brain function can open doors or set apparent limits to 

cognitive ability. Kolb and Whishaw (1998) make a "strong case for the relationship of 

brain plasticity and behavioral change" (p. 15). In explaining that "changes in the 
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structural properties of the brain will reflect changes in brain function" (p. 1), they restate 

Bailey and Kandel's (1993) assertion that: 

One of the key principles of behavioral neuroscience is that experience can 

modify brain structure long after brain development is complete. Indeed it is 

generally assumed that structural changes in the brain accompany memory 

storage. (p. 1) 

Kolb and Whishaw (1998) further build their case on Greenough and Chang's (1989) 

finding that "synapses can form and dendrites can grow well beyond the period of brain 

development" (p. 1). Beyond the physiological aspects of neural changes, they posit three 

domains that may be linked to life events: acquiring skills, which requires the production 

of a voluntary behavior or movement; related involuntary action that supports the former; 

and the functions of recovery and compensatory behavior after an injury. These changes 

are supported by an individual's metabolic capacity (Black, Greenough, Anderson, and 

Isaacs, (1987), thus demonstrating the value of exercise and nutrition. 

According to Kolb and Wishaw (1998), education and gender also appear to 

relate to neurons and dendrons. Likewise, Jacobs, Schall, and Scheibel (1993) noticed a 

correlation - without proof of causality - between dendritic growth in the brain's cortex 

and level of formal education. Jacobs et al. and Witenson, Glezer, and Kigar (1994) have 

also reported that females have broader dendritic arbors than males. Buell and Coleman 

(1979) posited that the aging brain ' s gain in dendritic growth offset the developing deficit 

of neurons. Kolb and Whishaw note that, while no specific evidence is available to 

suggest that the effects of stress apply to brain cells as well to cells in other areas of the 

body, neither is there a reason to assume that it does not. 
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Rosenzweig ' s (1996) study offers a different yet compatible explanation of the 

relationships among learning, memory and brain development. He posits that: 

training can alter the enzyme . .. activity in the cortex, and environmental 

enrichment can lead to structural changes in the brain. The plastic changes in the 

nervous system induced by learning early in life can improve problem-solving 

abilities in maturity. The capacity for brain changes may continue throughout life, 

although it appears greater for younger subjects. (p.1) 

Rosenzweig (1996) notes that the research that attempts to link experience with plasticity 

of the brain applies to the process of aging well. "Enriched experience, beginning early in 

life, also helps to ensure maintenance of ability into old age .... People who continue to 

learn actively can maintain high levels of performance .. . . " (pp. 23-24). For example, 

Shimamura et al. (in press) note that faculty members in their 60s fare as well as those in 

their 30s on learning and memory tasks. 

Schaie ' s (1994) longitudinal study identified three variables as likely to decrease 

the threat of diminished cognitive function in older adults. Rosenzweig (1996) describes 

them as: 

(1) favorable environmental circumstances ... high socio-economic status ... 

above-average education . .. high complexity and low routine [professions]; 

(2) extensive reading ... travel .. . attendance at cultural events .... pursuit of 

continuing education activities ... and 

(3) a spouse with high cognitive status. (p. 24) 

Garrett (2002) notes that more than four million people in the United States have 

one or another form of dementia, most of whom have Alzheimer' s-like syndromes. These 
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people, as well as those who are not similarly impaired, may benefit from the 

development of new neurons, the growth of dendrites, cognitive stimulation in an 

"enriched environment of mental stimulation, socialization, and lifestyle changes" (p.40), 

physical exercise, and improved nutrition. 

Leach (2004) and Spector et al.'s (2003) field studies in cognitive stimulation 

therapy (CST) led Leach to conclude that CST produces significant increases, similar to 

those found in drug studies, in the mental abilities and life conditions of older patients 

experiencing dementia. Leach endorses CST as an effective choice for people who may 

not want, or may not be able, to take certain drugs. He further suggests that health care 

workers and caregivers be trained so that CST may be integrated into routine care for this 

population. 

A recent article in the journal Mind, Mood, Memory (2007) explains that, since 

many "brain changes that accompany aging are associated with deterioration or Joss of 

synapses," it is important for older adults to "learn ways to strengthen and protect these 

important connections" (p. 4). This article further explains that: 

the ability to learn and remember, along with other mental and emotional 

processes, can be influenced by the effects of lifestyle and environment on the 

synapses. Studies suggest that neurons that are adversely affected by stress, Jack 

of stimulation, or neurotoxins may be hampered in their ability to form new 

patterns of connectivity and may lose synaptic connections. (p. 4) 

Kesslak, So, Choi, Cotman, and Gomez-Pinilla, (1998) explain that "brain

derived neurotropic factor (BDNF) promotes neuron survival, enhances sprouting, 

protects neurons against insult, and may be involved in several aspects of learning and 
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memory" (p. 10). Their study concludes that "behaviors such as physical activity and 

learning may help maintain and protect neurons at risk in aging and neurodegenerative 

disease via increased BDNF expression" (p. 12). 

Bolla et al. ' s (2003) study of healthy older adults aged 40 to 89 demonstrated that 

while gender, level of education, verbal intelligence score, and vocabulary knowledge 

had impact when the Verbal Fluency Test (FAS) was administered, "no aging effect was 

found" when assessing the "ability to quickly organize information and formulate 

effective recall strategies" (p. 1). 

Focal Construct 2: The University as a Setting for Older Adult Learning 

The second area of the conceptual framework, the university as a setting for older 

adult learning, focuses on the global lifelong learning environments. This is illustrated in 

terms of university programs in Spain, Wales, Australia, and the USA. This part of the 

conceptual framework looks at learning opportunities for older people as embedded 

elements in larger socio-economic and political environments. The rise of the University 

of the Third Age movement in Europe, Oceania, and Asia illustrates how contextual and 

cultural factors impact lifelong learning. National policies in Australia and Spain, the 

effects of the labor movement plus the desire for inclusion in Wales, and the mission to 

serve the community in an exemplary venue in the USA, provide a montage of Western 

examples. A brief overview of lifelong learning in the USA distinguishes university

based lifelong learning from that of other sponsors. 

Formosa (1999) suggests that education for older adults offers "creative and 

emancipatory activities for older people who want more than bingo and condescension" 

(p. 1). However, he identifies "lacunae between practice in older adult education and the 
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benefits that they are supposed to yield." Therefore, says Formosa, it is highly relevant to 

identify "good practice" along with "the major barriers that are excluding the vast 

majority from participating" (p. 1). 

Manheimer (1996) identifies the field of older adult education as the nexus 

between adult education and gerontology. Laslett (1996) suggests that programs in this 

niche need to deviate from the traditional functional educational paradigms in favor of 

"education as a value in itself leading to both personal fulfillment and social critical 

awareness" (Formosa, p. 5). 

Giroux and Myrsiades (2001) refer to Berube's (1998) suggestion that "educators 

need to find ways to ensure that their academic work addresses the imperatives of social 

policy" (p. 56). In this study, the term "educators" includes university program 

developers, administrators, and the policy makers with whom developers and administers 

negotiate. All these are perceived to share responsibility for shaping and delivering 

education along with classroom teachers. 

Palmer (1998) notes that individuals do not bring about change so much as the 

behaviors of millions of people do. He further points out that universities and societies 

influence one another, and that the cultures of universities and of societies each evolve in 

the process. He ventures that the speed of social change is exponential, due to such 

factors as worldwide communication, multi-national economics, and the move from three 

to two socio-economic classes. Although "universities provide direction for society, the 

weight of influence of society upon universities is of course far greater than the other way 

around" (p. 157). The traditional missions of teaching, research, and service are 

positioned to help people secure positions in the have category, and prepare them to help 
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others also. Neil Gershenfeld (2005), Director of The Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology's Atoms and Bits Laboratory, explained the phenomenon of widening the 

base of new know ledge creation by saying that the key is, "the tools can make tools." The 

university thus stimulates a multiplier effect in the currency of knowledge, skills, and the 

empowerment they yield. As Palmer (1998) states: 

In a sense, all of college and university is about helping individuals to become 

creative effective change-makers in society. While social change to some extent 

has a life of its own, individuals can to a degree shape that change for better or for 

worse. They need help in doing this. Participation in change-making is far too 

important to be left to chance. (p. 166) 

Yet there is an abyss between fostering independent thinking and doing social 

engineering. Palmer (1998) says that universities must "look at ourselves anew ... 

honestly and with a fresh eye assess ourselves, our work ... come to terms with 

ourselves as educators and discoverers" (p. 159). He further states: 

However, higher education in the United States is a many-varied thing. Different 

types of institutions do have different purposes to some degree .... At the bottom 

the question is: how will a given change affect the academic integrity of the 

college or university? ... This should always be the paramount criterion in 

planning, carrying out and evaluating change in higher education. (p. 160) 

Lifelong learning programs may affect the university's academic integrity in a strong yet 

indirect way, that is, by strengthening the institution's capital assets or by contributing to 

operating budgets through scholarships and other gifts. 
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Palmer (1998) points out that the negative effects of cutting expenses and raising 

tuition and fees make income producing activities all the more attractive. To this end, 

Palmer's streamlined model for university administration maintains the position of 

Director of Continuing Education; the person in this office can move relatively quickly to 

meet the community's needs and interests and at the same time encourage philanthropy. 

Palmer also notes that it is critical to involve actual and prospective donors in the 

everyday life of the institution through its particular programs. He advocates encouraging 

supporters to "develop a true feeling for what is happening on campus and what it is that 

their support will enhance" (p. 176). 

University of the third age. L'Universite du Troisieme Age premiered in 1972 at 

the University of Toulouse. It offered the use of the University's amenities to older 

learners, with the expectation of enhancing their lives through educational activities, 

study tours, and other agreeable events. The acronym UTA took hold in the francophone 

world, and the concept expanded into Belgium, Italy, Poland, and Spain within two years. 

The name changed to U3A, short for University of the Third Age, among English 

speakers. Cambridge University came on board in 1981, changing the model to 

autonomous groups of older learners who receive teaching and curriculum design from 

the University while operating without its direct influence. By 1983, the United Kingdom 

established the Third Age Trust, "to promote learning, research and community service 

among Third Agers everywhere (Third Age Trust, 1999). By 1999, the Third Age Trust 

oversaw more than 360 U3As that served more than 75,000 older learners. In the 1990s, 

Australia, New Zealand, Argentina, Japan, and China joined the UT AIU3A movement. 
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Except for sites in the United IGngdom, most learning spaces are sponsored by a 

university (Dale, 2001). 

Lifelong learning in the USA: An overview. Although information about 

educational programs for older adult learners in the United States is a relatively recent 

phenomenon, Minzey and LeTarte (1972) have described the history of American adult 

education in general. They credit Benjamin Franklin with the first such American 

enterprise in Philadelphia in 1727. The Junto , a weekly conclave, was devoted to 

examining a range of philosophic and scientific topics proposed by its members; it 

evolved into the American Philosophical Society in 1743. The Junto appears to have been 

dormant from about the 1760s until 1941. Its early connections with the Philadelphia Free 

Library system and public discussion forums and its more recent contributions to 

continuing education in the post-World War Two era make the Junto a fascinating topic 

for further adult education research (Philosophical Society of America, 2005). 

Several noteworthy events in adult education occurred in the 19th century. 

One of these was the founding of the Chautauqua Society and its programs in western 

New York State. The current presence of both Franklin ' s Junto and the Chautauqua 

Society attest to an abiding interest in adult education for personal enrichment. 

Addressing another segment of adult learners, the New York and Rhode Island state 

legislatures funded basic education for adults in the 19th century. The Hatch Act of 1887, 

supporting education for adults through agricultural extension, and The Adult Basic 

Education Act of 1966, amended 1968, helped solidify the development from grass roots 

interests to public policy regarding the importance of education for adults as well as 

younger people. In the period that Cohen (1998) calls the "mass higher education era" (p. 
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196), the federal government's role expanded as legislation and judicial decisions 

protected designated groups. In 1964, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibited 

discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex, religion, or national origin. In 1967, the 

Age Discrimination Employment Act prohibited age discrimination in the workplace. 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission enforces these laws. 

Until recently, older learners were in their 20s and 30s. The ideas that large 

groups of learners could be in their seventies and eighties has now arrived. Expansion in 

terms of age, expectations, and vision became possible with better health on the part of 

the population and shifting attitudes toward individual differences on the part of policy 

makers and program administrators. The shift has been in the direction of acceptance, if 

not quite celebration, of human diversity. 

In the USA, many viable examples of programs have flourished outside the 

university environment. In the USA, the Elderhostel movement provides widespread 

educational services (Dale, 2001). Other proprietary examples include Adventures in 

Learning and the May Company's Older Adult Services and Information Systems 

(OASIS). Libraries, community centers, and religious organizations serve a myriad of 

interests. In contrast, university-based lifelong learning centers are fewer in number and 

qualitatively different. University Based Learning in Retirement is a relatively early 

example of this genre. It resembles the English U3A model as its venues are typically 

local in scope, loosely linked to institutions of higher education, self-funded, and staffed 

by volunteers, and its participants may create their own curricula and activities. This 

acknowledgment of the desire for autonomy was reflected in a conversation with Jean 

Ellerie, a watercolorist, Toastmaster, and older learner in Boca Raton. "Mature learners -
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experienced learners- learn differently. We weigh the information against what we know 

- or believe - to be true" (personal communication, August 3, 2002). It follows that 

curricula for experienced learners, crafted to allow for student response, are desirable to 

this cohort. Their members' responses may take place in a public forum, a seminar 

setting, among friends, or in one's own mind. Wherever it occurs, reflection - and 

accommodation to the body of information and wisdom already accrued- is an essential 

part of an older adult's learning. This study explored ways that universities are hospitable 

to this new way of defining higher education for older adult learners. 

Lifelong learning programs as harbingers of change in university settings. 

Universities are huge and cumbersome; they change slowly. But, as Cohen (1998), 

Rudolph (1990), and others have demonstrated, they do change. This change is analogous 

to shifting the direction of a herd of elephants. Unlike herding cats, this is a slow, 

deliberate process, where each discrete event requires patience, planning, and lots of 

energy. It starts at the least sensitive areas. It begins not at the core of the herd, but at the 

periphery, where members of the system are less embedded and more able to see beyond 

the self-imposed limits of the herd. A model that works for a particular lifelong learning 

unit located on the periphery of an institution of higher education may find its way into 

the deeper system. 

The College for Seniors, The University of North Carolina-Asheville (UNCA). 

One ground-breaking, viable, and peer-respected program in the USA is located in 

Asheville, North Carolina. Planning for UNCA's Center for Creative Retirement (CCR) 

began in 1986, and its College for Seniors opened in 1987. The CCR assumes that 
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UNCA's mission statement applies to these programs as well as to the more conventional 

areas of the University. 

The fundamental purpose of the University of North Carolina at Asheville is to 

provide an education of high quality to students at all stages of life. The College 

for Seniors is a manifestation of that commitment. When demographic changes in 

the region began to indicate a significant increase in the number of people of 

retirement age, the University leadership responded by setting forth a vision for 

the future- a Center for Creative Retirement with several components including 

the College for Seniors. With State authorization and support, the Center was 

launched as a not-for-profit entity of the University in an endeavor to advance the 

quality of life for older adults and the communities in which they live. (North 

Carolina Center for Creative Retirement, 1992, p. 1) 

The Global Lifelong Learning Environment 

Australia: The Open Learning Initiative. Dunkin and Lindsay (2001), respectively 

Vice-Chancellor and Academic and Planning Vice-President at two Australian 

universities, summarize this nation's approach to lifelong learning in stating that it "has 

long been associated with the traditions of liberalism, highlighting the continuous 

development and growth of individuals within civilized societies" (p. 529). In describing 

the Australian system of higher education and the national policy framework with regard 

to lifelong learning, they note that, compared with many institutions of higher education 

located elsewhere, Australian universities have been espousing an expansive mission in 

harmony with lifelong learning. One goal of these courses is to assure equal value with 

all other programs. They further note that in recent years the idea has flourished as 
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information is now considered the most valuable of assets. Keeping up and staying in 

touch are relevant goals for everyone in rapidly changing environments, and the need to 

remain engaged is as important to adults who regard themselves as "third age" as it is to 

everyone else. Dunkin and Lindsay' s study examines what is needed to put lifelong 

learning strategies into practice in Australian universities. They describe barriers to 

lifelong learning at the individual, departmental, faculty, and institutional levels, and they 

call these barriers "substantial." At the same time, they discuss the "orientations or 

mindsets . .. that must be changed if lifelong learning is to be embraced" (p. 529). 

A major antecedent to Australian university-based lifelong learning programs was 

the TAFE (Technical and Further Education) Australia (Field & Leicester, 2000; Kangan, 

1974) report, prepared by the Commonwealth of Australia's Committee on Technical and 

Further Education (1974), which provided an early reference to lifelong learning. This 

report strongly reflected Faure' s (1972) UNESCO document, Learning to Be. Although 

the T AFE report proposed decreasing obstacles to lifelong learning, this view was rapidly 

overshadowed by a narrower emphasis on vocational training. Thus, the seeds of 

universal lifelong leaning were planted but had not yet flourished. 

The early 1990s saw the Open Learning Initiative address unsatisfied requests for 

opportunities to attend university classes. In Learning for Life (West, 1997), The 

Commonwealth of Australia's Department of Employment, Education, and Training 

(1998) printed the first government report to recognize lifelong learning as a justification 

for Australia's higher education. The document plainly describes a vision for university 

education originating in a learning society. It recommends that students of all ages have 

the prerogative to seek further education at a university. This policy statement advanced 
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an expansive vision of education and the requirements on provider institutions regarding 

elements that were not primarily aimed at vocational training. The policy fostered 

individual and thereby community enrichment. 

Spain: Los Programas Universitarios de Mayores. Information about university

based lifelong learning in Spain references 55 as the retirement age. In 1999, about 70 

million Spaniards were aged 55 or above. In the near future, one-fourth of its population 

will be 55 or older. These people are valued as informed voters and important consumers, 

even when they are on fixed pensions. The developers of university-based lifelong 

learning programs justify their work according to three social-educational beliefs: (a) 

educational programs contribute to participants' mental and physical well-being, (b) 

education as an intentional act is not exclusive to younger people, and (c) feeling happy 

comes from feeling useful. The socio-cultural goals of the Spanish program aim to raise 

individual and national cultural levels, strengthen social tolerance, and increase 

individual participation in society (Velasquez Clavijo & Fernandez Portero, 1999). 

The "general justification" (Velasquez Clavijo & Fernandez Portero, 1999, pp. 

11-12) for this set of programs is the intention to provide a new and innovative response 

to one of the most neglected segments of the Spanish population, older people, thus 

linking national pride to individual well-being. Velasquez Clavijo and Fernandez Portero 

explain that university-based programs for this population are intended to increase 

individual hope and social well-being. A further justification for the Spanish programs is 

the historical fact that a great many of their seniors faced national difficulties that 

prevented them from attending universities in the 1930s and 1940s. 
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At the individual level, these programs offer opportunities for activity, creativity, 

enjoyment, and enhanced self-concept. At the civic level, they offer participants a moral, 

cultural, and civic patrimony (Velasquez Clavijo & Fernandez Portera, 1999, pp. 11-12), 

thus developing a citizenry that enjoys the cultural benefits and heritage of Spain. The 

program is free of charge, delivered at about 50 locations, and based on a core curriculum 

that reflects national and regional interests. Thus the third age of life is seen as full of 

possibilities that are based on exploring new activities and experiences while 

safeguarding popular traditions. 

Wales: The University of the Valley, Swansea. University-based lifelong learning 

in Wales is unique in that it rests firmly on the platform of community education, while 

also participating in the political education of active and retired workers. In his essay on 

university-based lifelong learning in Wales, Morgan (1996) emphasizes the vital need

for social, cultural, and educational reasons- for the university to remain in close touch 

with local grass-roots initiatives with the community. "Outreach," he suggests, "is an 

attractive word, but, like patriotism, it is not enough. The besotting sin of academics 

everywhere is exclusiveness .... " (p. 10), that is, leaving out entire chunks of the 

community. 

In the first third of the 1900s, the Welsh adult education movement developed in 

response to a recognized separation between universities and local community life. Lewis 

(1993) describes the political and cultural elements adult education as typically 

understood to be in conflict regarding theory and application. 

Morgan (1996) explains that, after World War II, Welsh institutions of higher 

education actively began "promoting links between university life and local community 
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involvement. Adult education is increasingly professionalized, while maintaining the 

initial human impulse to train working class people for public service, in local 

government, the trade unions, the co-operative movement, the worlds of social and 

community life" (pp. 3-6) and in related political and economic ideologies. Morgan 

cautions against creating new barriers between the world of higher education and that of 

further or community education. At the University of Wales in Swansea, programs in the 

history of the labor movement, and in Welsh culture and language, have been specifically 

designed and delivered for retired adults to bridge university life and the community. 

Older learners and their universities: a symbiotic relationship. Kerensky and 

Melby (1975) introduce their discussion of the community education concept with a 

quotation from Herbert Spencer: "The great aim of education is not knowledge but 

action" (p. 174). Building on Spencer' s theme, they remind us that to understand 

community education, one must be immersed in an actual program. Kerensky and Melby 

suggest that community education programs inspire awe, perhaps because of their results, 

perhaps because of their complexity. They further state that no two programs are alike; 

replication would "destroy the vitality and the relevance of a program that is geared to 

serving a community' s wants and needs" (pp. 174-175). The individuality of university

based programs for older adults is based on this fundamental principle of community 

education. Shared beliefs in the tenets of community education, coupled with individual 

enactment of those principles, are key elements in the foundation of this study. 

In 1993, Moskow-McKenzie and Manheimer carried forward these ideas. 

Reporting that, until the mid 1990s there had been no "systematic attempt to study the 

emergence and evolution" of the availability of educational programs designed 
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specifically for seniors, they produced The North Carolina Center for Creative 

Retirement's (n.d.) national study, Identifying critical pathways in organizing 

educational programs for older adults. This appears to be the seminal attempt to explain 

the advent of community-based educational programs developed for and influenced by 

older learners in the USA. They reported that the number and quality of educational 

programs for older adults has dramatically increased since the late 1970s. Many 

thousands of seniors enroll in a variety of settings, including universities. In addition, 

these programs have more stable funding bases and brighter futures than many programs 

that depend on public funds- sources that that may be reduced or eliminated through the 

years. These programs benefit from the leadership of older adults who, as students, 

teachers, board members, and administrators, are exploring new roles in society. 

The Moskow-McKenzie and Manheimer 1993 report suggests that (a) a stable 

funding base, (b) not relying on government entities, and (c) incorporating older persons 

into leadership roles are elements of program success. They propose litmus tests of 

inclusion, recognition of intangible resources, and willingness to invest tangible resources 

in a group of learners who are not economically productive. 

Organizational behavior. From a humanistic perspective, the field of 

organizational behavior, which applies to a wide variety of professions, is particularly 

useful in the burgeoning field of university-based adult education. Bums' Transforming 

Leadership (2003), Bolman and Deal's Leading With Soul (2001), and Hurley's (in press) 

forthcoming work about aesthetic leadership, A New Paradigm for Preparing School 

Administrators (in press) offer new ways to visualize and create learning environments 

that respond to the diversity of learners. Bums (1978) transcended a traditional concept of 
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leadership, where leaders and their team members are satisfied with engaging in mutually 

beneficial behaviors that he labeled transactions. Bums advanced a concept in which 

leaders and others work together to increase each person's degrees of ethics and 

motivation. 

Like Bums, Bolman and Deal (2001) discuss charismatic leaders whose values 

resonate with others in the organization and who model these values in their daily work. 

Other stakeholders in the organization are inspired to accept the purposes and standards 

that leaders set. Bolman and Deal note that these leaders are excellent communicators 

who are able to listen to, challenge, encourage, and synthesize the ideas of others in the 

system, in order to maximize synergy. Hurley provides an alternative perspective to 

traditional leadership by grounding the leader's role in caring, sensitivity, and mentoring. 

Focal Construct 3: Philosophical and Methodological Approaches to This Study: 

Critical Theory, Postmodemism, and the Use of Comparative Case Study 

The third focal construct explores the philosophical and methodological 

antecedents and touches on critical theory, postmodemism, and a comparative case study. 

These areas address critical theory and its application in critical educational gerontology 

(CEG) and postmodemism, methods of inquiry that acknowledge stakeholders' multiple 

perspectives, and power relationships embedded in the systems where these programs 

reside. Comparative case study was selected to identify characteristics that affect the 

success of two essentially different programs designed and offered for two different sets 

of older learners at the same institution of higher education. 

Brookfield's (2005) discussion of postmodemism states that "theoretical 

generalizations are really only context-specific insights" (p. 1). He states that critical 
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thinking requires uncovering and examining one' s "taken-for-granted beliefs and 

behaviors" (p. vii). He specifically suggests that the critical theory tradition is useful to 

adult education practitioners by fostering appreciation of how their students understand 

and confront systemic inequities. He further states that the goal of thi s work is to become 

skilled at recognizing and questioning "power" and "hegemony" (p. 2). 

According to Brookfield (2005) , the seven learning tasks that lead to this skills

based goal are: (a) challenging beliefs that are difficult to identify because they are 

entrenched in the environment; (b) questioning hegemony; (c) exposing power by 

developing knowledge and potential to take action; (d) conquering alienation, which 

means exercising one's power to think and act creatively; (e) engaging in liberation; (f) 

applying reasoning ability to one ' s personal issues; and (g) putting democracy into 

practice. Brookfield also states that while a critical theoretical approach to adult learning 

aims to develop social and political awareness, adult educators ought to be mindful that 

this increase in consciousness is not the same as the total learning experience. Critical 

theory is not an academic activity; it is an "inevitability of sentient existence" (p. 3). 

Simply stated, it is what happens when we think past our preconceived ideas. 

Friere (1985), writing about the confluence of education and politics, states that 

education acts for or against the status quo. Thus, suggests Formosa (1999), "it is 

important that older adult education serves [sic] to emancipate the learners. Older adult 

education cannot cease when personal fulfillment of older persons is achieved, but must 

aim to bring forth social change" (p. 11). Older adult education must go beyond self

identification and recognition of one's own personal power. Formosa suggests that, 

"similar to the people Friere worked with in Latin America, today's older persons are 
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also immersed in the structural, emotional, and cognitive factors behind a 'culture of 

silence" ' (p. 12). Thus the educational experience needs to be liberating with regard to 

the individual and transformative with regard to social environment. Formosa suggests 

that this requires educators to be "immersing themselves in the older learners ' worlds and 

[seeking] strategies in order to enable the latter to reflect and act upon the world towards 

the achievement of a more equitable society" (p. 12). 

Gerogogy. Formosa (2002) uses the term gerogogy to mean "the practical 

teaching strategies employed in older adult education" (p. 75). Both Formosa and 

Glendenning (1992) object to the relegation of this term to the "frail and vulnerable" 

(Formosa, 2002, p. 750) that is found, for example, in journals of nursing practice. 

Glendenning ' s critical view of gerogogy favors older adults who are "in control of their 

thinking and learning, and have the possibility for further development, thinking, 

questioning and reflecting on what they know, or on new areas of content for learning," 

as cited by Formosa (2002, p. 75). This is consistent with Battersby's (1987) view of 

education as a "collective and negotiated enterprise" that presumes a goal that fosters the 

learner's liberation. Glendenning and Battersby (1990) join forces in stating that 

"education is not a neutral enterprise and that it involves moral and ethical dimensions" 

(p. 228). Friere ' s (1972) footprints would be evident, even if Glendenning and Battersby 

had not written that "Friere' s ideas inform us as to how we might go about creating these 

transformations for older people through a more liberating and empowering form of 

education than that which is currently available for many adults" (p. 119). 

Nearly 30 years ago, Lebel (1978) identified the need for a separate theory of 

education for older adults and suggested the need for research in this area. His 
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recommendation was virtually unheeded in the literature until the following decade, when 

Battersby (1987) wrote that "there has always been reluctance among adult educators to 

examine the principles and practices of teaching and learning as they might apply to the 

elderly" (p. 4 ). Formosa (2002) suggests that the situation remained the same for at least 

another 15 years, during which educational gerontology remained primarily focused on 

traditional issues. 

Gerogogy's contributions to older adult education. Cusack (1999) notes that 

gerogogy has added an ethical aspect to the field of practice. Formosa (2000) notes the 

learners' potential to influence the systems in which they live. Despite its political 

aspirations, critical gerogogy has rarely morphed from theory to practice. Although 

Giroux ( 1981) once said that theory is a type of practice - because it creates a place for 

practice to occur- this transition needs the cooperation of practitioners in the field and 

their patron institutions. 

Critical educational gerontology (CEG). Crediting Glendenning and Battersby 

(1990) with this explanation, Formosa (2002) describes CEO as: 

That educational practice which aims to lead older adults to higher levels of 

empowerment and emancipation. Distancing itself from the functionalist and 

psychological paradigms so ubiquitous in mainstream educational gerontology, 

CEO advocated a 'critical' gerological practice that unsettles older people's 

complacency about their social conditions and their powerlessness to transform 

society. (p. 74) 

However, despite its goal of empowering older people, it does not go so far as to 

engage in dialectics, as the perceptions of older learners are not uniformly heard by 
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power holders. Until recently, CEG has existed mainly in the minds of theorists; Formosa 

aims to assimilate it into actual practice. In preparation for integration, he describes two 

major issues that give rise to CEG: "a radical concern to overcome the oppression that 

locked some older adults into ... powerlessness and . . . as a reaction to the uncritical and 

apolitical disposition of mainstream educational gerontology" (p. 74). Similarly, Allman 

( 1984) called for a political framing of adult education that creates a liberating 

educational experience, and Battersby and Glendinning (1992) stated that physical and 

psychological accounts of learning among older adults have not acknowledged the socio

cultural aspects of older age. Glendenning and Battersby (1990) contend that most 

lifelong learning programs for older adults derive from mistaken assumptions that 

Formosa (2002) summarizes as: 

The dominance of the psychological 'deficit model' of older adults ' learning 

abilities; the assumption that any type of education is emancipating and 

empowering; an uncritical stance on the programmes' aims and purposes; 

disregard for the programmers ' inherent bourgeois bias; overlooking the diverse 

degree of marginalization amongst older persons; and assuming that older adult 

education is exercised in the interests of older people. (p. 75) 

Formosa notes that the "bourgeois or middle class bias is clearly evident in the 

available curricula that consists largely of field-dependent and non-instrumental subjects 

that focus on artistic, literary and historical areas of interest," adding that "it is not that 

what is taught is not interesting but only that it may not be relevant" (p. 78) to an older 

person's concerns (Formosa, 2002). In this context, Glendenning and Battersby (1992) 

proceeded to oppose traditional thinking by proposing a perspective that (a) considers the 
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social, political, and economic factors that contribute to the status of older people; (b) 

views educational gerontology from a critical theoretical perspective; (c) addresses what 

Formosa (2002) describes as "emancipation, empowerment, transformation, and social 

and hegemonic control" (p. 75); and (d) considers praxis- actual practice- as the key 

element in the dialogue between theory and application. 

Formosa (1999) seeks to "propagate a critical and emancipatory education, and 

distance itself from being yet another example of mainstream traditional schooling" (p. 

13). He suggests that the liberating facet of critical gerogogical education (CEG) is to 

enable learners to take action and engage in the repair of faulty social structures by 

"acting as a catalyst towards the enhancement of just and equitable relationships that 

further democracy, authenticity and freedom" (p. 83). He explains that: 

Critical gerogogy is neither a system nor is it reducible to any fixed set of 

prescriptive models. CEG can only open a frontier of liberating education, which 

then has to be re-invented and moulded in a sensitive manner in our actual 

situations, on our own terms and in our own discourses. (p. 83) 

Formosa's (2002) exploration of gerogogy- the education of older people- in a 

critical theoretical context uncovers seven praxeological principles. They address Shor 

and Friere's (1987) classic question about what modes of teaching might empower one's 

students. Formosa emphasizes that, as principles rather than commands, these concepts 

"should always be characterised by a critical flexibility" (p. 83). 

Specifically, Formosa concludes that educators of older adults must: 

(1) highlight ... commitment to the transformation of ageist [sic] social 

structures, 
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(2) employ a communal approach towards the transformation of the ageist world, 

(3) refute the myth that any type of education empowers older people and is 

grounded on liberatory education, 

(4) 'take sides' and be committed to the sufferings of older people, 

(5) reach out to all distinct segments of older persons, 

(6) embrace a self-help culture ... as power is shifted to older learners, and 

(7) involve themselves in 'counter-hegemonic activities.' (pp. 79-82) 

The postmodem perspective. This approach to research acknowledges deep 

changes in the human global environment. While some would say that technologically 

developed cultures are experiencing a new phase of the modernity that began with the 

European Enlightenment, postmodernists tend to suggest that "we are now in a period of 

post modernity, a radical break consequent on the failure of modernity" (Usher, Bryant, 

& Johnston, 1997, p. 1). Usher, Bryant, and Johnston proposed that adult learning's role 

in postmodern society needs to be re-examined. They further propose that the crucial 

qualities of postmodern society that shape adult education are (a) the shift away from 

educators' perspectives toward the learner as a consumer of this unique commodity; (b) 

flatter organizations that pay attention to quality as defined by the niche market 

consumer; and (c) the global world view and its paradoxical partner, rising interest in 

local and ethnic issues. 

All these facets of the postmodern environment apply to retired learners who 

remain engaged in public life, just as they do to younger people who are still in the work 

force. In their efforts not to be marginalized, older learners may have additional reasons 

to continue educating themselves in a postmodern environment. They may include the 
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needs to manage their lives in the face of cyclical or engineered changes in pension plans, 

investments, and medical care; to learn new technologies; and to preserve valued cultural 

constructs. 

Wilson (2000) refers to "the power of individual elders and ... the rising power of 

elders en masse" (p. 45). While the increased size of the older voting bloc may be 

forecast, their decisions are less than predictable. Older people are represented by 

lobbyists as well as by their votes. For example, the American Association of Retired 

Persons (AARP) has more than 20 million members. 

Wilson (2000) notes that the chief influences on older people are likely to occur in 

developed countries. Studies in Denmark (DaneAge Foundation, 1990) and Japan (Sodei, 

1995) suggest that some elders feel more powerful than their predecessors, that some 

older women feel more capable of participating in the political process, and that 

traditional roles require continued attention to such matters. While translation into 

political action is not a necessary outcome of any of these attitudes, these ways of 

thinking open new possibilities, for example, the recognition that educational opportunity 

does not need to be a zero sum game. 

Comparative Case Study Method 

Case study as a research tool. Yin (2003), Campbell (2003), Stake (2000, 2004), 

and Merriam (1998) demonstrate that case study method provides sturdy scaffolding for 

the traditional components of research. Yin explains that case studies which are designed 

as research tools include all the components of research: defining the issue, planning and 

conducting the inquiry process, and describing and explicating the findings. Indeed, he 

presents case study as a "rigorous method of research" (p. xiv). Yin's academic 
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background in historiography introduced him to the significance of this methodology in 

the social sciences. He states that themes can be approached by qualitative methods as 

long as (a) the foundations of the inquiry are in place, and (b) the design of the study 

gives logical and circumscribed shape to the analysis. 

In his introduction to the third edition of Yin's (2003) Case Study Research: 

Design and Methods, Campbell (2003) observes that case study upholds the traditional 

research goal of creating new knowledge while seeking information from conditions and 

discoveries outside the laboratory. While firmly in agreement with the premise that, in 

qualitative as well as quantitative methodology, the role of the researcher is to provide 

convincing support for the findings, Campbell notes that research need not produce 

definitive information in order to achieve useful consensus. 

Stake (2000) provides another layer of ideas about case study as a research 

methodology. He opines that qualitative approaches offer precise means for rigorously 

comparing data across cases. He further notes that comparing vague or murky 

information is the antithesis of Geertz' ( 1973) advocacy of "thick" description. 

Comparative case study. Stake (2000) warns that when researchers focus on the 

similarities among cases, they are likely to miss the distinctiveness and intricacies of the 

separate cases. Thus he cautions against research designs that focus on the comparisons 

among cases to the exclusion of the unique aspects of each site. Having offered this 

warning, Stake acknowledges that when two or more cases are particularly rich and 

intriguing, comparisons can be valuable. 

Individual case sensitivity and cross-case comparability. Miles and Huberman 

(1994) and Stake (2000) discuss the need to be sensitive to the uniqueness of each case 
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and at the same time prepared to compare across cases. They suggest that this two-phase 

task requires a combination of deductive and inductive methods. They further suggest 

that the use of semi-structured interviews is an inductive process, as it allows the 

researcher to identify general themes. This classification is consistent with the generally 

acted definition of induction: the process of allowing discrete data to lead the researcher 

to more general observations. 

In contrast with the inductive aspect of the research process, if a strict definition 

of deduction is applied, Miles and Huberman (1994) further suggest that data collected in 

interviews provide a model for subsequent conclusions. Induction is a stretch in this 

methodological context. Deduction is generally regarded as the process by which 

conclusions are acceptable when the underlying data are fully known. The critical 

theoretical approach assumes that all the information about a case will never be fully 

known. In order to bridge this perceived disparity, the researcher inferred from Miles and 

Huberman that the shape of the deductive method, while not protean, can be sufficiently 

flexible to work in a qualitative context. Campbell's (2003) statement noted earlier, that 

research need not produce definitive information in order to achieve useful consensus, 

supports Miles and Huberman 's position. 

Challenges to the theoretical base. Knapper and Cropley (2000) enumerate 

several deficiencies in the conceptual foundations of lifelong learning. In the section 

called "Weaknesses in the theoretical base" (pp. 176-179), they concur with Pucheu 's 

(1974) conclusion that lifelong learning is an amorphous and elastic concept. Knapper 

and Crowley take the heterodox position that many of its advocates "proclaim its virtues 

as an act of faith," stating that, since "learning is good . . . lifelong learning must be even 
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better" (p. 176). Knapper and Cropley add that seeking "a tighter definition ... is almost 

an act of heresy" (p. 176). They further propose that many of lifelong learning ' s 

proponents, perhaps negligent or merely unmindful, regard the field as "self-evidently 

good . . . even where the connection .. . is at best tenuous" (p. 176), offering the example 

of empowering "the socio-economically underprivileged" (p. 176) as a scenario in which 

lifelong learning might "widen the gap between the educationally privileged and the 

underprivileged" (p. 176). As their example might apply in dichotomized societies, where 

education is meted out to satisfy the social engineering needs of a particular society, for 

example, the antebellum South of the United States, Knapper and Cropley make their 

point, leaving wider treatment of the question to future writers. 
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

The method for this investigation was comparative case study through a 

postmodemist perspective, using a critical theoretical lens to interpret the findings. The 

study aimed to tell the story of lifelong learning for adults of retirement age enrolled in 

two distinct programs at Florida Atlantic University (FAU). The narrative unfolded 

through (a) the voices of 26 interviewed stakeholders in these programs, (b) the 

researcher as observer, and (c) the programs' documentation. The methodological 

approach to this inquiry was based on the premise that qualitative research is uniquely 

suited to the goals of telling the distinct story of each program and of seeking thematic 

commonalities between these programs. 

The areas of relevant literature discussed in Chapter 2 informed the research 

questions and interview guides. These areas were: attributes of the 65+ population, the 

university as a setting where older adult learning takes place, and the philosophical and 

methodological approaches applied in this study. These writings also provided focal 

constructs for data analyses and the presentation of findings. 

In total, the researcher coordinated 20 in-depth, semi-structured, open-ended 

individual interviews; one group interview of six people; ongoing observations; and 

document reviews. At each site, the study identified stakeholders' perceptions of discrete 

program characteristics and the perceived values of these characteristics to stakeholders. 

Comparisons between the two sites were presented in terms of themes and subthemes 
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across the sites; examples that informed these themes; cross-site commonalities and 

contrasts; the values that stakeholders ascribed to these items; stakeholders' perspectives 

on whether their needs were met; and implications for program leaders and institutional 

leaders. 

Two Pilot Studies 

The researcher's desire to pursue this topic stemmed from two earlier studies that 

addressed the questions of (a) why thousands of older learners have persistently 

participated in the programs of the Lifelong Learning Society (LLS) at FAU's Boca 

Raton campus and (b) why they preferred this venue to other options. Each of the two 

earlier studies identified FAU as an institution that provides educational programs for 

older adult learners in its community in a manner that satisfies at least one segment of 

this demographic. 

First pilot study. The initial pilot study (Brown et al., 2001) was conducted at the 

LLS on FAU's Boca Raton campus in 2001. More than 440 participants replied that they 

were most likely to attend the Boca Raton LLS program because they (a) wanted to 

maintain their mental abilities, (b) considered learning to be an enjoyable and healthy 

activity that helped keep them informed and engaged, and (c) liked their teachers. The 

study also disclosed that a horizontal model of open communication among all parties 

fostered program success. The model included the learners, their elected advisory board, 

program administrators, the Dean of Continuing Education, and senior university 

administrators. In this model, ideas and information flowed consistently throughout the 

system and allowed input from all stakeholders. Another major finding of the first pilot 

study was recognition of the conscious "avoidance of a possible gap between learners and 
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program administrators" (Brown et al. , p. 23). Apparently successful ways to avoid such 

a gap included (a) the advisory board' s role in curriculum decisions, (b) the presence of 

older workers in the office, and (c) instructors who related well to mature learners. In 

addition, the architectural design of their building accommodated the learners ' needs. 

Building features included a sound system to accommodate the hearing impaired; large, 

conveniently located rest rooms; available benches ; and ample leg room in front of all 

auditorium seats. This study uncovered a "dynamic, democratic, and open organization" 

(p. 23) that welcomed input from learners, where all stakeholders appeared to 

"purposefully maintain open and proactive communication" (p. 23). These findings 

suggested two areas for further research. One of these- Why do learners persistently 

choose FAU above other venues?- led to the second pilot study. The other question

Are these findings necessary for the success of other lifelong learning programs?- is 

addressed in the current study. 

Second pilot study. A follow-up (Brown & Chairman, 2003) was conducted in 

order to address a question that emerged from the initial pilot study: Why do learners 

persistently choose FAU above other venues? The study disclosed participants' high 

comfort levels with the informal environment. Participants at FAU and administrators at 

two other institutions that market to the same potential audience stated that FAU's 

setting, more than those of other programs, successfully reflected participants' values. 

These included association with an institution of higher education ; their desire not to be 

hassled about further participation in the institution's other priorities; donations, or dress 

codes; and a curriculum that reflected their educational interests and fostered their 

awareness of culture and current events. The findings of the second pilot study suggested 
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continued research to determine whether the characteristics that purportedly contribute to 

the success of the LLS (Boca) are necessary across the board. A corollary question about 

the ethnic consistency of the participants also remained to be addressed. 

From the pilots to the present study. In the first two pilot studies, a question arose: 

Are particular characteristics, such as a horizontal communication process or an informal 

environment, necessary for persistent participation in all programs for older adult 

learners? This question led to corollaries. If further research should demonstrate that 

characteristics identified in the pilots are not required for persistent participation, might 

other characteristics or values contribute to successful programs? How are learners' and 

administrators ' voices processed through the system? What are the implications for 

leaders at program and institutional levels? These questions, beyond the scope of the first 

two pilot studies, were sufficiently interesting to lead to the current study. In response to 

these questions, the researcher believed it would be informative and therefore aimed to 

(a) describe and compare two other ostensibly successful program sites at FAU, (b) 

identify their salient characteristics, and (c) describe perceived values according to 

stakeholders, (d) the processing of stakeholders' voices across each system, and (e) 

implications for program leaders and institutional leaders, while seeking possible 

commonalities between the two programs. The research questions were developed to 

reflect these goals. Table 7 illustrates the procession of research questions, findings, 

conclusions, and emergent questions for future research, from the pilots to the present 

study. 
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Table 7 

From the Pilots to the Present Study 

Research Questions 

Findings 

First Pilot Study 

o What characteristics lead to 

persistent participation at LLS (Boca)? 

o Horizontal communication allows 

input from everyone. 

o Conscious avoidance of possible 

gaps in communication 

o Learners like faculty and site. 

o Learners believe in the maxim 

"use it or lose it." 

Second Pilot Study 

o Why do learners persistently choose 

FAU above other accessible venues? 

o Program reflects learners ' values 

regarding participation and support. 

o FAU suits learners' desires to not 

be pressured to participate in other 

activities, donate money, or dress 

up for classes. 

o Learners like variety of courses that 

reflect ongoing and new interests. 
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Current Study 

Settings 

o Characteristics 

o Values 

o How voices are processed 

o Implications for leaders 

o Intellectual stimulation 

o Building community 

o Support and information in 

trusted environments 

o Sense of engagement 

o Application of principles of 

nursing and therapeutic care 

(at MWC site only) 

(table continues) 



Table 7( continued) 

Conclusions 

Emergent questions for 

further research 

First Pilot Study 

o Learners like being addressed 

at a high educational level. 

o Learners intend to remain 

informed, alert, and engaged. 

o Is horizontal communication 

necessary for persistent 

participation? 

o Might other characteristics or 

values link successful programs? 

Second Pilot Study 

o Despite its circumscribed 

reach, the program is growing. 

o Program addresses well

educated older learners who 

want to learn in a relaxed 

environment. 

o Learners like the program. 

o Why do these learners not 

reflect the diversity of the 

community? 

o Apart from age, 

why do the demographics of 

these learners not correspond to 

those ofF AU's degree-seekers? 

o Is an informal, pressure-free 

environment necessary for 

persistent participation? 
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Current Study 

o FAU attracts well-educated, 

financially stable people of 

retirement age. 

o FAU expands its reach by 

building on its talent, community 

relations, and system-wide goals. 

o What else might organizations 

do in terms of reaching out to a 

wider population of older learners? 

o What are the implications for 

leaders in older adult education? 



Research Questions 

The overarching research question of this study is: Can stakeholders across these 

two programs attribute success to any specific characteristics? The five subquestions are: 

1. At each site and across the two sites, what are the settings where learning 

takes place? What are the external influences of university, college, or others on these 

settings? 

2. At each site and across the two sites, what characteristics, related to program 

setting or external influences, do stakeholders report as affecting the program? 

3. At each site and across the two sites, why are these characteristics important 

to stakeholders? 

4. At each site and across the two sites, how are stakeholders ' voices processed 

through the system? 

5. What are the implications for (a) leaders of programs for older adults and (b) 

leaders of the institutions of higher education where these programs are located? 

Data collection 

Description of the two sites. The two sites selected for this study are examples of 

viable programs for adults of retirement age that (a) attract two groups of older learners, 

and (b) had not been previously studied for this purpose. Both programs are located at 

FAU: one at the Boca Raton campus, and one 45 miles to the north at the MacArthur 

campus in Jupiter. The researcher was grateful that the senior administrators at the two 

sites were amenable to the study. Memorandum of approval from Florida Atlantic 

University' s Institutional Review Board and letters of approval from Ely Meyerson, and 

Dr. Ruth Tappen are located in Appendix A. 
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All ofF AU's programs are available to learners of all ages 

( www. fau.edu/ di vdept/schmidt/index.htm, www. fau .edu/di vdept/eqialop/discrim. htm) . 

FAU is publicly committed to not discriminating on the basis of age. Its pledge extends to 

students and to the use of the campus, and FAU specifies that it "vigorously recruits a 

diverse student body . .. without regard to age .. . " (Florida Atlantic University, 2005). 

The Memory and Wellness Center (MWC). "The Louis and Anne Green Memory 

and Wellness Center is grounded in the concept of caring and dedicated to addressing the 

complex problems of memory loss and aging through research, education and provision 

of care." (Memory and Wellness Center, 2007a). The Center is the result of a generous 

gift from the Green family and a "unique partnership" (Memory and Wellness Center, 

2007b) with Boca Raton Community Hospital. MWC' s Memory Retraining Workshop 

was designed specifically for people experiencing early stage memory problems. Its 

objectives include memory stimulation and retraining ; improved attention, balance, and 

physical stamina; and increased social interaction and communication. Approximately 

90 participants are enrolled in the program; each has been referred by a physician. A 

related program for caregivers includes seminars on memory loss related issues, stress 

reduction techniques, and professional and peer support (Memory and Wellness Center, 

2007a). Caregiver support groups meet each week, and "caregiver education classes are 

also offered on a quarterly basis" (Memory and Wellness Center, 2007c). 

In addition to its educational programs for participants, caregivers, and the 

community, including "cognitive retraining [and] older driver evaluation, MWC 

"conducts clinical research on Alzheimer' s disease and treatment services." The program 

is led by an "interdisciplinary team, including gerontological nurse practitioners 
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operating under physician protocol, a neuropsychologist, and a clinical psychologist." 

The program is "designed to be responsive to the needs expressed by clients and their 

families· and to reflect emerging strategies to help maintain function, delay decline and 

promote well-being" (Memory and Wellness Center, 2007a). 

Since its inception in November, 2001, MWC has served several hundred people 

in the Boca Raton area. Start-up ... was supported by a federal appropriation [and 

MWC] moved into its new building in December, 2004. Funds for the building 

came from a $1.5 million gift from Louis and Anne Green matched by the State of 

Florida. Additional gifts from the Retirement Research Foundation and local 

benefactors ... provided furnishings .... The Junior League of Boca Raton has 

partnered with the Center to increase ... services for family caregivers .... 

(Memory and Wellness Center, 2007a) 

The building, which opened in February, 2005, "facilitated an expansion of 

services." It was: 

designed to operate two simultaneous programs: one for participants with mild 

memory impairment and the other for participants with moderate memory 

impairment. It is the first of its kind to be operating in Palm Beach County. The 

building is designed for small group activities to be conducted in several locations 

at the same time, so that each participant receives as much personal attention as 

possible and can develop and maintain interests and relationships with others in a 

more intimate setting. [The building was] also designed to provide health and 

social services for participants and their families. A registered nurse is on site on a 

full-time basis [to] administer and manage medications, assess the participants' 
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health status [sic], facilitate ongoing communications with the participants' 

physicians, monitor vital signs, monitor chronic conditions, and provide 

emotional support for participants and caregivers. Support groups are available 

for caregivers on a weekly basis. Caregiver education classes are also offered on a 

quarterly basis. (Memory and Wellness Center, 2007c) 

The researcher became acquainted with MWC when FAD's Office of Graduate 

Studies asked her to volunteer in return for a travel stipend to present a paper at the 

Standing Conference on University Teaching and Research in the Education of Adults 

(SCUTREA) in the United Kingdom. 

Lifelong Learning Society-Jupiter (LLS-J). LLS-J is part of a university-wide LLS 

organization whose objectives are: 

to enhance the community's quality of life; to enhance the student's general well

being; to increase opportunities for sociability; to provide a forum for intellectual 

exchange and stimulation in a learning environment that promotes the health of 

mind, body, and spirit; [and] to offer a wide variety of courses in which students 

may expand their understanding of a changing world [and] broaden their 

knowledge of civil, moral, and global issues. (Florida Atlantic University, 2007d, 

p. 11) 

LLS began in 1980 at the Boca Raton campus in southern Palm Beach County. In 

1987, LLS expanded to FAD's Jupiter campus in the northern part of the county. In 2006, 

the program expanded further to the north, to FAD's Treasure Coast campus, and further 

to the south, to FAD's Broward County campus. Current registration estimates are 18,000 

in Boca Raton, 14,500 in Jupiter, 900 to 1,000 at the Treasure Coast, and 550 on the 
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Broward campus. The LLS reports that "FAD's program is believed to be the largest such 

organization in the world" (Florida Atlantic University, 2007a, '1[ 1-2). 

At the Jupiter site, classes are held at the "Elinor Bemon Rosenthal Lifelong 

Learning Complex, a $5.2 million facility comprised of three buildings totaling 22,000 

square feet (Florida Atlantic University, 2007a, '1[ 6). This complex, completed in August, 

2005, includes the "Tamar and Milton Maltz Center for Education- a 500-seat, state-of

the-art auditorium- and the Perloff East and West wings, which consist of three 

classrooms and the LLS administrative offices (Florida Atlantic University, 2007c, '1[ 2,). 

LLS-J is "dedicated to enriching the lives of mature students by offering non

credit, university level courses with no homework, grades or tests" (Florida Atlantic 

University, 2007c, '1[ 1). Its 65 different courses offer opportunities for intellectual 

stimulation and expanded know ledge to adults of retirement age who wish to learn 

without writing papers and who prefer short courses. The range of topics includes ethics, 

film, foreign policy, history, literature, music, politics, science, and the visual arts. 

Enrollment at LLS-J has expanded from 120 registrations in the 1997-1998 academic 

year to its current level that is well beyond 10,000. 

LLS ascribes program success to "outstanding faculty, institutional support, 

excellent teaching facilities and sustained support from the community," a variety of 

course offerings reflecting "the interests of the LLS students" (Florida Atlantic 

University, 2007a, '1[ 4) , and "expert faculty that are committed to community outreach 

and sincerely enjoy teaching the mature learner" (Florida Atlantic University, 2007b, p. 

1). 
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The researcher became acquainted with LLS-J as a result of her interest in LLS

Boca Raton and her year on that campus as an adjunct member of the Honors College 

faculty. 

Description of participants across the two sites. The study included the 

participation of 20 individual interviewees- administrators, learners, and volunteers

across the two sites and one group of six MWC caregivers. Interviews at each site began 

with learners, some of whom also served as volunteers, advisory board members, 

benefactors, or individuals who performed a combination of these roles- and concluded 

with administrators. This order was selected to maximize the independence of learners' 

responses. The researcher believed she would be more likely to frame probing questions 

and gain participants' responses that were minimally mediated by the researcher's contact 

with administrators' perceptions. Sampling was conducted though the purposeful 

selection of respondents. 

Learners were interviewed because they met specific criteria such as new or 

persistent attendance or leadership in their roles; others were selected at random. At each 

site, learners were identified by (a) administrators- who were, or were not, interviewed 

later- as well as (b) the researcher, and (c) program coordinators. To further minimize 

bias at LLS-J, the researcher asked the receptionist (also a learner in the program, but not 

interviewed) to identify names from which the researcher randomly selected four. One 

learner at LLS-J was selected due to his availability. The researcher identified the 

president of the LLS-J' s advisory board as an interviewee because of his leadership role. 

Administrators were selected in order to interview the holders of particular roles. 

Interviews concluded with administrators at each site. The identities of administrators are 
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visible to others at FAU; however, the text refers to them by title rather than by name. 

The identity of FAU is clear. The identities of all learners, volunteers, and caregivers 

were replaced by pseudonyms to protect their anonymity. Table 8 provides the array of 

face-to-face interviews. 

Table 8 

Face-to-Face Interviews 

Senior Administrators 

Program Directors 

Pro gram Staff 

Lifelong Learning 
Society, MacArthur 

Campus, Jupiter 

1 

1* 

2*-

Persistent Learner/Volunteer 3 

Persistent Learner/Major Donor 2 

Persistent Leamer/ Active 

Committee Member 2 

Persistent Leamer 2 

New Leamer 1 

Volunteer 

Caregiver 

Totals 14 

Note. Those with no asterisk were interviewed individually. 

Memory and Wellness 
Center, Boca Raton 

Campus 

1 

2 

3 

6** 

12 

Totals 

2 

3 

2 

3 

2 

2 

2 

1 

3 

6 

26 

*At their request, Program Director and one program staff person were interviewed as a team of two. 

**At their request, these caregivers were interviewed in a group of six. 
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Data Collection Methods 

Three methods were used: in-depth interview, observation, and document review. 

The convergence of data from each method produced the findings described in Chapters 

4 and 5. Interview Questions and Prompts for Participants and Caregivers, Interview 

Questions and Prompts for Administrators, and Interview Protocols are located in 

Appendix B. and the Consent Form for interviewees is located in Appendix C. 

Data collection at MWC 

Conversations with learners. At MWC's Memory Retraining Workshop, it 

became apparent that lengthy interviews with participants were not feasible. While the 

researcher experienced disappointment at this discovery, she was able to use the rapport 

she had established as a volunteer in large group activities to successfully conduct small 

workshops of three to five participants for the purpose of discussing what was important 

to them, their reactions to the program, and anything else they wished to share about their 

lives. 

The program coordinator recommended seven participants for these workshops 

based on his observation of their affability. The composition of the group varied slightly 

from week to week; during this time, three to seven of the seven total participants 

attended each session. The group met six times over a two-month period, and each 

session lasted for approximately ninety minutes. As leader, participant, and observer of 

these meetings, the researcher soon noticed that people who did not appear to converse 

one-to-one for extended periods of time were more engaged and more fluent in small 

groups. They appeared to be comfortable and even to enjoy talking about their parents 

and their early lives, artd these conversations turned easily to discussions of values. They 
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did not appear to be shy about sharing their impressions of the program and their 

perceptions of their own roles there. 

Group interviews with caregivers. The researcher initially approached three 

caregivers at random, to explain the study and request interviews. Two said yes, and the 

third suggested an alternative that the researcher accepted: to meet them in the context of 

their support group, and to get the input of six caregivers who get together each week. 

Typically, the MWC's clinical psychologist Jed the session ; however, the following 

week, the researcher conducted a two-hour discussion based on the interview guide. The 

information flowed thick and rich. Agreements and disparities surfaced, and the 

caregivers opened their hearts as they responded to the questions and to one another. The 

researcher observed that they showed steeliness, compassion, and the tiresome agony of 

ever so slowly losing the company of their loved ones to the effects of Alzheimer's-like 

diseases. 

Volunteers and administrators. Interviews with volunteers and administrators 

proceeded as planned. The questions were designed to elicit the unique perspective of 

each respondent; approximately two hours were required for each interview. The 

researcher briefly interviewed a second program manager, as the person in that position 

had resigned and was succeeded by a new manager, and the researcher had specific 

questions (regarding communication) for the new incumbent. This brief interview was 

not included in Table 8. 

Observations. For the purpose of this study, the researcher observed at the MWC 

for about 56 total hours. Each observation lasted for about two hours and took place on a 

Tuesday or Thursday, once a week, on 28 non-consecutive weeks. Observations included 
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holding informal conversations with non-interviewed people and watching a variety of 

activities in various areas of the building. 

Document analysis. Documents included the MWC' s website; weekly program 

schedules and menus; announcements; and invitations to holiday celebrations, volunteer 

information sessions, and volunteer recognition events. 

Data collection at LLS-J 

Interviews. The researcher conducted in-depth, face-to-face, semi-structured, 

open-ended interviews with ten learners, some of whom had multiple roles in the 

program, and with four administrators. Each of these interviews provided information 

amenable to thematic interpretation. 

Seven of these learners were selected on the basis of active engagement for more 

than one year, including acceptance of roles well beyond that of a learner. Two other 

learners were selected for having attended for more than one year. Another learner was 

selected for having enrolled within a year of the interview, thus providing fresh eyes to 

the inquiry. The interviews concluded with the audio-visual supervisor, administrative 

assistant, executive director, and vice president. 

Observations. The researcher observed at the Jupiter site for approximately 55 

hours. Each visit lasted from three to six hours and took place on 11 non-consecutive 

days over an eight-week period. Some of the days coincided with the interviewees' 

availability; others were based on events at the site and the researcher's schedule. 

Observation included informal conversation with non-interviewed people and spending 

time in various areas of the building. 
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Document analysis. The availability of a set of albums that contain articles, press 

releases, brochures, invitations, correspondence, and lyrics to the volunteer greeters' song 

made document analysis a strong means of data collection at LLS-J. 

Notes on Data Collection 

• At both sites, all face-to-face data collection was structured around respondents' 

perceptions of each program's specific characteristics, the values they associated 

with these characteristics, and how they perceived their voices to be heard in the 

program process. The interviewer aimed to elicit this information in order to 

develop rich responses to the research questions. The interviewer also aimed to 

recognize issues and ideas as they appeared, and encouraged the further sharing of 

information. 

• As the study progressed, the researcher realized that she had expected individual 

interviews to be at the heart of the data collection. However, she discovered that 

other face-to-face methods were equally revealing. 

• At both sites, document analyses and the researcher's observations complemented 

face-to-face data collection methods. 

• Each interviewee agreed to complete a short demographic profile that was 

included in the lists of Interview Questions located in Appendix A. This was done 

after the interview in order to minimize researcher bias and maximize focus on 

actual rather than expected responses. 

Theoretical Foundations for These Methods 

In-depth interview. Kaufman (1993) explains that the goal of the in-depth 

interview is to gather "detailed, richly textured, person-centered" (p. 123) data. Because 
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in-depth interview participants are recognized as people, not as subjects, these interviews 

required what Kaufman calls unique "expectations and responsibilities" (p. 123) on the 

part of the researcher. The researcher was ready for a wide variety of responses, as 

individual and group interviewees addressed the questions. At the same time, the 

researcher put forth a "conscious effort to elicit empirical discussion" and be aware of 

interviewees ' "sociodemographic and functional characteristics" (p. 124). The data were 

not merely collected. They were developed in lengthy conversations by means of mutual 

trust, understanding, and rapport that developed between researcher and participants. The 

researcher first developed two basic interview guides: one for learners and one for 

administrators, then varied the basic models to make them suitable for interviewing 

volunteers and caregivers. These four interview protocols are displayed in Appendix C. 

Patton (2002) challenges the researcher to "get out of the way of the data" (p. 

457) and let the story tell itself. In this quest, the researcher dove into the details, looking 

for information. The emergent data were examined, sorted, and presented as coherently 

as they permitted themselves to be. They were sufficiently rich to answer the research 

questions. 

These in-depth interviews with a small number of people were consistent with 

Denzin and Lincoln's (2000) explanation that, in selecting interviewees in a 

postmodernist study, the researcher is likely to emphasize a small number of cases. 

Denzin and Lincoln ' s observation is based on Sartre's (1981) contention that any person 

or case is more than merely a discrete occurrence. Rather, the individual may represent a 

specific example of a more general occurrence or understanding. Sartre explains that the 

individual is "summed up and for this reason universalized by his epoch ... [and] in turn 
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resumes it by reproducing himself in it as a singularity" (p. ix). Thus, the individual 

reflects the setting and participates in creating it. Denzin and Lincoln back up Sartre's 

position with Stake's (2000) view that readers may be able to generalize from a particular 

case to their own awarenesses. 

Observation. The researcher was guided by Richardson's (2000) 

recommendations on the ways to use field notes to build one's writing skills. In addition 

to mechanical aspects such as vocabulary, she includes paying attention to one's feelings 

and cultivating one's self-expression. Thus, field notes can be a creative endeavor. To 

this end, Richardson recommends four categories of field notes. First is the ubiquitous set 

of observation notes, which must be as specific as possible. She also finds value in 

methodological notes on how to conduct the process. Theoretical notes are about 

"hunches, hypotheses, poststructuralist connections, critiques" (p. 941) of the work in 

progress, and they open the researcher's observations to other people's perspectives. The 

fourth category, personal notes, starts with statements about pleasant and disturbing 

feelings the researcher experiences. Richardson states that these acknowledgments are 

important because such feelings affect what the researcher claims to find. Personal notes 

may also help the researcher to the extent that they are one more reflection of the setting. 

Sartre's (1981) contention that any person or case is more than merely a discrete 

occurrence applies to the researcher as well as to interviewees. The individual who 

reflects the setting and participates in creating it just by being there may be the researcher 

as well as anyone else. 

Document review. Hodder (2000) notes that documents may provide information 

that differs from that obtained in interviews, and that they may offer historical insights. 
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Derrida (1978) cautions that the meaning of a document lies not in its written words, but 

in its contextual interpretations. Taken together, these authors' insights provide a basis 

for including document review as part of this study's methodology. In addition to the 

baseline information that printed materials provided, documents helped identify 

consistency between a program' s published description of itself and the perceptions of its 

learners and administrators. They also provided details of daily life at the programs that 

were not disclosed elsewhere. Marshall and Rossman (1999) point out that document 

review is an "unobtrusive method, rich in portraying the values and beliefs of the 

participants in the setting" (p. 116). Such review may also shed light on the way a 

program wishes to present itself to its constituents and to the public. In addition, it may 

clarify what attracts learners, administrators, and others to a program. 

Theoretical Lens 

The study drew on critical theoretical and postmodemist perspectives in order to 

allow the participants to tell their own stories in their own distinctive voices. 

The researcher appreciated Carr and Kemmis' (1986) trilogy of approaches to 

educational research that delineate (a) positivist research, where objects are observed; (b) 

interpretive, where inductive methods lead to theory building, and (c) critical, where 

modes of power are examined. Here, research participants are neither objectified nor 

interpreted. In this study, they provided the voices of the findings. 

Carr and Kemmis' (1986) approach is consistent with Creswell's (1998), which 

explains that a critical theoretical lens offers the researcher a way to explore settings in 

terms of meanings that various participants construct and express. Power structures, 

feelings about the absence or presence of inclusion in decision-making, and visions of 
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new ways to construct settings are all part of the kaleidoscope of this approach. Creswell 

further notes that the methodology for a critical theoretical approach may be "an 

intensive case study or a small number of . . . comparable cases" (p. 81). Brookfield 

(2005) suggests that theory consists of "really only context-specific insights" (p. 1) and 

that the goal of using this approach is to "become skilled at recognizing and questioning" 

(p. 2) the uses of power. 

The critical theoretical approach is consistent with the critical hermeneutic 

tradition, which focuses on interpretation of data. l(jncheloe and McLaren (2000) 

explain, "In qualitative research, there is only interpretation, no matter how vociferously 

many researchers may argue that the facts speak for themselves" (p. 285). Through this 

lens, all research, like all perception, is deemed interpretation. Despite, because of, or 

consistent with the hermeneutic process, the researcher can seek and develop thick 

description that includes the meanings made by interview participants. This also pertains 

to meanings made through observations and document analysis. 

Merriam (1998) refers to "power, privilege, and oppression" (p. 40) as the focal 

points of a critical theoretical approach to the study of education. Her approach, which 

stems from the seminal works of critical theory originating in the German enlightenment, 

offers the ideal lens for future research on the continuing education of older adults in a 

broader political context. However, the political issues of access are beyond the scope of 

this investigation. In contrast, this study of local programmatic issues builds on a 

postmodemist paradox: the challenge of shaping large organizations to accommodate 

local, niched markets. 
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The research was conducted in a comparative case study format. Each site was 

studied individually, and each set of findings was presented in its own chapter. MWC 

data are presented in Chapter 4, and LLS-J findings are in Chapter 5. Chapters 4 and 5 

address research questions 1, 2 and 3, which are site-specific. Comparisons and contrasts 

between the two cases were discussed, and research questions 4 and 5 were answered, in 

Chapter 6. Chapter 6 also discusses the overarching research question- Can stakeholders 

across these two programs attribute success to any specific characteristics?- and links 

findings to themes presented in the literature. 

Coding 

Preparing to code: Interview transcriptions and content summaries. After each 

interview, the researcher transcribed digital recordings and notes. The decision to do this 

personally was twofold: to further assure the privacy of interviewees, and to become 

more familiar with the responses, aided by the nuances of timing and inflection. This was 

a valuable step in identifying themes. 

The researcher wrote content summaries based on full transcripts, one for each 

interview conducted. These summaries condensed the transcript into the elements that 

appeared to be useful in the findings. They included brief answers to each question, direct 

quotes, and examples. They excluded material that the researcher did not intend to use in 

the findings, for example, items that an interviewee had asked to keep confidential. The 

content summaries served as the material to be coded. 

Purpose of coding. Ryan and Bernard's (2000) explanation that "coding forces the 

researcher to make judgments about the meanings of contiguous blocks of text" (p. 780) 

gave the researcher a way to face the hundreds of statements. Ryan and Bernard further 
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clarify the process when they list the following aspects of coding: "sampling, identifying 

themes, building codebooks, marking texts, constructing models (relationships among 

codes), and testing these models against empirical data" (p. 780). Of these elements, 

identifying themes, marking texts, and identifying relationships among codes appeared to 

be most useful and relevant to this study. 

Dey (1993) observes that coding's "rather mechanical overtone [is] quite at odds 

with the conceptual tasks involved in categorizing the data" (p. 58). Thus, the word 

"coding" is best applied to the mechanical task of sorting data points. The "analytic 

process of creating and assigning the categories" (p. 58) requires another level of 

analysis. In this study, just as quantitative demographic data were necessary to establish 

the rationale for qualitative inquiry, the infrastructure of coding provided a coherent 

foundation for displaying the findings in a way that allowed for analysis and conclusions. 

In the statement that "coding is nothing more than assigning some sort of 

shorthand designation to various aspects of your data so that you can easily retrieve 

specific pieces of data" (p. 164 ), Merriam ( 1998) assuaged the researcher's concerns 

about tackling the process. Although Merriam suggests that coding may take place as the 

data emerge, in this study the coding was done after all data were collected. The reason 

for this decision was to minimize researcher bias or risk of generalizing from particular 

responses, thus seeking or expecting similar responses from subsequent data sources. 

The researcher opted to organize the data by hand rather than use NUDIST or 

another computer-based program. One reason for this decision was the relatively small 

amount of data collected. Another reason for organizing the data by hand coincided with 

the aim of the study: the construction of stakeholders' perspectives rather than statements 
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that purport to be factual. Coding by hand allowed space for the possibility of ambiguity 

and paradox in the findings . 

After transcribing the interview material and content summaries, the researcher 

began to code the responses by making two additional copies of the content summaries 

and clearing a large table and section of a wall at her home. Information pertaining to 

each site was printed on its own color paper: light blue for the MWC and white for the 

LLS-J. This enabled the review of information from a macro perspective, in terms of the 

two sites. Next, the summaries were selected according to a standard randomization 

process. The researcher numbered the transcripts sequentially, copied the numbers on 

individual slips of paper, placed them in a manila envelope, shook the envelope, and 

drew them out one at a time. 

Constructing Themes 

Each summary was reread with the specific purpose of identifying emergent 

themes. As each summary was handled, its emergent themes were identified, listed, and 

coded with a black Sharpie pen. The researcher then selected a designation for each 

theme, printed each one on a card, and taped it to the wall. Relevant passages were cut 

from the copies and taped to the wall, beneath the name of the appropriate theme. This 

process continued until all summaries were addressed. Once the information was sorted 

and displayed, the codes showed their usefulness as they enabled the researcher to build 

thematic constructs from raw data. 

Making Meaning From Themes 

Ryan and Bernard (2000) state: 
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Themes are abstract (and often fuzzy) constructs that investigators identify before, 

during, and after data collection. Literature reviews are rich sources for themes, as 

are investigator' s own experiences with subject matter. More often than not, 

however, researchers induce themes from the text itself. (p. 780) 

In this study, the themes were first drawn from the raw data. These themes were revisited 

in the context of the researcher's observations. Finally, these themes were enriched by 

examining their previous appearances in the literature review. 

Order of operations. This order of operations deviates from Miles and 

Huberman's (1994) suggested method of starting with themes found in the literature. 

However, the researcher was satisfied that the postmodernist approach was better served 

by taking initial cues directly from the participants. The prominent repetition of terms in 

the responses and the use of metaphors are consistent with schema analysis, which 

suggests the value of "cognitive simplifications to help make sense of complex 

information" (Ryan & Bernard, 2000, p. 783) and "key-words-in-context (KWIK)," 

where the researcher identifies "all the places in a text where a particular word or phrase 

appears" (Ryan & Bernard, p. 775).and the words adjacent to it. 

Data Analysis 

Clustering the data. Clustering individual findings into coded themes moved the 

work from the analytical phase to the creative phase. Findings that emerged from specific 

situations arranged themselves into generalizable themes. Once the themes and 

subthemes were constructed, the researcher built a matrix on an adjacent wall. 

Information sources were listed along the x-axis and emergent themes along the y-axis. 

The sources included interview summaries, observations, and document reviews. This 
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graph format was selected to show more than the intersections of sources and findings; 

similarities and differences among the themes suggested by the various sources also 

became apparent. The various sources of each theme also appeared, and their locations 

were reinforced by the color of their paper. At this point, the researcher had identified the 

emergent themes, the information that sustained them, and their sources. Finally, the 

findings were linked back to the conceptual foundations discussed in the literature. 

Emic (inductive) and etic (deductive) aspects. Kaufman (1993) notes that the 

analysis of in-depth interviews must include the ernie element, that is, the subjective 

information that interviewees provide, and the methodologically traditional etic aspect, 

that is, the categories that the researcher develops from the data. Lett (1996) explains that 

both ernie and etic knowledge are necessary, the former for sensitivity to individual 

responses and the latter for comparison across cases. The ernie and etic aspects of data 

collection and analysis are displayed in Table 9. 
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Table 9 

Ernie and Etic Aspects of Data Collection and Analysis 

Type 

When it is used 

How it is used 

Why it is used 

Errtic 

Inductive 

Data collection 

Respondents provide 

individual, subjective 

data 

Sensitivity to individual 

responses 

Etic 

Deductive 

Data analysis 

Researcher develops 

themes from subjective 

data 

Comparisons, contrasts, 

and ranges within and 

across groups 

In contrast with the data collection phase of this study, which used an errtic, detailed, 

inductive approach, data analysis was based on etic, thematic, deductive work. The 

researcher organized the received data according to categories that emerged from the 

replies and developed four themes that identified meta-information. The researcher noted 

that the statements which created these themes reflected Pound's (1960) concept of 

melopoeia, "inducing emotional correlations by the sound and the rhythm of the speech" 

(p. 63) in his taxonomy of verbal images. The four themes were then divided into 16 

subthemes in order to present the findings. It was the researcher's intention that, to the 

extent possible, the summarized findings reflected the individual components and the 

themes they created. 
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Site-based and cross-case data. The researcher was mindful of Stake's (1990) 

warning that cross-case comparisons may obfuscate information about site-specific 

characteristics. Therefore, only after the fullest possible information about each site was 

inductively collected and analyzed did the researcher move to a deductive approach. This 

enabled the search for what Miles and Huberman ( 1994) call "conceptual tags" (p. 17) 

that may be unique to each site and that Pike (1954) first called the etic aspect of data 

interpretation. 

In the ernie, inductive data gathering phase of each interview, the researcher 

probed for perceptions of characteristics that affect each program. In the etic, deductive 

data analysis phase, when items were disclosed that appeared to be common to the two 

programs, the objective of identifying common elements across the two sites was 

addressed. Cultural sensitivity and a rich data base were needed to achieve these goals. It 

was useful to remember that the inductive method served as an adjunct, not an opposite, 

to deductive reasoning. 

Context. As with all qualitative inquiry, the intention of this study was to describe 

specific contexts. The researcher will never present these findings as the basis for 

generalizing or predicting circumstances among other populations or at other sites. 

However, they may be useful to readers who recognize characteristics described in this 

study that may correspond to those of their own sites, programs, and participants. 
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Ensuring Privacy 

Security of tapes and transcriptions. All transcriptions and notes were locked in a 

metal box at the researcher's home where they will be stored for one year. At the end of 

one year, all materials will be shredded. 

Credibility (reliability). Patton (2002) names three ways to achieve credibility: 

rigorous, ethical, and systematic data collection methods; a capable researcher; and belief 

in qualitative methodology. In this study, the researcher sought to establish credibility 

through in-depth interviews that probed respondents' intended meanings. The addition of 

observation and document analysis created triangulation of data collection. Thus, the four 

major themes and their subthemes emerged from three data sources. 

Trustworthiness (validity). Trustworthiness was established through member 

checking, peer debriefing, and the researcher's active search for disconfirming responses 

and additional perspectives. Member checking ensured that the transcriptions accurately 

reflected the interviewees' perspectives. The researcher discussed the findings with peers 

who understand the research process and are capable of uncovering possible bias or 

errors in the content summaries. At least one of these peers was familiar with the content 

area, and at least one other was able to bring fresh eyes and ears to the material. 

In this study, the sampling was conducted though the purposeful selection of 

respondents. Documents were few enough in number that sampling was not necessary; all 

available documents were included. 

The researcher informed each individual and group interviewee that the 

appropriate level of confidentiality was assured, and the administrators were reminded 

that they would be identified only by their titles. All interviews were conducted in 
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environments that discouraged interruption and allowed for privacy. This was particularly 

important, as the momentum of the conversations was a key aspect of delving into 

participants' minds. The researcher opened each session by attempting to establish 

rapport though body language and tone of voice, establishing comfort level, and 

expressing gratitude for participation. In the interviews, the researcher stated the purpose 

of the conversation, the potential usefulness of its findings, and the methods that the 

researcher intended to follow. All administrators, volunteers, and caregivers read and 

signed the consent form (see Appendix B), and the researcher explained the member 

checking process. Furthermore, when digital recording was used, the researcher 

explained that the interview would be recorded for three reasons: to minimize note 

taking, to allow the conversation to flow with minimal interruption, and to help assure 

accurate recall. The researcher further explained that, if an interviewee asked that the 

recorder be turned off, the researcher would immediately do so. This occurred in one 

interview. 

The Researcher's Role and Bias 

Foucault 's (1969) view of authorship suggests that the author of a text is not its 

inventor; the author must step aside and let the text speak for itself. In this study, the 

researcher aimed to be as unobtrusive as possible in presenting stakeholders' 

perspectives. In this context, she was motivated and challenged by the (a) belief that 

participation in older adult education programs is motivated by a combination of 

necessity, pleasure, leisure, and culture; and (b) fascination with the integration ofFAU's 

programs for older adult learners into the fabric of the institution. Pursuing a degree at a 

time when some of her peers were beginning to retire, the researcher also acknowledged 
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her bias that self-efficacy is a good thing and that educational experiences are as valuable 

to older learners as to anyone else. 

The researcher's earliest involvement with older adult learning was the class she 

taught the 1960s to people of her parents' age called Reading English Language 

Newspapers. The learners were mainly in their 60s and 70s, emigres from various 

European and North African countries. For most of them, English was their fourth or fifth 

language. After a full day of work, often behind black window shades, in a building that 

was perhaps 1,500 meters from an unfriendly border, they devoured the articles and filled 

the air with nuanced observations. They produced astounding comparisons of how an 

idea might be expressed from the perspectives of other languages and cultures. 

As for their teacher, her learning was two-fold. First, she learned that 

simultaneous realities do exist and are incomparably valuable. Second, she observed that 

her parents' and grandparents' generations had been a lot like that of her peers. All had 

experienced similar reactions, the same fun, and the same anguish. The only difference 

was that the teacher and her students were at different points on a one-dimensional time 

line. Thus, the researcher began to understand that age differences are as superficial as 

gender and racial variations. While her experiences and beliefs inspired her research, she 

made every effort to ensure that they did not control it. 
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Kind words can be short and easy to speak, 

but their echoes are truly endless.- Mother Theresa 

Chapter 4 

Manifestation of the Caring Community: 

Findings at the Memory and Wellness Center's Memory Retraining Workshop 

Responding to the Purpose of This Study: Part 1 of 2 

The purpose of this study was to identify characteristics and practices, related 

values, and the processing of stakeholders'voices in two educational programs for older 

adults that are perceived as effective by their stakeholders. In support of this purpose, 

these findings describe stakeholders' perceptions of two programs, including their 

physical, affective, and activity contexts, their salient characteristics, the values that 

inform these perceptions, and the ways in which voices are processed through the system. 

Research Questions 

1. At each site and across the two sites, what are the settings where learning 

takes place? What are the external influences of university, college, or others on these 

settings? 

2. At each site and across the two sites, what characteristics, related to program 

setting or external influences, do stakeholders report as affecting the program? 

3. At each site and across the two sites, why are these characteristics important 

to stakeholders? 

4. At each site and across the two sites, how are stakeholders' voices processed 

through the system? 
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5. What are the implications for (a) leaders of programs for older adult learners, 

and (b) leaders of the institutions where these programs are located? 

Data Collection at the Memory and Wellness Center (MWC) 

Data were collected through interviews, the researcher's observations and 

reflections as a volunteer and as an observer, and document reviews. The findings 

represent the perspectives of four stakeholder groups: caregivers, participants, volunteers, 

and administrators. The researcher's observations are included with those of the other 

volunteers. All perspectives are woven together within emergent themes to illustrate the 

caring community. 

Themes and Voices 

The findings were organized and presented in terms of themes that emerged from 

the data. Dominance among stakeholder perspectives varied from theme to theme; the 

data revealed that certain stakeholder groups are more cognizant or concerned than others 

with regard to particular characteristics of setting and program. 

Identified Themes 

Three themes emerged from the data to answer the first three research questions. 

These themes are: (a) context: envisioning and creating the learning environment, which 

addresses the physical, affective, and activity settings where learning takes place and 

answers the first research question; (b) program characteristics that promote cognitive 

stimulation and connections, which address how various elements of the program 

appeared from the stakeholders' perspectives and answered the second research question; 

and (c) values and voices that support nurturing relationships, which described 
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stakeholders' perceptions of the program's affective aspects in response to the third 

research question. Following is a brief overview of the three themes. 

Context: envisioning and creating the learning environment. The first theme 

includes envisioning the physical, affective, and activity environments as welcoming, 

aesthetically pleasing, and conducive to learning. This vision was informed by the 

professional experience of the Director and by the family experience of its primary 

benefactor. It was enabled by the generosity of Louis and Anne Green, the foresight of 

Florida Atlantic University and the Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing, and later 

through recognition by the Florida Legislature and the Board of the Boca Raton 

Community Hospital. The welcoming, home-like setting reflects the collective vision, 

providing participants with a sense of familiarity and comfort. This theme includes the 

roles of external agents, especially its major donor, FAU, the State of Florida, and federal 

regulatory agencies. The MWC's service mission is to "develop and offer a 

comprehensive array of innovative services and therapeutic programs specific to the 

needs of individuals with memory problems and their families" (Memory and Wellness 

Center, 2007a). 

Program characteristics: promoting cognitive stimulation and connections. 

This theme address ways in which stakeholders engage in individual and 

group aspects of the program. Having met the basic need to feel secure in the 

environment, participants are encouraged to learn while engaging in familiar activities 

such as conversing, playing table games, painting, exercising, checking out the garden, 

and singing. Daily, weekly, and holiday schedules foster a sense of continuity, and 

curriculum-based activities reflect the program's educational platform. 
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Voices and values: nurturing relationships. The third theme is based on the 

program's humanistic goals and methods. It is built on the concept of a caring 

community, and its participant care, caregivers' support systems, and volunteer 

interaction contribute to this ubiquitous theme. Collegiality among stakeholders also 

contributes to this theme; the connections create authentic partnerships among 

stakeholders, fostering congruence between goals and actions. Communication is open 

and encouraged among all stakeholders. 

Power, an aspect of these relationships, appears to exist for the purpose of 

advancing learning in a caring atmosphere. Relationships at MWC are part of a well

defined hierarchy that strongly contributes to the program's success. The hierarchy 

supports and is supported by the context of the caring community. Power, based on the 

vision, knowledge, and skills of its leaders, resides in dedication to the concept of the 

caring community. The director, the messenger of this concept, is the program's North 

Star: steady, the source of knowledge, totally trustworthy. She personifies the program's 

leadership vision. 

Context: Envisioning and Creating the Learning Environment 

The first theme, envisioning and creating the learning environment, responds to 

the first research question: What is the context where learning takes place? What are the 

external influences of university, college, or others on this setting? This theme begins 

with planning and shaping the physical, affective, and activity elements of the site and the 

program. It addresses ongoing work that includes inputs to goals, ideas, program 

delivery, and funding. The physical aspects of the program's environment shape the 

affective and activity elements, and these in turn shape the design and use of physical 
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space. Pioneering visions, funding, the roles ofF AU and the State of Florida, and the 

symbiosis between practice and research have enabled aspirations to become reality. 

Legal issues related to safety and privacy, as well as practical aspects of the environment, 

are included here. 

Envisioning and designing the physical site. The Director said that the building 

was designed to be welcoming. The exterior looks more like a house than a set of offices. 

Landscaping, French doors, and an atrium contribute to the building's welcoming 

appearance. Separating the two parts of the building into program delivery and research 

areas keeps it to scale and precludes it from being imposing. Caregivers and volunteers 

frequently observe that the Center is very clean and well cared for and that the furniture is 

attractive and comfortable. Sara, a volunteer, said, "It's light. There's a good feeling. 

There's music in every room if you like it. It's like a clubhouse. I wish our clubhouse was 

[sic] as nice as this." Wilma, the Volunteer Coordinator, said, "When you come in, 

people greet you, know you by name." The director identified two additional 

characteristics, pointing out that the work of the Center is divided into two main 

divisions, the Day Center and the research component, and that the building is designed 

to support the distinct functions of the two main divisions. 

Philanthropy. Discussion of specific plans began in 1999 when the Director was 

asked to attend a meeting with a gentleman named Louis Green. Mr. Green wanted to 

fund the development of a day center for 70 people coping with Alzheimer's disease. 

Although Mr. Green wanted the Center to include research, his emphasis was on 

developing a caring program. Both the Director and the Day Center Manager stated that 
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the Memory and Wellness Center has attracted donors who are touched by the program's 

focus on caring about individual participants and their caregivers. 

Research, Programs, and the Memory Retraining Workshop. The Director's 

primary research area is non-pharmacological research, which spans the program and 

clinical divisions of the MWC and includes grant writing. Those who report directly to 

her are the managers and directors of the program, clinical, and pharmaceutical areas; 

administrative staff who oversee the operating budget and participate in strategic 

planning; and her assistant, who has been a "right hand in all areas" for many years. The 

Director stated that the MWC structure has two main divisions that are "pretty much 

visible by the way the building is set up, although we had the divisions set up before we 

had the building." When asked whether form followed function , the director replied: 

Yes, it did. The one is the Day Center. And we call that our programs. And the 

other is the clinic, which is primarily assessments and evaluations. Each one has a 

director. And we have people who work across the divisions. We have our 

volunteer coordinator. And while a lot of the volunteers are over at the Day 

Center, we have volunteers on this side also. Because this is the clinic side, where 

we're sitting. And we have pharmaceutical studies, which are housed over here 

and share space with the clinic but don ' t interact daily with the clinic people. 

They don ' t report to the clinical director. They report to a psychiatrist. And all 

three of those folks [the three directors] report to me. The Day Center is the major 

program. Caregivers ' support groups also belong to the program. 

The director described her primary roles as overseeing program and research 

development: 
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I think my most important role up until now is adding. Now we 're building 

enrollment in the Day Center, the number of people who come in for evaluation. I 

think my responsibility is the overall direction and providing sufficient support 

for people. As we start new programs, I'm actively involved at the beginning. As 

people become more comfortable with them, I pull back. 

Program design for cognitive stimulation. The curriculum includes art; current 

events discussions; gentle armchair exercise; gentle chair yoga; gardening; cooking; 

games that use verbal, number, and spatial concepts; lunch and snacks; music ; story 

telling; and small workshops that promote conversation and create information for an 

album that, through photos and narrative, will capture the history of this generation. 

The director noted, "Cognitive stimulation is emerging in this area, and it is not 

found in most Alzheimer's day centers." She explained that this program, unlike others in 

the geographical area, accommodates the needs of very mildly impaired men. The 

director stated that her 

new research is on how new participants acclimate to the Day Center. .. . It's the 

adultness of it. People like the idea of being in a university setting and the fact 

that the program is set up like a school. To the extent that we can be more like the 

university and less like an institution, that's what we want to be. 

The director also stated that she likes the art program best "because I almost always see 

people deeply engaged in what they' re doing there. And the people teaching it seem to be 

benefiting a great deal from it." In contrast with her personal favorite of art, she 

commented that the participants appear to "like yoga best, then art, discussion groups, 

and Trivial Pursuit. The first crafts projects were too juvenile, and they weren't too 
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popular. Now the crafts projects are about making something useful, like wooden 

bookends. And they are still painting." 

Affective setting. The Director and the Day Center Manager identified four 

affective characteristics in common, stating that the Center is based on the Christine E. 

Lynn College of Nursing 's philosophy of a caring environment, that it is welcoming, 

stimulating, and comfortable. As the director said, "They keep corning back because of 

the way it 's offered." 

Activity setting. The physical layout of the building allows participants to move 

among several locations throughout the day. The Center is designed to resemble a house, 

with kitchen, dining area, living area, den, laundry room, private bathroom areas, a 

garden, and separate rooms for yoga and exercise. The curriculum unfolds inside this 

setting. Thus, participants receive the stimulation of a learning experience within the 

comforts of home. 

FAU's role. The Director, the Day Center Manager, and caregivers stated that the 

MWC's link with FAU attracts people. Regarding caregivers ' and participants' attraction 

to the University, the Director said, 

People are very comfortable corning to FAU. It ' s an attraction for them. It builds 

confidence. Our people appreciate that it's a learning environment for them and 

for us. A lot of them tell their friends that they're corning here for classes. We do 

provide a lot of information. 

The original Day Center Manager said that leaders are challenged to not feel intimidated 

by the complexity of the wider system, and that newcomers are challenged to not 
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feel intimidated by lack of access to information. In contrast, the second Day 

Center Manager said these were not issues for her. 

The Director acknow ]edged that "the link with FA U sometimes makes things a little 

harder. Budgets can be very complex. On the other hand, we have a lot of oversight 

which I'm comfortable with. I'm budget-minded because we are self-supporting here." 

The Director and both Day Center Managers acknowledged the MWC's strong system

wide relationships. 

Four caregivers identified publicity about FAU as a salient characteristic because 

it has contributed to program growth. Two saw the publicity as positive; they had learned 

about the Center through the media. One saw it as neutral. One saw it as negative, 

explaining that publicity had Jed to an expanded, Jess intimate program. 

In addition to its formal roles regarding location, funding, research, and 

community relations, FAU also serves a personal role in the participants' lives. Martha, a 

retired homemaker; Loretta, a retired bookkeeper; Gerald, a retired businessman; and, 

Eleanor, a retired health care professional discussed this one afternoon. The word 

Education and the initials FAU were printed on a board. Eleanor looked at the board and, 

unprompted, said, "FAU is the best place that ever was." When the researcher asked why, 

she replied, "It offers so much to the people who need it. This feels like home to me. I 

live with [family] and they are very good to me, but this is the only place I can call home. 

Everyone needs a place they can call home." Gerald added, ' 'The people are extremely 

nice." Loretta said, "It reminds me of [a venerable East Coast University]. So many 

different departments and so many commuters." Loretta told the others that she had 

"graduated from this program with the first class. I received a certificate. After I finished, 
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a nice man called and said, 'Come back. We miss you."' Martha added, "Education was 

always very important because the parents couldn't go to college. There was no money in 

the family. My father worked seven days a week to make ends meet. My mother took in 

sewing and cooking to help. My brothers went to college but I couldn't." Eleanor added: 

"My father was such a smart, wonderful person. He graduated from college out east. He 

took agriculture. He also played the violin and comet. I got my degree at [a Big Ten] 

University. When I went to work, I got 50 dollars a month. I used my first paycheck to 

buy a portable sewing machine for myself. I took Home Ec in high school to be a good 

housewife, but I was a nurse too. One of my daughters followed me in my profession and 

the other has a degree in [an art field]." Martha continued, "My brothers went to college 

but I didn't. But I married a [professional] and two of my sons are in [the same field]. 

One is also a professor. I worked all my life, but when I retired I took classes in the town 

where we lived, for high school graduates who wanted to learn." Loretta also took post

high school accounting classes "to make more money" at her job. 

Martha said she comes to FAU "for friendship, understanding, to feel 

comfortable. Not companionship. That would be asking too much." Perhaps to 

contextualize her statement, she added. "My husband suffered a stroke 30 years ago, and 

I have been alone ever since." Observing Martha's interactions with the other 

participants, the researcher noticed that she is ladylike and demure. She appears to enjoy 

light conversation, and she contributes to current events discussions and word games. 

Never letting on that she feels "alone," she receives unsolicited attention from others and 

appears to be well liked. Martha's social skills are an asset to her well-being in the 

program. Eleanor said she comes to FAU "for friendship, to feel comfortable." Loretta 
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said she comes to F AU "to listen. To learn. I find that I am not the only one who has the 

same problems. I find myself nodding and saying yes. Yeah." Much the same as students 

who are young enough to be their great-grandchildren, they come to FAU to learn, to 

enjoy the company of others, and to fulfill family dreams and values about education. 

In the My Family workshop, seven participants saw the Memory and Wellness 

Center as an educational program, and they saw education as consistent with their basic, 

ingrained values. Their perceptions about education are that it is natural and that it fulfills 

the goals that their parents had for them. Two participants noted that the program enables 

females to finally attend a university program. They like the association with FAU and 

the University setting, and stated that FAU people are "nice." 

Additional funding sources. The Day center manage explains that plans for 

expansion were made possible when the Memory and Wellness Center was designated 

eligible for an annual state of Florida grant in the amount of $239,000, slated to begin in 

the 2006-2007 fiscal year. These operating funds will become a line item in the state 

budget. The Center also has the firm pledge of a gift between $1.5 and $2 million for 

capital growth. This gift will be used toward the construction of a pavilion for the care of 

level three Alzheimer' s Disease clients. Following the construction of the pavilion, a 150-

bed assisted living and nursing home facility is projected. He further stated that the Day 

Center is self-sustaining in terms of staffing and operating expenses. 

Safety. The Day Center manager stated, ''The most important characteristic of the 

program is the safety of our participants," explaining that code compliance from 

occupancy of space to food handling receives careful attention. The researcher has 

observed that all food handlers wear plastic gloves, all stored foods are properly wrapped 
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and promptly refrigerated, kitchen appliances are very clean, spills are wiped up 

immediately, tables are cleared and washed immediately after meals, adjacent floors are 

swept and mopped as needed, and chairs are checked for debris or spills. Access to the 

food preparation kitchens is restricted to people who need to be there and who are aware 

of the rules. Staff and volunteers may not wash their hands in the area where food is 

being prepared or served. 

The researcher observed that participants ' safety is also ensured by placing 

volunteers in strategic locations throughout the building. Volunteers watch participants 

who walk to and from rest room areas and accompany them as needed. Head counts are 

conducted often; everyone wears a badge; and pick-ups by family members, aides, or 

drivers are monitored and recorded. 

Dignity. The Day Center manager stated that after safety, ensuring participants' 

dignity is "a close second." He explained that they need "all kinds of help" to maintain 

their dignity as well as to stay safe, and that they are encouraged to ask for whatever they 

need. He added that the characteristic he liked most about the program is working 

alongside people who intend to fight their early to moderate memory loss. He explained, 

"My grandmother in North Carolina taught me to care for people. I have always been in 

the company of sick people, and I prefer to move from the sickness model to an abilities 

model. " 

The Day Center manager' s comments make the researcher think about 

participants who appear to be proud of their ability to play bridge, and who teach 

volunteers how to win at gin rummy, or show that they can use knives to cut their own 

food. One caregiver said that after her husband was assigned to call out Bingo numbers, 
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he began to initiate some conversation at home. He told her that he felt he was exercising 

his brain. For these participants, dignity appears to be entwined with engagement as well 

as independence. 

The researcher observed that one participant appears to be more impaired than 

some of the others. However she likes to play Scrabble and says that she practices at 

home. She has beautiful hands, nails, and lovely bracelets. Her jewelry is important to 

her. She looks at her hands when she plays. Scrabble appears to be a tableau for her. She 

is very pretty and well groomed, and it is inspirational to see that a lady with this 

challenging disease can find a way to present herself in the best possible way. She is 

presenting herself as an accomplished, well-groomed Scrabble player. The Day Center 

offers her the opportunity to enjoy the social and competitive aspects of an educational 

setting. The director explained, "Here I think we do a good job of helping people 

maintain that dignity of being an adult, not a patient." Participants in the My Family 

workshop said they perceive that age has value, especially when combined with power or 

money. 

Summary. The Memory and Wellness Center's setting blends physical, affective, 

and activity elements in order to produce a unique learning environment. Here, older 

adults who endure mild to moderate memory loss are welcomed into a cohort of learners 

who share specific educational goals. Administrators' vision, training and experience; 

donors' generosity; participants' learning styles; caregivers' expressed needs; and 

volunteers' enthusiasm converge to recreate the learning environment each program day. 

The varied curriculum, designed by the director and managed by the program staff, 

promotes cognitive stimulation. The creation of the research center- connected through 
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staff, research sponsors, and physical proximity to the workshop area - demonstrates the 

program's commitment to finding and delivering ways to ameliorate the effects of mild to 

moderate memory loss. 

The most influential external forces are the generosity of the Green family, the 

foresight ofFAU, and the corporate partners in pharmacological studies. The most 

apparent site-based influences are the inputs from all stakeholder groups. They reinforce 

the program, tweak it from time to time, and provide massive amounts of positive energy. 

This symbiotic blend of external and site-based influences has created the program's 

respectful, adult, safe, and attractive learning environment. The setting provides 

comfortable physical spaces for accomplishing learning tasks. It also sets the scene for 

promoting cognitive stimulation and interpersonal connections. 

Program Characteristics: Promoting Cognitive Stimulation and Connections 

The second theme, promoting connections and cognitive stimulation, responds to 

the second research question: What characteristics, related to program setting or external 

influences, do stakeholders report as affecting the program? 

This theme explores ways stakeholders actively and cognitively engage in the 

program. The promotion of cognitive stimulation is embedded in the physical and 

affective environments, enabling participants and their caregivers to feel secure; 

providing continuity in location, curriculum, and staffing of learning events; offering 

familiar activities that foster participants' self-confidence; and inviting individual and 

group engagement. Specific spaces are designed for activities such as art projects, group 

conversations, small workshops, dance, music, yoga, exercise, gardening, dining, sharing 

meals, and personal hygiene. 
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The program is constructed as a curriculum with hourly classes. Cognitive 

stimulation through mental games and storytelling is particularly meaningful to the 

director. 

That [the use of games] is only emerging. Thinking that it would perhaps expose 

their inability to recall specific facts and details, we did have some concerns about 

over-challenging our people with games like Scrabble or Trivial Pursuit. If you do 

it in the right climate, you don't put people on the spot. And our observations are 

that most of the time they like it very much. I think the group should be in the 12-

to-15 person range. 

As the volunteer who led these games over a period of months, the researcher 

observed that the group did like it, and they also enjoyed straying from the questions and 

turning the event into a large conversation. The director said that lectures also have their 

place. "Everybody needs a part of the day when they kick back and relax. We can't 

constantly challenge and stimulate." 

Management and staffing of the learning environment. Both the director and the 

Day Center manager noted the centrality of cognitive stimulation in the program, and the 

need for all staff to be aware of this purpose. Both said that the program requires the 

leadership of professionals who are multitaskers. In addition, the Day Center manager 

emphasized that successful leaders in this organization need to maintain strong relations 

across the university system, must not feel intimidated by its complexity, treat everyone 

in the system with dignity and respect, and share the program's philosophy and mission. 

Based on twenty years' experience working alongside people with mild to moderate 

memory loss, the Day Center manager acknowledged that the Memory and Wellness 
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Center's program is indeed cutting edge. He said, "Donors are touched by the service we 

provide." He added that FAD's name attracts people because of its fine reputation. 

In the area of program administration, caregivers show that they value 

professionalism that includes a strong program, willingness to listen to and help with 

their concerns, current information about the disease, and assurance of confidentiality. 

Sara, a weekly volunteer, noted that another task of program leaders is "to find people 

who are clever in different ways. They look for experiences that are diverse, like the 

string quartet from the music department. FAU is a wonderful resource." As a volunteer, 

the researcher ' s addition to this list is the sense of fun that the assistant Day Center 

manager instills in the details of the daily routine. 

Administration. The Day Center manager said that he sought to hire people who 

are willing to try new things. He avoided hiring people with nursing home backgrounds. 

He explained that, as manager, his primary tasks were to organize procedures and 

structures; staff the program; get it off the ground; build enrollment; move from a four

day to a five-day curriculum; build community awareness through media and networking; 

help organize the development aspects of the program; serve as a lead person in the 

capital campaign; and track, recognize, and thank volunteers and staff for their efforts. He 

added that all of the above depends on relationships- and that he preferred private 

programs that required less tracking. 

The researcher's observation of the gerontological nurse practitioner is that she 

dresses fashionably and never wears a uniform. No one wears any type of uniform in the 

day program, except for the occasional chef's cap in preparation for special luncheons. 
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Caregivers described the Day Center manager as a person who is directive and 

decisive as needed, open-minded, friendly, informal, and observant- and someone who 

follows through to assure that proper care is provided. 

Caregivers agreed that the organization staffs for excellence and that the staff runs 

the program well. They agree that the program is well managed because the activity level 

keeps the participants busy, yet permits them to have quiet time when they need it, and 

that the staff is a source of information for caregivers and families. The caregivers further 

stated that staff and volunteers hear what participants have to say, demonstrate a caring 

attitude, are available, respect people's privacy, provide information about participants' 

problem areas, give non-verbal as well as verbal attention to participants, and 

appropriately display their affection for participants. 

Staffing. Hank, a caregiver and spouse who retired from a management-level 

career in medical research products, was the first member of the caregivers' group to 

respond to the topic of staffing. He viewed the Memory and Wellness Center from a 

managerial perspective, calling it "a good company, well run." He explained that "it's 

basically the people. Their attitude is extremely caring. I have a sense of that. These 

programs are well thought out. And they staff for excellence." Becky, also a caregiver and 

spouse, contributed, "I agree. They [staff] are very caring. My husband keeps telling me 

that." She briefly paused, then added, "It starts from the top. The caring shows up in the 

hugs and kisses, by keeping [our spouses] busy when they are here, kissing them goodbye 

and saying 'I'll see you tomorrow."' Colleen, also a caregiver and spouse, said, ''They 

[staff] have an attitude of hope when you walk through this door. You feel welcome." 
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Growth. One caregiver identified MWC's recent growth as a negative 

characteristic of the program. He also asserted the desire for fuller information about his 

wife's progress and considered the level of routine information received to be 

insufficient. Lee lamented, "There was a different attitude in the old building. There was 

a smaller group, and we could communicate more easily. We saw the same volunteers 

and staff all the time. Now volunteers come in for one day or a few hours a week. There 

are a lot of new faces." In reply to a probe about the expansion of the program, he 

replied, "Well, you constantly read articles in the paper, like for the dedication ceremony. 

People are finding out about it." Ted told the group that his son-in-law, a professor at a 

Midwestern university, found MWC on the Internet and gave him the information. Edith 

said, "I found it on Channel 20, the Palm Bach County information channel." Becky 

added that she "saw it in the Sun-Sentinel." 

The volunteers. The researcher observed and experienced that volunteers abound; 

about 70 are at the program, although not all at once. The program invites volunteers to 

try things that they had not thought they could comfortably do, thus offering 

opportunities for personal growth. The volunteers reported liking their roles because they 

enjoy the opportunities to make things happen, be useful, be personally engaged, have 

continued involvement with participants and others, and be acknowledged at volunteer 

recognition events. The annual luncheon is the key volunteer recognition event. In 

planning last year's event, Wilma, the volunteer coordinator, suggested that the 

participants create place mats for the table settings. Each guest had an individualized 

placemat designed and painted by a program participant. A copy of the place mat is 

located in Appendix D. The artist, a retired architect, told the researcher that he likes to 
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draw. Although the strong border, smiling faces , and lines that reach out from one face to 

the next are open to interpretation, the bold colors and pleasant mood are unmistakable. 

The Junior League contributes to volunteer recognition by gifts such as tickets to 

local film festivals . Wilma said, ' 'I'm always thinking about what I can do to recognize 

the volunteers. Like getting tickets for cultural events." She added, 

My job is to help [the Day Center manager] find what he needs. The four parts of 

my job are recruiting, training, retraining, and recognizing volunteers. My friend 

who is a volunteer somewhere else gave me suggestions about greeters. She wrote 

them down and gave them to me, and I gave them to the Day Center manager. 

They didn't contain anything new, but my friend felt validated. 

Wilma, who also served as a greeter for several hours each week, further explained, 

When people come in the door, the greeter is the first person they see. It helps 

them feel more comfortable to have someone there who can direct them to the 

person they want to see. I have a name tag, so they know my name. I make them 

name tags also , if they don 't have one yet. We greet the leavers also. Everyone 

wants to be validated. And the greeter is also a barrier for participants who try to 

leave. You have to be delicate about that and chastise them gently. 

Wilma also noted that "the program is managed beautifully. The most important 

thing is the client. The staff is extremely creative and very loving. The caregivers' needs 

are addressed." She described one way that participants, caregivers, and volunteers 

teamed up for an activity: 

Thirty-five people were cutting fruit for a luau. It took a long time, because we 

were expecting nearly 80 people. We played Hawaiian music the whole time. All 
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the senses were involved. Some people were dancing, too. It was very enjoyable. 

We all worked together. It was successful because everyone enjoyed it, all the 

senses were engaged. We had a creative program leader. And we all wore small 

leis that some of the participants had made out of paper. The program is 

successful because the level of acceptance is high. 

Across 18 months of the researcher's weekly volunteering, examples of all of 

these strongly positive characteristics were identified in informal conversations with other 

volunteers. 

Volunteers are key members of the staff. They fulfill hospitality, program, 

service, fundraising, and clerical roles, and they are often the first people that current and 

prospective participants and their families meet when they arrive at the Center. Volunteers 

like their roles, and their upbeat attitudes contribute to the caring and welcoming 

atmosphere. Wilma, the Volunteer Coordinator, further stated- almost in one breath- that 

she has been 

... a volunteer since I was 14. I was a candy striper because I liked the uniform. I 

have been volunteering with Alzheimer' s for seven years. I've been a volunteer 

here for ten months. When I got active here, I found out that they wanted to put in 

a butterfly garden, so I invited the City of Boca Raton's beautification committee 

to the opening, and I brought some people who were interested to the Center. 

Now the city' s head horticulturalist attends our meetings as an adviser. We took a 

field trip to a local butterfly garden. The plantings are beautiful. 

Wilma is the quintessential volunteer. She loves the work, is a role model, and 

gets things accomplished. Annie, a volunteer for nearly a year, also expressed pride in her 
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role. She lives in a modest retirement community and travels to the Center via public 

transportation, an expense that she covers out-of-pocket, round trip, each week. She said 

that "helping people makes me feel happy." She explained, 

Mostly my job is to watch the people and see that they don ' t get hurt or wander 

out of the room. I help them handle what they don ' t know how to do. Friendliness 

allows you to move them back inside gently, not aggressively. It makes me feel 

good that they know me. And I'm only here once a week. 

Annie added that she felt sad on the day her transportation didn ' t show up. 

I really missed it. I feel like I'm accomplishing something worthwhile when I 

come here. I always feel free to talk to the Day Center manager if I have an idea 

or the program director if I have a question. 

Sara, another volunteer, pointed out that the on-site gerontological nurse practitioner 

frequently plays cards with participants. "She gets to know the people, and I can see that 

they are having a good time." 

Annie said that the staff 

... are the kindest people, so dedicated, such compassion. Not like in the nursing 

homes. They have to be really dedicated to their jobs to carry out the program. It 

must be very complicated to run this program and make things so smooth. They 

have the right people. Lovely people. Sometimes the staff and even the 

volunteers have to be forceful, when the participants can't make up their minds 

about something. 

Internal communication. The Day Center manager's most frequent and regular 

communications are with the director, with his counterpart on the research side of the 
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house, and with the director's administrative assistant, whom he calls a "priceless" link to 

the university system. The volunteer coordinator is his primary link to the community 

beyond the university. The first person with whom he shares new information or ideas is 

the MWC's administrative assistant. "I like her to know every single thing I'm working 

on. If it ' s about an activity, then I also share it with the activities director. If it's about 

money, I go to the director. If it's about supporting one of our families, I go to the clinical 

director." One of the program assistants is the liaison to program opportunities from other 

areas of the university, such as the music and art departments. 

The Day Center manager stated that he wants his staff to "be vocal, feel that they 

have the freedom to talk with me. If there ' s controversy, I let them hash it out at my staff 

meeting. Then I decide. For example, someone wanted to color code the name tags to 

identify participants who are diabetic . I said no, because that would invade their privacy." 

The Day Center manager stated that communication with his counterpart on the research 

side, the clinical director, is "really good. " They meet about twice a week at the end of 

the work day; they are too busy to meet during program hours. The Day Center manager 

found it very helpful that the clinical director used to work on the program side. The Day 

Center manager said, "You have to do it to understand it." 

Wilma, the volunteer coordinator, explained, 

When I have a new idea, I share it with [the program director] . He's the head 

tomato. He' s extremely busy, but he makes time to see me about once a week, and 

I save my ideas for the meetings. He ' s brilliant. He has a lot of respect for the 

volunteers. He knows that a good volunteer is worth its weight in gold! He 
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understands that a lot of us are seasonal people. And we're unique because we're 

highly educated, and a lot of us are experienced and come here with training. 

She added, ''The communication patterns adjust with circumstances. We're adjustable 

and flexible. " Sara, a weekly volunteer, noted that Wilma "is on site two days a week, so 

the volunteers have a person to go to with suggestions." 

A context of comfort. Collectively, participants stated that the program offers a lot, 

meets their needs, welcomes them, makes them feel at home, understands them, makes 

them comfortable, gives them opportunities to receive and give empathy, makes them 

appreciate what they have, allows them to access their own power, maximizes their 

engagement, and lets them continue to learn. 

Volunteers reported that they perceive the program to be client centered. They 

describe the Day Center as a place designed to put participants at ease so they can 

proceed with their learning tasks. They state that everyone can voice opinions, the day is 

carefully planned but the program has room for spontaneity, participants are treated as 

guests, and individual differences are accepted. Furthermore, the volunteers described the 

staff as loving, gracious, well-mannered, diverse, willing to help one another in carrying 

out the program's mission, and assiduous about setting aside time to communicate with 

volunteers. These characteristics coincided with the researcher ' s observations. As a 

participant observer, the researcher agreed that the program pays meticulous attention to 

matters of comfort, particularly in promoting participants ' confidence that they are safe 

and welcome. 

Conducting the program for cognitive stimulation. The director stated that MWC 

leaders need to be ready to do hard work, committed, and creative regarding the program. 
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For example, with the activity director's permission, the researcher brought in a mid-level 

SAT geometry problem to a game table. While waiting for others to join us, the 

researcher showed a participant (whom the researcher had selected) a problem involving 

a circle embedded in a rectangle. He solved it and asked whether the researcher had any 

harder problems. From time to time, the researcher has brought in other geometry 

problems. The researcher had tried math in a large group setting, but only three of about 

20 people got involved. From this the researcher observed the value of creativity 

combined with commitment to gently stimulate participants' cognitive abilities. In a 

small group setting, this combination can create a strong and spirited learning 

environment. 

The director pointed out that the skills of keeping one's check book in order and 

making correct change are number-based aspects of the cognitive retraining curriculum. 

Putting a deck of cards in order to assure that the deck was complete is another way to 

work on number skills. The researcher observed one participant joke that he wanted to be 

sure he was playing with a full deck. The participants make a fair number of self

deprecating remarks, often expressed through humor. 

When the researcher observed that the gin rummy, bridge, and dominoes tables 

are like clubs, the director replied, "Well, you know, people create connections with each 

other. Not only with the staff, but with each other." The researcher realized that the 

director was teaching the researcher to observe compassion among the participants. For 

example, one gentleman in the dominoes game takes longer than the others to react. 

When it is his tum, his companions say, "It's your tum." And he replies, "I know." They 

pace the game to give him some extra time. The director explained that the participants 
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"have a natural, instinctive way of being together." The researcher observed interactions 

where a participant said, "I'm not very good at this any more," and another replied, "I 

have trouble with it too. It's okay." The director noted, "We have to be very caring and 

respectful of people. It ' s hard to be that way all the time. We have to keep reminding 

ourselves." 

Future considerations. The director stated that projections for the Memory and 

Wellness Center include space for a third level of care, where participants with severe 

memory loss will be able to spend the full day and receive personal care as well as attend 

a program designed to address their needs. Thus, the Center' s goals of creating 

connections and promoting cognitive stimulation may be applied to an additional cohort 

of participants. 

While the Day Center manager was intrigued with the program' s potential for 

growth in the areas of day programs, future residential programs, and research, he said 

that immediate needs in the areas of financial assistance and transportation were more 

important to him. In addition, the director identified providing more information for new 

caregivers as an important consideration in both the informational and humanistic 

domains. She noted, "We need a book for caregivers of early stage patients. So many of 

the books, like The 36-hour Day, are so inappropriate for new caregivers. They find it 

very upsetting. Wouldn ' t that be a wonderful project?" 

Financial assistance. Regarding ongoing program development, the Day Center 

manager suggested that, although "there ' s no time to do grant writing," the program 

should find ways to accommodate more people who need financial assistance. 
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Transportation. The Day Center manager also observed: 

transportation issues need to be considered, as "transportation is an unresolved 

issue. Palm Beach County's Palm Tran system is not as reliable as a friend with a 

car. Operating the Center's own transportation system is not an option. It's not 

about liability, because the state has limits, but the geography is wide and it would 

be expensive. Transportation from neighboring Broward County is even more 

difficult. Palm Tran does not go there, and 25 per cent of the participants live 

there. 

The Day Center manager emphasized that, on balance, he is "very, very proud" of MWC 

and the services it provides for families. 

Summary. MWC promotes cognitive stimulation through a carefully constructed 

curriculum that includes creative, mental and physical exercise. Art, singing, and musical 

concerts allow participants to engage at their individual comfort and interest levels. Word 

games, card games, dominoes, and an occasional bingo game offer participants ways to 

stimulate their vocabulary and numeric skills. Large group discussions and small, 

informal conversations provide formats where participants are encouraged to voice their 

opinions about politics, travel, food, or other topics that interest them. Physically active 

aspects of the program include exercise, yoga, dancing, and walking. 

Continuity in program content, location, and staffing for excellence all contribute 

to a secure feeling among participants and caregivers. Within clear parameters that 

protect participants' privacy and safety, and that require adherence to the program's 

guiding vision, open communication enables stakeholders to share program ideas. Strong, 

dedicated, well-informed leadership enables all this to .unfold. 
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The program fosters participants' connections with one another and with 

volunteers. As participants begin to feel safe, they begin to engage with others. Some 

friendships form. Comfort may extend beyond the physical aspects of firm sofas and 

good coffee toward the realm of enhanced social confidence. As participants ' interactions 

are nurtured by staff and volunteers, some appear to become more vocal about the 

program, their own participation, and who they are as individuals. Bonding around the 

informational and group support aspects of the program, caregivers express positive 

reactions, projecting a collective expectation that their ideas and concerns are heard and 

valued. 

Voices and Values: Nurturing Relationships 

The third theme, voices and values, responds to the third and fourth research 

questions: Why are these characteristics important to stakeholders? How are 

stakeholders ' voices processed through the system? 

This theme includes findings about engagement, respect, levels of formality, 

friendliness, hopefulness, and affection among the people who fulfill various roles in the 

program. The theme is embedded in the concept of the caring community, which is 

reflected in relationships with and among participants, the caregivers ' support system, 

and volunteers ' interactions. It includes collegiality and partnerships, and it is 

demonstrated in the congruence between goals and actions . It embodies open 

communication - in this case, within a strong hierarchy that exists for the purpose of 

advancing learning in a caring community. 

Engagement. The Day Center manager said, ' 'They make friends, and a small 

percent see each other outside the program when their families insist they do so ." The 
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director said, ''The neatest thing is that they [the participants] are a support group and 

they become friends. They have it all in common. They talk about the illness and other 

things." The caregivers agreed that their spouses are willing to attend the program. 

Wilma, the Volunteer Coordinator, described how Mrs. Massini, a crafts 

volunteer, promotes engagement: 

She's loving and kind and non-judgmental. She models this way of being with 

other people. She chats with people who may not have anyone else to chat with. 

She ' ll bring together three or four ladies. The activity is structured, but the chat is 

informal. They looked like a group that could have been anywhere. It's sisterhood 

with a small's,' a girls'-day-out kind of thing. It's as therapeutic as a trip to the 

mall. Therapeutic, but not in a clinical sense. What I like most about the program 

is the social acceptance. It ' s a therapeutic setting for someone who may be 

socially isolated. Here they have social acceptance. They're engaged. They like 

playing Trivial Pursuit and learning new things. 

Annie, who has been volunteering for about a year, said, 

The first day I came here I helped an art professor but I helped the people also. I 

enjoyed that. Everyone was working on their [sic] own project, but they were 

talking to each other also. They were working on pictures that they took out of 

magazines and pasting them on flowerpots and making very interesting designs. I 

encouraged them and gave them some ideas. They were using scissors and glue 

and brushes. No one had a problem with that. Later we used the flower pots as 

table decorations for a lunch. 
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The words My Family appeared to be a useful focal point and visual cue for the 

writing workshop group. The participants disclosed that their families had come to the 

USA from England, Lithuania, Poland, and Russia. Gerald, a 78-year-old gentleman from 

a small city in a northern area of the USA, said that his grandparents had emigrated from 

England to be with other family members. He further stated that his grandparents were 

great examples for the rest of the family. Regarding his own generation, he explained, 

"We learned to be self-sufficient and to take advantage of the education. We learned from 

examples and actual experiences. Our children were afforded worthwhile experiences." 

Gerald recalled an uncle, initially self-educated, who nevertheless earned a degree that 

"helped him go up the ladder" at a major corporation. The other men of the uncle's 

generation "all proceeded to go into their own businesses, their own environments." 

Gerald ' s father started out in construction and became a general contractor. Disclosures 

such as these encouraged other participants to talk, and a sense of mutual encouragement 

developed around the table. 

In an unsolicited conversation, a female participant approached the researcher 

after a game of Trivial Pursuit. She observed that some participants tune out when they 

are unfamiliar with the category at hand. For example, she did not pay attention to sports 

trivia items. She said she preferred other memory activities where she stays engaged 

more consistently. In her favorite game, the volunteer prints a long word on the board, 

and participants find as many shorter words as possible from the letters of the original 

word. The participant' s insightful comments led the researcher to conduct the letters 

game more frequently. As a volunteer and observer leading these games, the researcher 

noticed that, toward the end of the word game when most of the obvious short words had 
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been posted, participants enjoyed finding words in other languages and funny, slang, and 

even slightly off-color words. Sometimes the game devolved into finding lists of related 

words. Once, for example, we filled a board with as many types of pasta as the group 

could think of. When an Italian participant named pastas that no one else knew, she 

processed to successfully describe them and appeared to enjoy doing so. This led to a 

lively discussion about the similarities among ravioli, won-tons, and kreplach. The event, 

scheduled to last 45 minutes, lasted for an hour and a quarter. Although some participants 

dozed off or left the group to attend to personal needs, most remained engaged, having 

fun. 

Even a participant who is unable to demonstrate certain skills can express the 

ability to enjoy an event. One participant, impeded by the combination of moderate 

memory loss, Parkinson's, and the side effects of her medications, wanted to participate 

in a festive luncheon. She allowed her volunteer to feed her, help her with the perpetual 

runny nose caused by a medication, and conduct a one-way chat with her. The volunteer 

was surprised that this new experience in helping was positive and friendly. She was 

further surprised when, one week later, the participant pointed to her and said, "She ' s the 

one I had lunch with last week. " The researcher was that volunteer, and that was one of 

the researcher ' s awakenings about her own biases about people' s ability to enjoy life. A 

gerontological nurse practitioner had explained what was needed, showed how to do it, 

and affirmed that the researcher could do it. Then she walked away and let the researcher 

learn. MWC is a place where everyone can be a learner, and everyone can be a facilitator. 

Engagement in the program is not welcomed by every caregiver or every 

participant. Not all participants want to be equally engaged. Lee, a caregiver and spouse, 
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spoke about her husband. "If he wants to come here, it's good. But he's getting spoiled. 

When he gets home, he wants me to wait on him." Becky said, "My husband said the 

people at the Center are so nice that he can't stand some of them. He says, 'How many 

times do you have to tell someone, leave me alone, I want to go to sleep."' My husband 

likes to sleep after lunch. In the library. [The Day Center manager] says to let him have a 

little nap, but someone is always trying to wake him up. I noticed you were sitting with 

him the other day. He likes you. You sit with him but don't ask him to say anything. He 

likes the company but not to talk. He forgets a lot, and he gets angry. So he likes to sit in 

the back." 

Respect. The Day Center manager said he believes that participants feel they are 

treated with respect and that they are receiving treatment that improves their well-being. 

The volunteer coordinator said, "I tell people that the program is very creative, very 

innovative. Part of that is that each participant is recognized for being a person, a person 

who happens to have ALzheimer's, not an ALzheimer's person." 

The director explained that, in terms of program design and delivery, she avoids 

the phrase "orienting to the Day Center" because it could connote the idea of 

disorientation that people associate with early to moderate memory loss. Likewise, the 

building is called a Day Center, which is adult and respectful, not a Day Care Center, 

which would infantilize the participants. The director and the Day Center manager 

emphasized that that participants' dignity is essential. While other stakeholders did not 

state this explicitly, the researcher has observed the great respect with which everyone is 

treated. For example, the rest rooms are separated from the common rooms by an 

additional room and door. This anteroom contains a washer, dryer, and ample room to 
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move around. Should a participant need to change clothing, this can be handled 

discreetly. With the help of a staff member, soiled garments can be laundered in privacy. 

This care for personal dignity illustrates the high level of regard for participants. On the 

issue of respect, the director further said, 

I have a reputation for hating construction paper. I don't want any elements that 

look like grade school. One day when schoolchildren were here for a party, we 

made snowflakes with them, and that was fine. I'll sit down with my grandkids 

and cut construction paper, but would I do that with my adult friends? No. I'm 

just using this as an example. It's symbolic. People mean well, but I think they 

infantilize and it's really easy to fall into that. It's very easy to separate 

[ourselves] into us and them. They're not them. They're us! 

Levels offormality. Although most participants and caregivers like being called 

by their first names, some like being called Dr., Mr., or Mrs. This appears to depend on 

one's ethnic background. While American-born participants appear to prefer first names, 

the men who earned doctoral degrees in 1930s Europe prefer to be called Dr. Shoenfeld 

or Dr. Kristof, and their wives expect to be addressed as Mrs. Their first names are 

acceptable only after the older person tells the younger person to use them. Using the 

participants' preferred forms of address is one way to show respect for them and fro their 

family members. 

Friendliness and acceptance. In a group discussion, Bella, a participant, said, "the 

most important thing is to be friendly and honest with each other," and that these traits 

occur at MWC. Jack, a participant, whom the researcher has observed as outspoken and 

sometimes verbally hurtful to others in group activities, replied that being honest with 
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feelings "is the most important thing." The researcher observed that when Jack's verbal 

behavior needs to be addressed, this occurs discreetly and respectfully. The researcher 

also observed that, while some participants tend to avoid his company, they take his 

outbursts in stride. The caring philosophy that underpins the program allows for 

acceptance of such variations in affect. 

A lighter example of friendliness shows up in the way lunch and snacks are 

served. Food service is conducted in a friendly way. Often, the volunteer who serves a 

table also joins the participants for the meal. Participants are called by their preferred 

names, and much banter accompanies the process. Participants with special dietary needs 

receive their meals along with everyone else, with no mention of these differences. The 

sugar-free and other diet restrictions are posted in the kitchen in an area where they 

cannot be seen from outside the kitchen. When a volunteer suggested adding a color code 

to participants' identification badges to identify their nutritional restrictions, the idea was 

vetoed because it was considered an intrusion on their privacy. Both the director and the 

Day Center manager identified three characteristics regarding mutual respect, stating that 

the Center offers potential for the growth of all stakeholders, welcomes everyone's ideas, 

and respects the participants' opinions about activities. 

Hopefulness. Both the director and the Day Center manager stated that the work 

of the Memory and Wellness Center is "cutting edge," providing hope for participants, 

caregivers, and practitioners in the field of Alzheimer's disease and other causes of mild 

to moderate memory loss. The director noted, 

Caregivers tell staff that their family member is no longer just sitting all day. 

They are willing to play games, willing to socialize, not isolating themselves as 
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much. If the stimulation is done well , they should be a little bit sharper. We 

should hear better recall. 

The Day Center manager expressed his certainty that "determination and faith determine 

your health and longevity. We just don't know the science of how that works. " 

When Mrs. Foss, a caregiver, spoke about her husband ' s attitude toward the 

program, she said, "My husband used to reject it. He said, 'It couldn ' t help me. They 

can ' t do anything for me.' When we came to the new premises, my son came with us. 

[The clinical director] from the other building embraced him. The friendliness is 

wonderful, the way she takes you in. He is willing to come here now. He knows it can 

help him." Another caregiver concurred, saying, "My husband did not want to come 

either. I had trepidations about it too, about him seeing people in various stages of the 

disease. But it didn ' t work out that way. From the first day, he liked it." Another member 

of the group summed up the concept of hopefulness: "A lot of good things are going to 

come out of this place. Maybe some of the people will come out feeling better because 

the treatment makes them feel like people, not like sick people." After a brief pause, 

during which all present retreated into their thoughts, Becky said, 

This is a place of hope. Not that there will be a cure next year, but the strength to 

keep going while our mates have Alzheimer ' s. As a former public health nurse, I 

thought I knew something about Alzheimer' s. I realized I knew nothing - till I 

came here. We get information about the illness, about care giving, about how to 

handle some of the godawful things that come up. The whole staff is available, 

here for you. It ' s a godsend to me. 
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Ted agreed: "There's always someone to talk to. And it stays here." Another caregiver 

added, "The fact that we are a support group here goes way beyond others I have been 

in. We have bonded. We exchanged telephone numbers. If things go bad [sic] over the 

weekend, it's 'Call me. I'll listen."' Becky noted, "Even the snowbirds keep in touch." 

Ted was emphatic: ''They definitely hear our ideas." Becky tended to agree: "I 

believe so." That was followed by "Yes," "Yes," and "Yes." Ted, the last to reply, 

echoed, "Yes," then smiled broadly and said, "No, change that to a ditto. I'll say ditto 

instead of yes." And the researcher made this note: "Yes! They are starting to relax! I am 

running a focus group. I can do this!" With these comments, the researcher realized the 

remarkable generosity of these caregivers. Though anonymous, they were willing to 

share their perspective with someone who asked about it. 

Balancing Individual and Social Needs 

Participants' activities. The balance between individual and social needs also 

shows up in activities. For example, when a string quartet of FAU faculty members 

entertained the group one afternoon, they concluded with the traditional Irish song, 

Danny Boy. A participant who loves to sing, a Scotsman who had arrived in the USA as a 

young adult, spontaneously began to sing along with the musicians. His excellent voice 

and Gaelic vowels added the flavors of barley and malt to the music, and the 

spokesperson for the quartet invited him to stand and join them. An outgoing person, he 

did so. They played and he sang the song twice more, and the concert ended on a warm 

and inclusive note. The whole room was singing. 
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Caregivers' needs. Sara, a volunteer, noted: 

I think one of the reasons participants keep corning back is to give caregivers a 

break. I don ' t know that they do or don't want to come. The family seeks out the 

Center. It's their decision to select and accept the program .... I really don't know 

what their favorite aspects are. I think singing songs that bring back memories of 

when they were young and comfortable and physically able. They seem to like the 

socialization, but I don't think it 's about getting out of the house. Probably not. 

But the whole concept is that it 's client-centered. 

Both the director and the Day Center manager noted that the program provides 

services for caregivers who develop relationships with one another. A key example of 

providing this service is the Day Center manager's role as a facilitator of educational 

seminars for caregivers and their families. These sessions include lunches and 

presentations by medical experts on topics such as the meanings of certain diagnoses and 

periodic updates of new information on the disease. He also conducts individual updates 

regarding the participants. The caregivers agreed that they feel supported by the program 

and by one another. Colleen voiced something personal: "I feel like you're here for me." 

Ted replied. "It's different on weekends. I have a hard time." Lee: "Me too." Edith: "So 

do I." In the area of camaraderie, they show that they value the empathy of and access to 

fellow caregivers. Likewise, they value the caring attitude of staff and volunteers. 

Caregivers also value the break that the program offers them from their responsibility of 

assuming 2417 primary care for an adult. Their commitment, coupled by the gradual loss 

of their spouses' companionship, leads them, as the dominos players said, to value just 

"to get out once in a while." 
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As a volunteer, the researcher had the opportunity to observe a colleague take 

good care of Edith's husband on several occasions. This participant, who had left 

Germany in the 1940s, wore long sleeves to cover the tattooed numbers on his arm. 

Perhaps due to his years as an enslaved physician during World War II, he did not take 

well to being questioned, being told what to do, or barred from walking about to see who 

was in a hallway. When a well-intentioned assistant innocently did all three of these at 

once, the gentleman became upset. The volunteer's intervention was remarkable: 

speaking in their shared mother tongue, he assured the gentleman that everyone there was 

a friend. He invited the participant to join him for a kleine spatzier [short walk]. The 

alert, creative, compassionate volunteer turned a potential clash into a friendly stroll. 

When they returned, they joined two Scrabble partners, one from Pennsylvania and one 

from Colombia and the researcher at the table. The five of us invented our own game: 

finding comparable expressions in English, Yiddish, and Spanish. We used the tiles to 

spell some of the words. When Edith, the participant 's wife, arrived, she found him 

smiling as he learned to pronounce te quiero. MWC had provided a place for three 

participants, each standing up to an insidious disease, to get together and pronounce 

strange but safe words. 

This anecdote illustrates the limited amount of detail that caregivers typically 

receive about daily events. The researcher has observed that they evaluate the day' s 

experience by the state of their loved ones at pick-up time. Thus they get the results of the 

day without the details that contributed to it. If they connect with a volunteer or staff 

member, they can get the highlights. In any case, the paucity of details may 

understandably become a source of frustration. Yet, in casual conversations outside the 
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focus group, some caregivers have compared an afternoon at MWC to a few hours on a 

cruise ship. It is packed with activities, one can socialize or spend some quiet time, and 

the food is excellent. 

It is not only staff and volunteers who recognize caregivers ' needs. At one large 

group activity where the researcher was seated at the back of the group, a gentleman in a 

wheelchair pulled up next to her. It was his first visit to the Center. His name tag 

indicated that he had an unusual surname, identical to that of the researcher's 

grandmother. That was a conversation starter, and he soon told the researcher that he did 

not want to be there, but he knew that his wife "needed a break." When the researcher 

suggested that it was a nice break for him also, he replied, "Yes. I guess it's a nice change 

of scenery." Participants frequently indicate concern for their spouses as their reason for 

attending the program. Two participants at an all-male dominos table commented that 

"the girls like to get out once in a while." Thus participants, by attending the program, 

find a way to care for their caregivers. 

Desire for information. Some caregivers said they would like "more information 

about what goes on," specifically related to their spouses ' progress. How are they doing? 

What are they doing? One caregiver says he gets a report about every six months. 

Another said he has never met the Day Center manager. In response to these comments, 

Hank debated the issue with his fellow caregivers. Hank replied, "You know from the 

activities sheet." His interlocutor said he wanted to know more, especially about problem 

areas, but Hank asserted, "We see what they are doing. We see them when we come in 

here." As this part of the conversation wrapped up, all the caregivers who had expressed 

the desire for additional information about problem areas agreed that they do get some 
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information about problem areas. As a volunteer, the researcher observed that caregivers 

have deep, understandable concerns that are not likely to be assuaged by even the fullest 

information. 

Values 

Administrators. Administrators ' values are implicit in their descriptions of the 

program that they once envisioned and now lead. Their values are reiterated in the 

documents they produce to describe the program and mission of MWC and its Memory 

Retraining Workshop. Administrators value this setting and program, designed "so that 

each participant receives as much personal attention as possible and can develop and 

maintain interests and relationships with others in a more intimate setting" than typically 

may be available as well as education for caregivers (Memory and Wellness Center,<][ 2-

3, 2007c). 

Volunteers . Volunteers expressed that they share administrators' values regarding 

affective and educational aspects of the programs. These are personal attention to 

participants and their caregivers, friendly setting, the program's focus on education, and 

its fostering of interests and relationships. They also said that they appreciate the personal 

fulfillment they receive by participating in these interactions. 

Caregivers. Caregivers' values cluster into four categories: program 

administration, the spouse's experience at the program, camaraderie, and the respite that 

they receive. These values were expressed in terms of gratitude for the program and 

concerns for their spouses' well being. They particularly value the kindness that they 

observe and the trustworthiness of what they cannot observe. 
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Participants. The values of program participants were expressed in their 

conversations about their family backgrounds and their perspectives on their personal 

histories and current experiences. Collectively, the participants said that they value 

family, accomplishment, foresight, education, freedom, engagement, exercise, the 

positive attributes of age, hidden power and strength; as well as individual abilities, faith, 

knowledge, access to information, and longevity. When asked what they would tell 

someone who wants to learn about feeling well, participants reiterated these values when 

they extolled the value of laughter, exercise, walking down the steps even if one does not 

walk up, seeking out the Center' s octogenarian yoga instructor, getting mental exercise, 

and participating in the story telling program. In short, they value physical and mental 

engagement. At various times, participants stated that the program 

Offers a lot ... meets my needs .. . welcomes the researcher. . . makes me feel at 

home ... understands me .. . makes me comfortable ... gives me a chance to be 

with other people ... makes me appreciate what I have, gives me a chance to feel 

better about myself ... helps me keep on learning." All of these statements 

demonstrate the link between program characteristics and aspects of daily life 

about which participants care. 

In a workshop called The Most Important Person in the World, all participants 

agreed that their values were family-centered when they most frequently named their 

children or their late parents. Their reasons for selecting these family members were 

variations of such statements as "because they're ours," and "because they did so much." 

At another session called "USA," Eleanor, Pat, Bella, and Jack said that education, 

religious freedom, and improvements for the next generations were very important to 
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their parents and to them. Pat appeared proud when he said that his mother had attended 

night school, where she learned to write and spell very well. Pat also said that the most 

important thing for him was learning to read; it taught him to concentrate, understand, 

and learn. Pat's closing statement, "I have the feeling that we' re changing the language 

and that means changing our ideas," was intriguing, but he did not expand on it. 

Education was a recurrent theme in discussing their families ' values. Eleanor said, "All 

the children in my generation, the nieces and nephews, went on to higher education. This 

seemed to be the natural route." The group agreed that their parents and grandparents 

came to the USA to be with other family members, for improved financial circumstances, 

to be free, and for educational opportunities. 

Loretta, an octogenarian from the East Coast, said that her parents, who had left 

Eastern Europe in search of freedom, settled in [the mid-sized city] where their ship 

docked. Only their boys went on to higher education. The comments of Martha, a 92-

year-old Midwesterner, regarding religious freedom were similar to those of other 

participants. She explained, "Both of my parents came from Lithuania to be free and to 

be with other family. My father was a violinist with [a major] orchestra. He loved 

America." Loretta also expressed her enjoyment of the cordiality of the staff and other 

people she meets at the Memory Retraining Workshop. She said that this friendliness 

makes her appreciate what she has, "like that I can feed myself." 

In a workshop entitled How Am I Like - or Not Like- my Ancestors, Loretta 

quietly stated, "we are more alike than different. Our values are a lot the same. Family, 

education, thinking ahead." The cues were already erased from the board, so she pretty 

much knocked the researcher's socks off when she reiterated two issues she had already 
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raised, family and education, plus Gerald's idea about thinking ahead. Loretta appeared 

to be highly engaged in the process. She had reframed these three concepts as persistent 

values, making a significant contribution to answering our question. Martha named 

another similarity with her ancestors: her family continues to ask, just as the older 

generation did, "Who are my children ' s friends?" Thus the participants described 

continuity in their families ' values, with the possible exception of diminished value 

ascribed to religious observance and increased emphasis on material comfort. 

When the group turned to the differences between their generation and their 

predecessors', they stated, "our life is easier .. . we have more information .. . boys and 

girls are more equal ... we have more trust ... they were more religious ... we have more 

of everything." Loretta identified an additional difference: 

We don ' t have to be daring. But we can if we want to be. They had to be. They 

had no choice. When I went to England after high school, it was because I wanted 

to see something different. I had my adventure. I saw it. And I came back home. 

The participants reflected that, like money, age can allow people certain 

freedoms. At a certain age, people can experiment in business because they have attained 

stature in the extended family or the business community. One participant recalled that he 

started as a messenger and stayed with the same employer until he became their liaison to 

the Nixon White House. They reflected that Harvard and Yale are very old and that they 

market their age because it demonstrates knowledge and experience. One participant said 

that the nation of Egypt flaunts its age as a mark of distinction. When asked how this 

translates to older people, another participant suggested that older people are respected 

piecemeal: they are judged as fine in one area but not in the next one. Some said that this 
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is changing for the better as an increased number of older people move about in the 

community. One pointed out that the elderly Ariel Sharon had the power to sway public 

opinion on ethical and military matters, and that with such examples, respect for aging 

people widens. 

In a conversation called "The Most Important Object in the World," participants 

named the atom bomb and fighter jets "for their hidden power and strength." The 

symbolic value of this explanation suggests that the speaker may have been 

acknowledging under-observed power and strength in a wider sense- one that could 

include him. Some suggested cars, for the way they "changed everything." Cars, 

symbolizing individual freedom and mobility, appeared to matter a lot to the participants. 

Others named the crucifix, the Bible, the Koran, and the library, indicating the values of 

faith, knowledge, and access to information. Finally, a participant suggested that 

longevity was the most important thing in the world, and no one disagreed. 

Hierarchy of Influence 

Concerning the organizational chart, the director said: 

I don ' t like to call it a hierarchy. We are relatively flat. We have so many 

leaders here. Our volunteers are leaders in terms of community relationships and 

fund raising. Our donors are leaders in terms of telling us what they want to see 

us do. Some of our caregivers have assumed some leadership. They tell us we 

need something and then work with us to get it. The participants are not leaders in 

the most obvious ways, but leadership is influence. And I think they influence us. 

A lot. And so long as we stay open to that, it ' s enormously important. When they 
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tell us they don't like a meal, or they want to do certain activities, they are 

influencing us. So, yes, they are leaders too. 

Wilma explained that the Day Center manager has the final word on all day-to-day 

issues. For example, he must approve the flyers that invite volunteers to training sessions. 

The researcher' s observations of the flyers concurred with Wilma' s reflections: she 

created, and the manager agreed on, an invitation to brunch-and-learn events, not a 

summons. the researcher observed that the invitation reflected the caring philosophy and 

reinforced the collegial tone of the Day Center. 

Directions are given with the expectation that they will be followed. As Wilma 

noted, ''There is follow-through to be sure it's working. And it works, because when 

someone expects you do something here, you do it." Wilma also pointed out that things 

work because the administration listens, accepts, is not critical, and is "not afraid to be 

wrong. The whole atmosphere is open." Wilma reflected on administrators' trust and 

expectation that volunteers will do their jobs well. 

In the researcher ' s volunteer role, she observed changes made in response to 

participants' suggestions. Although all such changes must be within the parameters of the 

program's vision, design, and need for regulatory compliance, they are important to the 

participants in at least two ways. They empower the individual, and they make the 

participation experience more enjoyable. For example, a group that regularly played 

Scrabble together asked that their game be moved from the lively area where gin rummy 

and dominoes are played to a quieter room where people pay bridge. They all wanted a 

quieter space with fewer distractions, and one expressed the sentiment that her game was 

more in line with the seriousness of bridge than the merely social aspects of the other 
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games. Another family requested an alternative when pork was the main dish on the 

lunch menu. Respect and accommodation for these inputs are consistent with the 

organizational chart. As noted earlier, the structure supports and is supported by the 

context of the caring community. Leadership at all levels is earned through commitment 

to the caring community. Stakeholders are empowered so that they can help enhance the 

quality of life for participants and caregivers. 

Within this context, the first Day Center manager stated that the "top down" 

communication about pulling out participants for research purposes was not good. He 

explained that he and the activities staff did not know when participants would be 

summoned to participate in clinical assessments, or pharmaceutical or psychological 

investigations. When the director was asked how she would describe communication 

structures throughout the Memory and Wellness Center, she replied: 

They are never good enough. Meetings help a lot, but there is always something, 

and we have a lot of part-time people. We try to plan so that we're not too 

disruptive. The research we're doing has pulled some people out of the day 

program. It took a little while to figure out the best times and how we would bring 

them over here and all that. We talk about it, probably at our Monday meetings. 

The researcher conducted a brief phone interview with the Day Center manager's 

successor, who stated that her predecessor's issue has been resolved. The new Day 

Center manager has set up a protocol whereby she is advised of the schedule in time to let 

the assistant Day Center manager and participants know when this will occur. This 

precludes pulling participants from activities. On all other issues, however, The Day 

Center manager characterized communication as "more democratic. Usually, we're told 
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at the Monday morning leadership team meeting about the biggest issues, we hear one 

another' s ideas. It's ad hoc. There is no formal agenda." 

The Day Center manager valued participants ' opinions about activities, and stated 

that volunteers and caregivers give direction and ideas to the program. They are invited to 

feel empowered and to speak freely. They are invited to a monthly operations meeting. 

There was no suggestion box, because The Day Center manager believed that one was 

not needed. "A volunteer told me that we needed to add brown rice to the menu. So we 

did." Similarly, the Director recalled that when participants objected to ham on the lunch 

menu, it was removed. 

The findings suggest that caregivers have no hegemonic issues regarding the 

Center. They report that their voices are heard, they experience respect from staff and 

volunteers, and they enjoy mutual support within their peer group and in the wider 

system. They did not attribute their desire for more information about their spouses' daily 

experiences to any power issues. In fact, one caregiver spouse sits on the Memory and 

Wellness Center Board and thus is able to represent this group's specific concerns. 

The Organization's Identity: The Caring Community 

The Memory Retraining Workshop ' s identity as a caring community is achieved 

in physical, affective, and activity environments that are friendly, aesthetically pleasing, 

and conducive to the shared goal of learning. The welcoming, home-like setting that 

provides participants with a sense of familiarity and comfort also reflects commitments of 

spirit and of purpose. 

In terms of program characteristics, the work of this unique community promotes 

learning through familiar, relevant activities in a setting that promotes feelings of safety, 
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comfort, respect, friendliness, and continuity. Caregivers' support systems, volunteer 

interaction, open communication, and collegiality are strong contributors to this identity; 

these connections embody the congruence between the goal of caring and actions that 

demonstrate it. In this setting, power and influence are earned through dedication to the 

vision of the caring about one another. These attributes are evidence that the Memory 

Retraining Workshop is clearly a caring community. 

Chapter Summary 

The site, program, and learning experiences are connected by the philosophy of 

creating the caring community. This triad generates physical and temporal space for 

learning to occur. Inside this space, vision and development of the physical environment 

set the scene for developing the program, leading the staff, and delivering the curriculum. 

The dynamic, responsive program enables stakeholders to own their learning experiences 

and voice their reflections about these events. The products of these links are cognitive 

stimulation, social engagement, voiced perspectives, and hope. 
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Today we witness the opening of a different kind of wellness center. 

A wellness center of the mind. - Dagmar Deffendahl 

Chapter 5 

Building a Community of Learners: 

Findings at the Lifelong Learning Center-Jupiter 

Responding to the Purpose of this Study: Part 2 

As stated in Chapter 4, the purpose of this study was to identify characteristics 

and practices, related values, and the processing of stakeholders' voices in two 

educational programs for older adults that are perceived as effective by their 

stakeholders. The Lifelong Learning Center-Jupiter (LLS-J) was one of the sites for this 

investigation. Although this case study is presented second, it is in no way considered 

secondary to the program described in Chapter 4. As in the case of the Memory and 

Wellness Center, these findings describe the context where learning takes place, identify 

characteristics that stakeholders perceive as affecting their programs, and explore why 

these characteristics hold value for stakeholders. They also identify how voices are 

processed through the system, and describe leaders' dynamic roles in the creation of 

practices that work in this setting. The framework of Chapter 5 differs from that of 

Chapter 4, as the unique shapes of these two chapters' findings are a reflection of each 

program's goals and participants. The findings in this chapter respond to research 

questions 1 through 4, which are site-specific. 
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Research Questions 

The research questions are: 

At each site, according to stakeholders, 

1. At each site and across the two sites, what are the settings where learning 

takes place? What are the external influences of university, college, or others on these 

settings? 

2. At each site and across the two sites, what characteristics, related to program 

setting or external influences, do stakeholders report as affecting the program? 

3. At each site and across the two sites, why are these characteristics important 

to stakeholders? 

4. At each site and across the two sites, how are stakeholders' voices processed 

and power distributed through the system? 

5. What are the implications for (a) leaders of programs for older adult learners 

and (b) leaders of the institutions where these programs are located? 

Data Collection at the Lifelong Learning Center-Jupiter (LLS-1) 

Data were collected through interviews, the researcher's observations and 

reflections, and extensive document reviews. The findings represent the perspectives of 

three stakeholder groups: participants, volunteers, and administrators. All perspectives 

are woven together within four emergent themes which illustrate this community of 

learners. 
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Themes and Voices 

As in Chapter 4, the findings were organized and presented in terms of themes 

that originated in the data. Dominance among stakeholder perspectives varies from theme 

to theme, as the data revealed that certain stakeholders are more cognizant or concerned 

than others with regard to particular characteristics of setting and program. 

Identified Themes 

Four themes emerged from the data to answer the first four research questions. 

These themes are (a) setting: establishing LLS-J's place in its university and town 

communities, which addresses mission, historical background, leadership vision, funding, 

and constructing a spacious, attractive building that is meaningful to the University and to 

the wider community and responds to the research question 1; (b) course offerings: 

designing a varied, challenging, engaging, and responsive program, which includes 

participants' learning preferences, faculty, program development, and schedules, and 

responds to research questions 1 and 2; (c) characteristics that foster persistent 

participation, including learners' perceived needs, cordial staff, strong faculty, and 

recognition. These items span the range of ways in which stakeholders interact with one 

another and respond to research questions 2 and 3; and (d) the administration's leadership 

roles as it accomplishes goals related to its internal structure, FAU, and the program's 

participants. These include establishing and implementing a clear organizational chart 

while maintaining open communication, maintaining liaison with other inhabitants of the 

Jupiter campus, creating a pleasant work environment, working on publicity, 

concentrating on fund raising, and assuring the smooth operation of the physical plant. 
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This theme addresses research questions 2 and 4. All four of these themes provide 

responses to research question 3. A brief overview of each theme ensues. 

Theme 1: Creating the setting: establishing LLS-J's place in its university and 

town communities. LLS-J belongs to two communities: the University that continues to 

support it by offering outstanding leadership, faculty, public relations, and name 

recognition; and the population that continues to create it through their own brand of 

leadership, generosity, loyalty, and intellectual curiosity. This theme is embedded in a 26-

year history of LLS at FAU. The LLS events related to the Jupiter campus are preserved 

in a set of albums. The history of this setting describes how leaders in the university and 

town communities jointly created this space in support of their mutual mission. 

The theme includes planning a permanent location on FAU's Jupiter campus that 

accommodates a rapidly growing enrollment, based on the vision of educational leaders 

who are committed to FAU's mission of inclusiveness and on learners' enthusiastic 

participation. The building and the life it supports belong, in two distinct ways, to the 

University and to the wider community. The building and the activities it houses add to 

FAU's capital and program resources, and they provide a venue for LLS-J participants to 

continue learning into older adulthood. The building and its events reflect the mission and 

the practical expectations of the University. They also reflect the intellectual and 

aesthetic expectations of a segment of the local population that wants to develop the 

cultural aspects of their adopted hometown- a place where then can make substantive 

contributions to the development of the community where they reside and want to enjoy 

long lives. 
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Theme 2: Course offerings: designing a varied, challenging, engaging and 

responsive program. The main aspects of this theme center on curricular issues, which 

benefit from the acumen of LLS-J' s director; positive experiences of its predecessor 

program, the Lifelong Learning Society-Boca Raton; wealth of talent among its faculty 

members; and feedback from participants. The courses blend two program aspects that 

participants seek: individual intellectual challenges and enjoyable events. 

Theme 3: Characteristics that foster persistent participation. This theme 

considers participants' perceived needs for intellectual stimulation, a varied schedule, 

socializing, maintaining traditional family values, and building community. It also 

acknowledges LLS-J's pervasively courteous environment; strong faculty; and 

recognition for the contributions of community-based donors, volunteer greeters, and 

outstanding faculty, highlighting the care that administrators take to acknowledge the 

variety of ways in which stakeholders contribute to LLS-J's successful operation. This 

theme encompasses ways in which administrators demonstrate concern for participants' 

well-being. 

Theme 4: The administration's leadership roles: Accomplishing goals related to 

internal structure, FA U, and the program's participants. Like the first theme, this one 

also addresses LLS-J's dual constituencies, the participants and the University. 

Administrators are concerned with the leadership issues of creating and meeting 

participants' expectations of a learning experience that they find unparalleled in this 

vicinity, and simultaneously with responding to FAU's issues, including scheduling the 

use of space, parking, and faculty relations. This theme explores ways in which the 

director accomplishes the tasks that respond to the values-based needs of all stakeholders. 
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It also includes the pleasant work environment, publicity, fund raising, liaison with other 

inhabitants of the Jupiter campus, and the smooth operation of the physical plant. 

Theme 1: Creating the Setting: Establishing the LLS-J's Place in its University and Town 

Communities 

The mission statement and the albums. The LLS-J reiterated its leadership 's 

vision in its 2006 brochure, stating that its mission is "to serve the thirst for learning 

among the senior population of our region through quality, college-level liberal arts 

courses that stimulate our most important muscle- our brain." A member of LLS-J 

administrative staff has been creating a set of albums that records its history of fulfilling 

this mission since the program's inception. On the title page of the first album, she wrote: 

"Today we witness the opening of a different kind of wellness center. A wellness center 

of the mind" (Deffendahl, 2005). The opening document in the album states that the 

Director "fought long and hard to establish LLS-J. She knew there was a need for a 

continuing education program ... people wanted something besides golf and fishing" 

(Deffendahl, 2005). 

Antecedents of the Lifelong Learning Society: A history of leadership. The history 

of lifelong learning at FAU sets the scene for current findings at LLS-J. Its roots go back 

to 1980, when its predecessor, the Society for Older Students (SOS), was organized in 

Boca Raton. In 1991 , under the direction of FAD's dean of Continuing Education and 

Open University, the SOS became the Lifelong Learning Society-Boca Raton (LLS-BR), 

and its income was directed to the FAU Foundation. In 1994, LLS-BR's administrative 

and volunteer leadership decided to build a hall on the Boca Raton campus and informed 

its 11,000 members of the decision. In 1996, LLS-BR hired a director who reported to the 
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dean of Continuing Education and Open University, and 13,000 students attended classes 

as the new auditorium opened. Of these, about 150 traveled to Boca Raton from northern 

Palm Beach County, where the town of Jupiter is located. 

In this same academic year, in rented, off-campus space, 122 lifelong learners 

were attending the first such classes offered by FAU in northern Palm Beach County. The 

courses reflected or replicated the most popular offerings at the LLS-BR: Anatomy of the 

Shtetl, The Joy of Opera, Presidential Wives, and Shakespeare, the Universal Man. By 

1998, through word-of-mouth, publicity, and access to rented space, about 1,800 

participants were enrolled in northern Palm Beach County. This rapid rise in enrollment 

indicated the possible future role for a fully developed FAU program for older learners in 

the West Palm Beach-Jupiter area. That year's schedule included 14 courses and 4 faculty 

guest lectures. 

The 1998 LLS-J brochure announced that "university level courses" provide "the 

ideal environment for mature students." In that document, the director wrote: 

We have found that the mature brain is fully capable of significant and permanent 

improvements in cognitive functions. The corollary of that is that education 

should be a lifelong process. Today we are surrounded by millions of adults who 

are entering into the third phase of their lives. As they prepare for retirement, they 

are changing expectations, balancing play, recreation, and intellectual growth. 

(Friedman, 1998, p. 1) 

The campus setting: from shared space to the vision of a dedicated building. 

When LLS-J moved from rented space in town to the newly constructed Jupiter campus 

in 1999, University leadership provided private office and shared classroom spaces. Thus 
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the director was able to add new courses in the existing areas of opera, history, and 

literature. In addition, new topics in architecture, bel canto, current events, ecology, fairy 

tales, film, the First Amendment, gardening, jazz, Jewish art, the Jewish calendar, media 

influence, popular music, speed reading, stress reduction, Tennessee Williams, Wall 

Street, and wine appreciation increased the range of offerings. On-campus space 

accommodated four-week and eight-week classes that enrolled 15 to 250 students each. 

John Anderson, the Independent candidate for president, taught a four-week course on the 

upcoming 2000 election. Also in 1999, the new campus setting enabled LLS-J's 

leadership to invite prospective learners in local gated communities such as Ballen Isles, 

PGA, and Jupiter Inlet Colony to partake of the campus. The director commented in the 

1999 brochure that "Lifelong learning helps bring the community into university life by 

offering courses for the pure enjoyment of learning, without grades, homework, or 

tests . . .. Our students truly want to become part of the FAU community" (Friedman, 

1999). Conversely, the LLS-J also took its staff people out into the community. 

In 2000, the director' s statement pointed to the integral role of the campus 

community in this program. ' 'The purpose of the Lifelong Learning Society . .. is to meet 

the intellectual needs of the adult community by offering university level courses for 

enrichment and personal growth, taught by outstanding FAU faculty and distinguished 

lecturers." The program, she noted, is "open to anyone who is available to take classes 

during the day and has a desire to become part of the university community." 

By 2000, the LLS-J student body had surpassed 7,000 learners, creating the need 

for additional space, and the plan to construct a 500-seat auditorium complex was 
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published. The new auditorium would double the capacity of the existing auditorium and 

would include a stage, wide aisles, comfortable seating, and an infrared hearing system. 

A participant who was also a major donor stated: 

I was on the building committee. The architect could be patted on the back for 

building a large thing that still has human scale. It's a friendly building. Each part, 

this conference room, this table - the shape of the table allows you to see 

everybody. 

During this interview, the researcher observed that the table was carved in the 

shape of a long oval. The curved sides allow everyone to see everyone else- on the same 

side as well as the opposite side of the table. The comers of the room are used well. 

The donor added: 

We didn't have a decorating committee .... We put in a porte cochere for rainy 

weather and for handicapped people who need to be dropped off. And covered 

walkways because of the sun. The courtyard and auditorium can be used for 

events. The auditorium was used for the Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College 

graduation. 

Thus, the elements of comfort, convenience, and friendliness were noted as 

important in the construction of this space. 

The announcement of this project, in an article entitled, "Lifelong Learning 

Society to build auditorium" (MacHOOT, 2000), stated, "When not used by the Lifelong 

Learning Society, the proposed auditorium will be used by the [other] academic units on 

the campus," whose numbers were also increasing. This was recommended by the 

Lifelong Learning Society's Building Committee and agreed to by its advisory board. 
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Events such as Honors College graduations could be held indoors and on campus. At that 

point, the director is quoted in the album: ''The University has been very good to us. 

We've just grown so fast." An advisory board member summarized the shift from shared 

to dedicated space as follows: "When we first started, before this was built, we had to use 

university space. Now they use our space, and we never see them." Another noted: 

Now our challenge is to most fully utilize our facilities . The auditorium seats 500 

people. If it were used to capacity- four times a day, seven days a week, its 

weekly capacity would be 14,000. In addition, there are 220 classroom seats with 

the weekly potential to accommodate an additional 6,160 people. 

Funding. In 2001 , LLS-J launched its initial $2,000,000 drive to build that 500-

seat auditorium complex. At the time, approximately 8,000 participants were filling 60 

courses, and in Dr. Phares' eight-week History of the Middle East, course enrollments 

were so high that the class had to be taught at the local movie theater. This base of 

community support and panache of certain faculty members further justified the concept 

of seeking a larger, dedicated campus space for LLS-J. 

In 2002, LLS-J's fund raising committee began an active search for donations to 

raise two million dollars for construction of the auditorium. The campaign kicked off 

with a fundraiser at Comerica Private Banking in nearby Palm Beach Gardens. A six

week exhibit of local artists ' works, a silent auction, a lecture, and a musical performance 

were provided, and 100 invitations were extended to local residents and members of the 

University community. The event raised $7,000 and met the goal of introducing local 

community leaders to the project. Soon after, the first major gift of one million dollars 

was donated, and construction was slated for 2003. When the gift was publicly 
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announced, the donor spoke of his late father ' s appreciation for education, noting that he 

had been one of the three boys in his native Russian town to be allowed to attend school, 

due to an ethnic ruling imposed by the Czarist government. He described his family's 

high value of education and the importance of providing access to the widest range of 

people as his family's values. He stated, "As our community grows and develops, we 

cannot forget the importance of education for people of all ages ." (Murray, 2002). The 

donor was presented with a crystal bowl at the ceremony, and all attendees received 

packets of forget-me-not seeds. Another highlight of 2002 was a buffet dinner held in a 

private home. Dr. Phares was the speaker and keynote attraction at this event. By the end 

of 2002, the level of gifts had increased to $1.3 million in donations and pledges. And the 

first Faculty Appreciation Award was presented in 2002. 

The next outreach occurred early in 2003. The director and her advisers decided 

that there would be no solicitation at this event; its explicit purposes were to inform the 

community about the Lifelong Learning Society' s building plans and to present a preview 

of the new complex. This leadership decision proved to be sound when it was followed 

by a second major gift of one million dollars, presented in honor of a family ' s loved one 

for her encouragement and support of education. The University then applied for 

matching funds from the State of Florida, and the project ultimately received $2,250,000 

in state funds . This and other construction on the Jupiter campus was described as "aimed 

at providing improved and additional facilities for learners of all ages and to the 

community-at-large" (MacHOOT, 2003 , p. 1). Also in 2003, computer labs were 

considered but rejected as past of the new physical plant. 
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In 2004, a 92-year-old member ofLLS-J who had taken many of its classes 

contributed the third major gift of one million dollars. The donor stated, "It's wonderful. 

These are some of the most brilliant students you' 11 see. I'm so proud of them, and I did 

this for their sake" (Murray, 2004). She further stated that she had once enrolled for three 

courses that met on the same day, but as that was too much, she had to cut back. All three 

major gifts were recognized by the naming of large areas of the new building complex 

after donors. These gifts came from families that had been instrumental in developing 

museums in the Midwest, Mid-Atlantic, and New England regions, and in the renovation 

of a Florida theater. As experienced philanthropists, they understood LLS-J's potential to 

change the face of their community. The base of support was broadened when the 200-

plus residents of their community who were attending LLS-J courses in 2001 collectively 

donated or pledged an additional $55,000 to the building fund. Several respondents noted 

that first-hand knowledge of the program, enthusiasm for the experience, and the vision 

of an enhanced community were assets in the fund-raising process. All three contributed 

to the ability to share information about the campaign and its meaning. 

Funding and construction: the interplay. Ground breaking took place in 2004, 

with 400 donors at that point. Completion was rescheduled to 2005 , and estimated project 

costs increased to $4,400,000. Additions to the design included a courtyard, a covered 

drop-off area for vehicles, additional classrooms, and office space. This, along with other 

construction on the Jupiter campus, would provide more space and more amenities for the 

participants. Just over 10,000 people were attending classes at LLS-J at that time. 

As the vision grew to include more features, additional ways of expanding the 

donor rolls were developed. Naming opportunities ranged from the conference room and 
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registration center to drinking fountains, benches, and lecterns. The opportunity to endow 

seats in the new auditorium was the primary means of obtaining gifts at the one thousand 

dollar level. At the Boca Raton location, comparable seats had been priced at $500 each, 

and the Boca team had suggested that the same price apply in Jupiter. However, the 

Jupiter Advisory Board decided on $1,000 per seat, and further recommended that the 

purchase of two seats would place the donor's name on a wall of honor as well as on the 

seats. This prompted some contributors to double their gifts. One of these donors stated, 

"We are students only here. We did buy two chairs, and I give another two to three 

hundred dollars every year. I'd rather give to something I like. I know they'll use one 100 

percent of the money." The advisory board president called this fundraiser "an inspiration 

that worked out very well." Although name plaques are affixed to the chairs, there is no 

reserved seating. 

The Board's top fundraiser solicited each $1,000 donor. His success in doubling 

many of these gifts prompted the advisory board president to comment, "I was amazed 

how much recognition means to people. And I was amazed how generous some people 

are. And I'm also amazed that not more than 25 percent gave a nickel." This was a once

off campaign; Jupiter's Lifelong Learning Society is not in an annual fund-raising mode. 

Gift cards provide a small additional income, and some participants have found their own 

ways of contributing to LLS-J. For example, a $1,000 dollar LLS-J scholarship was 

endowed in honor of one of the professors. 

The director and her advisory board conducted all solicitations. At the outset, they 

did not anticipate corporate gifts, nor did they write any grant proposals. To date, one 
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corporate donation has been added to the major gift category; it was presented in honor of 

an advisory board member. 

Four major gifts, hundreds of gifts in the $1 ,000 dollar range, and additional gifts 

from grateful and loyal participants, combined with matching state funds enabled the 

building to be designed, constructed, and landscaped. LLS-J's financial success has 

added a major capital improvement to the FAU property while sustaining its operations 

and contributing to the FAU Foundation. While LLS-J clearly has wealthy participants 

who are accustomed to philanthropy, it is useful to recognize its success in competing 

with other educational, cultural, political, and religious organizations for these funds. The 

director said, ''The facility exists because of their [the participants''] appreciation. They 

gave this to themselves." 

Dedicated space. In 2006, LLS- J dedicated its new complex, including the 500-

seat auditorium, six classrooms, landscaped courtyard, shaded walkways, conference 

room, administrative offices, and parking area. No longer would they need to rent space 

at the movie theater, the First Unitarian Church, or Temple Beth Am. The Director said, 

"Our complex is a statement of our belief in continuing education for all ages and will 

stand in tribute to our conviction that learning never ceases." 

Summary of Theme 1 

The LLS-J setting reflects FAU's mission of inclusion and the participants' desire 

to continue their educations on a university campus, instructed by outstanding faculty, in 

cooperation with directive, empathic, friendly, professional staff. The LLS-J setting 

appears to have evolved from two sources: FAD's 26-year history of educating older 

adults and participants' proclivity for learning as a leisure activity. As word of this 
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developing venue spread from local leaders through their (mostly) gated communities, 

enrollments and gifts to the building fund fulfilled the dreams of both administrators and 

participants. Learners are proud of their roles in building the program, and administrators 

are pleased with its physical (as well as programmatic) articulation into the wider FAU 

system. 

Theme 2: Course Offerings: Designing a Varied, Challenging, Engaging, and Responsive 

Program 

Responsiveness to the learners. Who are these participants and how does the 

program respond to them? The AV coordinator said, "We have an enlightened 

population. They are primarily educated people, most are retired, and who have the time 

and the interest. They see this as an opportunity to continue to learn about what's going 

on in the world today." The advisory board president agreed, saying, 

A picture of our membership shows that they are overwhelmingly college 

graduates, retired, and more than middle-income. They live in gated communities. 

They are not financially dependent. Their time is their own. If you look at that 

segment from North Palm Beach to Tequesta, that's about 90 percent of our 

student body. This sector of the population is about 40 to 80 percent Jewish. This 

class we're having today, it's about 40 percent non-Jewish. 

Respondents from all stakeholder groups reported that participants appreciate the 

relaxed learning environment, the alternative to their other activities, the social aspect, 

personal enjoyment of learning, course content, and faculty expertise. One learner's 

comment on the relaxed learning environment reflected those of several others: "There's 
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no homework and no tests. It ' s just a joy." Providing a unique alternative leisure activity 

responds to the perceived needs of people with lots of time to fill. 

Regarding the social aspect, a senior university administrator observed, 

It really is a dimension of their life that they just don 't have anywhere else. 

Everyone is born with thirst for learning and these people haven't lost it. Probably 

some social dimension too. They exchange little looks, chat afterwards, They 

could read a good book, but it just isn't the same. 

One participant spoke for many when she said, "Golf and tennis are not enough. 

Some of our people are very moneyed and could do whatever they want, but they do 

this." A fourth spoke of the social aspect: 

We loved it from the first class! It was opera. You must have a reason to get up in 

the morning. I go to school because I enjoy it. There ' s no tension here, just 

pleasure. My husband loved it too . It enlarged his life. The start-up was a special 

time. A whole group of us started together. We still go together and see one 

another. 

Yet another added, "I bring guests. I invited an African American friend, I feel 

positive enough about the experience to share it with people I care about." Another 

participant who loves to read said, ' 'The Lifelong Learning Society is the reason I stay in 

this area." And the retired college professor said he finds every class stimulating. ''There 

is a rush of excitement." One participant summed this up, saying that the program 

"provides stimulating educational entertainment for people who want and need it. 

'Entertainment' is not meant in a deprecatory sense; it is important stimulating activity 
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for people who want to complement their physical activities and people who cannot 

participate in physical activities." 

Some participants described themselves as members of LLS-J, suggesting the 

self-image of a club. While the researcher observed that LLS-J is somewhat exclusive 

due to program content, fees , transportation, and location, that label does not indicate any 

intention to be exclusionary. Everyone who is able to attend is welcome. However, when 

asked about reaching out and means of diversifying, one active participant said, "No. It ' s 

about not getting our message out to everyone we can. We have potential draw from 

Hobe Sound down to Boynton. There are lots of new communities. We just need to get 

the word out that we are here and this is what we do." Another participant noted, ''The 

information is in our condo newsletter, but where I live they only leave six brochures for 

sixty condos." An advisory board member noted that, in order to reach out to more 

people, "We've left brochures at the library." The text of the brochures aims to present 

program information to continuing prospective learners. The subtext delivers the message 

that the organization spends its funds wisely. For example, the brochure and all other 

documents are developed in-house. As the director stated, "Everyone said it should be a 

slick brochure, but being a state university, I just felt it shouldn ' t be." 

An advisory board member said, "Other populations? They' d have to hear about 

it. They [LLS-J] don't advertise it. It's mostly word of mouth; there are no broadcast ads. 

I think it ' s money. Advertising is expensive." To date, well over 10,000 older learners 

have agreed that this is the place and these are the courses they want. The director 

expressed that "it has been a rewarding experience to see the success .. . and, at the same 
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time, meet the needs of the community. Our students want to be part of the FAU 

community." 

[A faculty member] stated, "Where also can you have so many different ethnic 

backgrounds and so many people and have such opportunity to grow, prosper, and, most 

importantly, express yourself?" 

A member of the staff said, 

It ' s not a particularly diverse group of people, first by age, second by educational 

level. Hey, you 're in Palm Beach County. We have a lot of professionals here. A 

lot of retired people. A prominence of Jewish influence. And we have lot of non

Jewish folks too. Of course, when we look at the undergraduate or graduate 

school population, they don ' t reflect the same lack of diversity that the Lifelong 

Learning Center does. There are kids from Barbados. We don ' t have that diversity 

because the opportunity for education hasn't hit all those communities. It's 

reasonable because Midwesterners come to settle on the west coast of Florida. 

Eckerd College. Look at the names of the big donors on our building. I mean this 

is who likes to study. Well, not study: learn. And they are comfortable here. They 

feel at home on a campus. There's never any discussion about their ethnic 

background. Does the ethnic lack of diversity sort of drive curriculum? No. 

Sometimes we look at our make up when we get the catalog. Not deliberate. It 

just sometimes happens. And it changes from semester to semester. I notice 

there's no course in the Appalachian folk song. 

This is how an LLS-J administrator described the course offerings in a local 

community newsletter: 
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It is true that there is ' virtue in knowledge,' but great enjoyment as well, when it 

takes place in such a stellar environment with the most outstanding teachers FAU 

can offer . . .. Where else but in LLS can you become conversant in the plethora of 

subjects you choose to study with other enthusiastic students and under the 

guidance of devoted, well-traveled and knowledgeable professors? (Valdez, 2003) 

A newer participant, a retired college professor who is a seasoned learner, noted, 

''I'm taking three [courses] at a time now. At this point, I would rather learn than teach. 

Although teaching is a learning experience, and the reason that I taught was to learn at 

another level." About the LLS-J learning experience, he said, "I'm impressed with the 

knowledge and wisdom of fellow students." 

One participant recalled his first LLS-J course, American Political Figures, in 

1997. ills neighbor encouraged him to attend the class, and he has been attending this 

professor's classes ever since. In contrast, other participants said that their fellow learners 

"are interested in the topic to begin with." 

Variety. In addition to the very popular courses noted above- in art, music, 

literature, politics, history, current events, economics, ecology, and personal growth

some smaller classes were added in 2001. These included an interactive ecology 

workshop, an introduction to writing fiction , and an acting workshop. All participants had 

positive comments about the variety of courses. The only one who approached the level 

of curmudgeon said, "Although there's a lot I wouldn ' t be interested in, like music or 

literature, or show business, there is plenty for me here." Another participant, while 

speaking about the building, interrupted herself to say "And the program is very varied, 

which I love." 
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Challenge. One participant described the courses as "intellectually very credible 

and stimulating. It isn ' t sort of dabbling. There is no homework, but students are asked to 

think seriously about the subject matter." Similarly, another learner said there is "more 

depth than just plain information. " Another said that "we have courses that you usually 

don't get outside of a university setting." All participants who mentioned the rigor or 

seriousness of the courses considered these characteristics as plusses. 

Engagement with familiar or new areas of interest. It appears that participants are 

attracted to classes in familiar areas so that they may increase or update their knowledge 

of favorite topics, and they are attracted to unfamiliar material because they also want to 

learn about new subjects. The advisory board president said, "A number of [medical] 

doctors enjoy our liberal arts courses since they can now study something other than 

scientific subjects. Other students have never gone to college and want the experience." 

No quantitative information is available to determine the ratio between these two 

reasons for enrollment. However, anecdotal data offered by advisory board members and 

by other participants suggest that some who want to learn about topics unrelated to their 

earlier academic studies or careers also expressed interest in seeking new learning 

experiences. One 77-year-old, who had been raised on a sailboat and felt she had missed 

part of her formal education, expressed her desire for general know ledge and said she 

wanted to take many courses as an adult. She expressed "pleasant surprise" with LLS-J. 

Another participant, a retired CEO with degrees from The Wharton School and Harvard 

Business School, stated that he had taken "a limited number of liberal arts courses and 

focused on [preparing for his] career. "Yet," he said, "I was always interested in political 

science and more broadly in liberal arts. When I came here, I got hooked." 
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Responsive program development. The advisory board president listed eight 

criteria for program development: 

(1) give the students what they want, (2) continue scheduling the popular 

professors, (3) offer fascinating subjects, for example 'Made in China: The 

Sleeping Giant Awakens,' (4) be sure that the schedules are convenient, (5) be 

sure that students get what they want from the courses, (6) it's not about the pretty 

building; course content is more important than decor, (7) schedule large classes 

that offer information rather than skill building, and (8) avoid computer courses. 

They require capital equipment and low numbers of participants. In summary, 

hear what participants want, develop convenient schedules, offer informative 

courses, and keep practical issues in mind. 

Respondents from every stakeholder group reported that administrators and the 

advisory board's curriculum committee are responsive to participants' interests, and that 

they conduct surveys to gain this information. The advisory board president reported that, 

in the 2006 survey, "over 400 students were surveyed. Of these, more than 200 said they 

would like a Great Books series, 200 said they would like travel courses, and 180 asked 

for computer classes." More than one respondent noted that recent survey results asked 

for a repeat of the History of Florida course, and that the request has been factored into 

future program planning. Beyond surveys, members of the director's staff are present at 

the start of every class. In addition to greeting learners and observing the operation, they 

are able to gain participants' feedback and suggestions. One participant said, "It's very 

effective that they come over there. And [the director] is there about half the time just to 

talk with people." 
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The advisory board president pointed out that while the LLS-J and LLS-BR 

directors work as a team on curriculum issues, the Boca Raton director is the primary 

program developer. The advisory board president said that the LLS-J director "tends to 

touch base with us- the executive committee- on most matters related to the program. 

We 're a sounding board." In contrast, another board member said, under the director' s 

"guiding influence," the curriculum committee "decides who ' s qualified and what they 

teach." One participant said, "It was a smart idea to form a curriculum committee; I am 

very impressed by the director ' s serious approach to responsibility for course content and 

structure." 

As president of the advisory board, I'm involved in communication. We're the 

liaison between the students and the administrative staff. We give feedback. 

We're the sounding board. 

We represent the student body. I suppose I have other roles. Three of us 

are on the Executive Committee. We work very closely with Rene on all issues: 

personnel, fund raising, the building committee. We don ' t get into hiring of 

Rene's staff. It ' s faculty. We meet with Rene and Ely, who is still involved, on 

curriculum. Ely and Rene work as a team. Ely is still the primary program 

developer. 

Another participant emphasized that the program 

.. . doesn ' t make any demands on you as a person. But it does offer meaningful, 

new avenues of thought. You can get things here at whatever level you want, from 

entertainment to knowledge of science and law, with no prior knowledge needed. I 

went to art school. Now I'm taking these subjects. 
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Quality offaculty. One participant explained that "smart people are teaching and 

the students are smart enough to follow them." Most of the courses are taught by FAU 

faculty; some are taught by adjuncts with superior credentials as well as teaching and 

lecturing experience. Several participants noted that the lectures are well organized. A 

typical response was, "I'm impressed with [this professor's] speaking. He has a plan. 

He's an excellent speaker." The A V coordinator noted that the professors teaching 

courses about the Middle East are the most popular. He noted that 

We have [a Middle East professor] who has ... over 500 people in a lecture. He's 

run courses back-to-back in the winter time. And it 's not just him. He and 

[another FAU professor] are the most popular. Now we have a third professor 

who's talking on the same topic. And I think he's going to be a very popular 

fellow also. 

Another participant stated that her favorite professor "always comes up with new 

things. I wouldn ' t miss him even ifl were dying! I like to follow many of the same 

teachers, but I also want to go on to other courses." Yet another added, "We have 

marvelous instructors who know what they are talking about. They are very well 

prepared." Another enjoyed hearing from "a Sephardic Jew with a Ph.D. in the Koran 

who substituted [in the Middle East class] one day." Another noted that "the head of the 

Moshe Dayan think group from Israel was very well organized. It was interesting to get 

an Israeli opinion." 

One participant observed: 

The courses are not identical to the credit courses; faculty members select material 

that will fit into four or eight sessions. If the course doesn' t include a complete 
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overview, a least it gives a thorough level of certain segments. They know we can 

fill in the blanks with our life experiences. 

Summary of Theme 2 

The variety of courses, intellectual challenge tempered by a stress-free 

environment, and responsiveness to participants' needs and wants- all supported by a 

strong faculty- contribute to the success of the LLS-J program. Participants attend for 

several reasons; among these are learning new things, learning more about topics that are 

already familiar to them, socializing in a new venue, and simply enjoying themselves. 

Programs are developed through the combined skills and efforts of professional 

colleagues in the university administration and faculty, with input from learners in the 

forms of surveys, informal conversations with administrators, and their representative 

advisory board. 

Theme 3: Characteristics That Foster Persistent Participation 

This theme includes three groups of findings in which LLS-J participants describe 

why they persistently attend LLS-J. The first group of findings is a collection of six 

personal reasons for participation. These recognize learners' perceived needs for 

intellectual stimulation, enjoyment of a sophisticated learning environment, variety in 

one's schedule, social engagement, perpetuation of family values, and building the 

community. The second area acknowledges the value- to all stakeholder groups- of a 

friendly staff and knowledgeable faculty who are responsive to learners in groups and as 

individuals. The third area addresses recognition offered for contributions to the program. 
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Personal Reasons for Participation 

Intellectual stimulation in a sophisticated learning environment: As noted earlier, 

participants are eager to gain information and insight about new and familiar topics. From 

novices to holders of advanced degrees, they express appreciation for the faculty ' s 

expertise and appear to enjoy the respect for their intelligence that is implied by the high 

level of instruction. The director noted that participants "feel part of the university. 

Boomers look for campus communities." 

Variety in one 's schedule. One participant focused on the variety of course 

offerings, stating. "I think one of the reasons the people keep coming back is that we 

don ' t teach the same courses every year. So it ' s variety." Another viewed variety as a 

departure from country club events, explaining, ' 'They can ' t play a round of golf every 

day." 

Social engagement. Although social engagement was a minor theme in terms of 

why participants attend the program, it occurs in two distinct ways: interaction with 

friends and others who share interest, and concern for the wider community. A major 

donor and persistent participant in LLS-J classes spoke about the need for social 

involvement: 

We did the same things up north. We went to museums and university programs 

in the New York area. I took some music and art classes, and I owned an antique 

shop - because I needed to do something for myself. When we came to Florida, 

there wasn ' t enough for my husband to do. I wanted him to be happy and 

occupied. When I saw an ad in the newspaper about a program at the Lifelong 

Learning Center, I said that we had to go. It started a whole new life for us. 
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Two broader social concerns were mentioned: providing access to people who do 

not have cars and reaching out to groups who are not yet attending the program. 

Family and community values. Participants said that respect for traditions 

regarding learning, maintaining family values, and role modeling for grandchildren are 

reasons for learning and supporting LLS-J. The words of the major donor described 

earlier highlight his appreciation for education and for the value of including as many 

people as possible in the process. He stated, "As our community grows and develops, we 

cannot forget the importance of education for people of all ages." Thus, he reflected the 

value of education to a cohort that contains many descendants of immigrant parents. 

These elders instilled not only the importance of education in making socio-economic 

progress - but also the belief that learning is a basic human right and a pleasure. It 

appears that participants' ongoing engagement with learning reinforces the status they 

have attained. It also demonstrates their enjoyment of this activity. Another donor 

asserted that her involvement sets an example for her grandchildren, showing them that 

education is a lifelong process that goes beyond professional training. 

Building community. One avid learner explained how building her own 

community is at the core of her rationale for participation: 

When we moved to [our gated community], we didn't meet many people. I met 

them at FAU! I don't know why everyone doesn't come. Of course learning is so 

much a part of our religion. Education is part of our culture. But I take courses 

because I don't want my brain to stagnate. There's nothing better that I could do. 

Most of my old friends are dead. Here I've made new friends who have similar 

interests. It takes a long time to meet the right people. This summer I'm going to 
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Santa Fe to see a dear friend I met at Lifelong Learning. We'll go to the Santa Fe 

opera together. 

Another participant, who saw LLS-J's value to the community, said, "I am just a 

student." With a bit of encouragement, she acknowledged that she and her husband 

donated a major piece of the new complex. "We felt that the Lifelong Learning Society 

was doing such a service for the community that we wanted to be helpful," thus 

acknowledging and strengthening the development effort. 

Outstanding Staff and F acuity 

Attention to participants. The administrative staff demonstrates its concern for 

participants in routine and in extraordinary circumstances. The researcher observed, and 

front desk volunteers explained, that learners' frequent questions and occasional 

complaints are met with forthright and respectful answers. In addition, a variety of 

pointed materials are available on counter tops and racks in the front office area. Front 

desk volunteers are vibrant retirees with significant public relations expertise. The 

director explained: 

We have a lot of retirees for part-time staff. I do not have to step into my data 

entry room. It runs because of the three of them. Dale goes beyond the call of 

duty. He has made my job so much easier. He's taken the responsibility of 

overseeing the data entry room. I sometimes sit in there after five o'clock. He 

works late, He listens, he's supportive, he gives me new ideas. He has great 

advice on other things, but doesn't offer it unless he's asked. He is proactive 

about his own job. He's a problem solver. He lightens my life. 
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Our A V person learned about the equipment we use here. Our receptionist was a 

superintendent of schools in the Northeast. We have a former professor of 

Nursing. They all have something that today's young people don't have. They're 

loyal to the job. They share a strong work ethic. 

The director and her staff also attend to routine questions in the office area and at 

the beginning of each class. One of the reasons why the director or a member of her staff 

is present at the start of every class is to receive communication from participants. One 

learner volunteered information about the start of class, saying, "The people are friendly. 

It ' s well organized for going in. The logistics are good." When administrators need to 

communicate to learners - for example, regarding the status of construction on the new 

building - they may speak to the class or run a PowerPoint presentations at the beginning 

of the class. As the director noted, "PowerPoint presentations showed two to three-week 

intervals of progress on the building. We show it before class, and they became part of 

the program. The students saw the walls going up." 

In extraordinary individual circumstances such as a death, the administration 

sends condolence notes to families of students who have passed on. 

Since LLS is still a small organization with a personal touch, we know most of 

our students by name and it always grieves us to hear when one of them has 

passed away. There is a small amount of comfort in the knowledge that our 

courses have brought joy and enrichment to their last years." (Deffendahl, 2005) 

Here is one reply from a participant's widow: 

I want to thank you personally for your sweet note in memory of my beloved 

[husband]. He really enjoyed all the classes we attended and this learning 
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experience enhanced his later years. [He] always had a curious rrlind, and I 

believe that attending such fascinating courses at FAU kept him aware and 

mentally active and alive. I truly appreciate your thoughtfulness at this time. 

Fondly. 

Communication with participants. Communication with participants falls into 

four distinct yet entwined categories: program information, fund raising, donor 

recognition, and personal attention. Fund raising success is directly related to 

participants' perceptions of the program. Donor recognition joins program and participant 

in their deep mutual commitment to the well being of each party. Personal attention 

demonstrates the caring attitude that starts of the top of the organization and permeates it 

at every level. This will be discussed further in the open communication segment of 

Theme 4. 

A key staff member noted, "Our communication with the students has improved. 

Our catalog is better. The PowerPoint is helpful. With these in place, we have less to do. 

Less repeating. We like our twenty-first century communication methods!" 

Respectful communication in fund raising. Solicitation of funds is a delicate area 

of communication, and LLS-J's solicitation cards described earlier are an example of 

respect for participants as potential donors. The clarity and detail of information 

acknowledges participants' intelligence and highlights the values shared among members 

of all stakeholder groups. 

Outstanding faculty. Faculty is a key reason for persistent participation. As 

described above, learners appreciate the outstanding faculty and are particularly loyal to 

their superstars. As one participant stated, ''They fall in love with him and they can't 
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stand not to be in his class." A senior administrator looked at faculty from another 

perspective, explaining that ''They don't have much time to prepare for these classes. 

There's no credit for this work in the promotion and tenure packages, but they are paid 

well. They don't do Lifelong Learning unless they also have time to prepare a paper for 

publication." The director stated, "The faculty has a big impact on our success. Without 

the FAU faculty, we have no program." 

One participant spoke about the predominantly lecture method used in the classes. 

He suggested that "the question becomes, how best to draw them [the learners] out? 

Some professors only accept written questions. Carefully constructed interaction can 

enrich the learning experience." He remarked that he had not seen any professors who are 

skilled in the area of drawing out students' perspectives. ''That's not cultivated here," 

according to this participant. In his opinion, faculty development is limited to course 

content and does not address techniques or approaches for eliciting learners' active 

participation in class. 

Recognition of faculty, donors, and volunteer greeters. The faculty has been 

recognized annually since 2002 in a Faculty Appreciation Award ceremony, and major 

donors are recognized at formal dedication ceremonies. These events are organized by 

LLS-J's administration. They are appropriately respectful and often include senior FAU 

officials. 

In contrast, volunteer greeters have been recognizing one another since 2003 in 

festive, informal, annual luncheons in the university cafeteria. The tone is lighthearted, 

yet the intention is serious, and special awards have been created for special services. 

One of these is for Conversationalist of the Year. In her undated note to the 
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administrative staff, Volunteer of the Year Irene Nelson wrote: "Your dedication and 

enthusiasm inspire the volunteers. The luncheon and remembrances . .. were a most 

thoughtful way to end our successful first year." (Nelson, 2003, p. 1) 

With attractive invitations printed on card stock, the staff invited the volunteer 

greeters to the second annual Greeter Recognition Luncheon in 2004. Photos of the event 

show white tablecloths under blue cafeteria trays, and the second Volunteer of the Year 

received two FAU tee shirts. One of the volunteer greeters wrote new lyrics to the song, 

"Let Me Entertain You," and, with two colleagues, presented it at the event. (See 

Appendix E.) The third event included a round table discussion, the greeters ' song, and a 

new award for Cheery Longevity. 

Summary of Theme 3 

Stakeholders' responses and the researcher' s observations disclosed three sets of 

findings regarding persistent participation. The first group included six personal reasons 

that matter to individuals: their perceived needs for intellectual stimulation, enjoyment of 

a sophisticated learning environment, variety in their schedules, social engagement, 

perpetuation of family values, and their interest in building community. The second 

group of findings addressed the value- to all stakeholder groups- of a friendly staff and 

knowledgeable faculty who are responsive to learners in groups and as individuals. The 

third area addressed recognition offered for the contributions of faculty members, donors, 

and volunteers. 
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Theme 4: The Administration's Leadership Roles: Accomplishing Goals Related to 

Internal Structure, FAU, and the Program 's Participants 

Like theme 1, Theme 4 addresses LLS-J' s twin constituencies of the University 

and the program participants. LLS-J's leaders are attentive to local leadership issues of a 

clear organizational chart, pleasant work environment, open communication, fund 

raising, publicity and its link to FAU, and the physical plant. They are also involved with 

university-wide leadership issues of liaison with other segments of FAU, scheduling the 

use of space, parking, and faculty relations. At the same time, LLS-J's leaders are 

focused on creating an unparalleled educational experience for their participants. This 

theme explores ways in which the director accomplishes the tasks that respond to the 

values-based needs of all constituencies. 

Local Leadership Issues 

Establishing and maintaining a clear organizational chart. Respondents concur 

that there is an unambiguous hierarchy in which the Director is at the top, the advisory 

board and its executive committee are strong recommenders, and the voices of all 

stakeholders are wholeheartedly encouraged. The executive committee plans strategy and 

hands off the idea to a committee, to an individual, and to the advisory board as a whole, 

who may agree to proceed or decide to table it. ''There's no cramming anything down 

anybody's throat. There are no competing agendas." When asked how LLJ-J is 

organized, a participant who is also a donor said, "It's simple. There is a hierarchy. And 

[the director] is at the heart of it." 

The director. The director explained, "I consider myself a people person. In this 

position, I am able to use it. I just enjoy people. As we grow older, we fear what our life 
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may be like. This taught me there ' s life after retirement. Their schedules are busy. It's 

wonderful." A key member of the director' s staff concurred, then added, "[The director 

also] taught me how to do unpleasant things -like having to fire someone- in a 

professional manner." The director added that one has to allow staff to do their own 

thing. You have to know when you have to step in and when you don't. You have to 

make a person feel they are in control of their position. You also have to lay down the 

hammer when something goes wrong. 

The director added that she aims to : 

.. . set an example. I don't ask any person to do wha:t I'm not willing to do. That 

includes licking stamps and coming in early ... . We were a two-person 

organization. Then we blinked, and we were a staff of 14 and didn ' t know all the 

students. Now I have to be a little firmer. My role has changed. I can be friends, 

but I have to remember that it ' s not all friends. I'm not sure that I love that. 

The director added, "I've been program developer, fund raiser, and then building owner 

in the construction phase. I enjoy working with professors, trying to set them up so they 

can do their best job. I'm the direct link between the University and the program." She 

agreed with a key staff member who said that she [the director] should not have to make 

daily operating decisions, for example, about the reception area. A staff member 

suggested that the director "needs to delegate through the hierarchy. And we need to 

come to her with solutions, not questions." 

One participant said of the director, "She can be reached on any topic. You can' t 

offend her. You can tell her anything. She works so hard. I hope her salary is 
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commensurate with her job! She is intelligent and easy to communicate with." Another 

participant noted: 

[The director] is our shining star, a genuine person, very enthusiastic, pleasant, 

open to people. She epitomizes what this is all about. And she is old enough to relate to 

this age group. Every leader brings their (sic) own personality to a venue. She is always 

friendly and outgoing. She needs to be able to deal with both sides of the equation, the 

students' point of view and the professional, and she does. 

One divergent response was offered about the director role as the ultimate 

decision maker: it was "We Jet [the director] make the decisions." This may indicate 

acknowledgement of her authority; it may be tongue-in-cheek; or it may divulge some 

residual attitude from a prior work culture. The only certainty about this comment is its 

ambiguity. 

The advisory board and its executive committee. The president ofLLS-J's 

advisory board said that communication is his primary focus. He and the other members 

of the advisory board represent the student body and serve as the liaison between learners 

and administrative staff. The Board serves as a sounding board and provides feedback to 

each group. The director sits in on the advisory board meetings and may raise issues. The 

advisory board president also noted that one of his other roles is to chair the three-person 

executive committee. This committee has worked very closely with the director on 

faculty, fund raising, and building committee issues. The executive committee also meets 

with both the Jupiter and Boca Raton campus directors on curriculum issues. They do not 

get involved with the director's administrative staffing. More than one advisory board 

member said that they are separate from the rest of the University. One explained, "Inside 
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here, it's very hierarchical. Our director is the boss, because all this started with her." A 

senior university administrator stated that she is very impressed by the professionalism, 

level of rapport, level of involvement and seriousness of the advisory board. She noted 

that the director invites the advisory board's input regarding a variety of ideas, especially 

curriculum, and that they support having "the very best possible" faculty. 

Creating a pleasant work environment. Since this issue is key to the director's 

hiring criteria, she has included, in paid and volunteer administrative staff, retired 

professionals who understand client service and bureaucratic structure. Administrators 

noted that the work environment is also pleasant for faculty. They explained that faculty 

enjoys the quality of the students, finding them to be typically a well-educated, curious, 

sophisticated, and loyal group. Advisory Board members and staff added that the faculty 

likes to teach at LLS-J because their basic compensation is supplemented by the head 

count. One staffer noted that "popular teachers in large rooms are paid quite well." 

Participants stated that they like that their teachers are compensated appropriately. 

The AV coordinator said, "I've found getting involved in this new building very 

exciting. It's fun. And I like working with the professors. They tell me what [audio-visual 

equipment] they need, and I try to set them up so they can do their best job. They 

appreciate that. Some of them have come back at the end of the year and said, 'How 

about if we go to lunch.' One of the ladies brought me a bottle of wine. I think I get 

satisfaction out of getting the recognition that people appreciate it." During the 

researcher's visits to LLS-J, the researcher observed easy-going, cordial relationships 

across roles. 
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Open communication. One staffer noted, "We're pretty fluid here. We really don ' t 

brainstorm ... but when I have a new idea, I usually put it in writing and I give it to [the 

director]. To get my ideas implemented, I guess all I need is blessing: [The director's] -

and a little bit of His wouldn't hurt. Around the office, you just speak up. You don ' t have 

to raise your hand. Consensus plays a role but it ' s pretty much that some people are more 

qualified to have an opinion than others. Everyone has the opportunity to speak their [sic] 

piece." Another said, "Potential differences of opinion are handled through discussion 

and compromise. I really can ' t think of any issue we ' ve had or disagreements between 

any staff members and [the director] . Communication within the administrative hierarchy 

appears to be frank. One example of this openness was a key staff member's 

acknowledgement that "Before our growth, it was well oiled. One of my goals is to 

develop procedures and policies where communication is better. Not everybody gets the 

information they need. We are restructuring." 

Key avenues of communication beyond the administrative hierarchy include those 

with administrators, faculty, and others at FAU, and with actual and prospective 

participants. As noted in Theme 3, communication with participants includes fund 

raising, donor recognition, and personal attention, which have already been discussed. 

Communication with participants falls into four distinct yet entwined categories: 

program information, fund raising, donor recognition, and personal attention. Program 

information is a centerpiece of leadership ' s role to communicate its mission, product, and 

accessibility to the market. In this regard, the A V coordinator said, "I tell people about 

the program. I carry catalogues in my car. Every place I go I drop off catalogues. The 

barber shop, the bicycle shop. Because I know all the people who own those stores." It 
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was also noted that "Friends who have the catalogue find it a little bit confusing when 

you first open it up. You have to get them comfortable with it." Another stakeholder 

described the success of communication to the public, noting that: 

We have a wonderful facility that can handle the population that we never had 

before. We need to get our program out to more people. We ' ve gone from like 

250 people eight or ten years ago to over 5,000 at this point. Maybe those aren't 

the exact numbers, but there ' s a significant, impressive growth rate. The thing 

we' re always looking for is to get new parts of the population and this year I have 

seen a number of new people coming in. 

Fundraising success is directly related to participants' perceptions of the program. 

Donor recognition joins program and participant in their deep mutual commitment to the 

well being of each party. Personal attention demonstrates the caring attitude that starts of 

the top of the organization and permeates it at every level. 

"When I have something to say, I like to tell Rene, because she' s the one in 

charge. I asked her to please remove some seats from the last row [of the auditorium], for 

people with walkers and wheelchairs. She did take out a few seats. I would like to see 

handicapped signs on the last row of seats." 

An example of mass communication to potential participants was an event 

announced in the form of an article that also served as an invitation. A member of the 

director' s staff wrote, "Have you just moved to this area as a transient or permanent 

resident? As you thirsty for knowledge or just want the latest in current events? Come 

join other LLS students from PGA and learn for pure enjoyment." 
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Publicity and its link to FAU. One respondent summarized this area, stating, 

The fact is that FAU is in the public eye. Not a week goes by that FAU isn't in the 

paper. The publicity is out there, the name recognition. And it's all good. And of 

course it doesn't hurt to have the state's lieutenant governor as the university 

president. FAU also gets a lot of media attention with the Scripps thing. While the 

Corps of Engineers and the environmentalists and the judges are doing their thing, 

we're quietly getting ready to do it here. We already have approval for second 

Scripps building on this campus. 

Fundraising. While the building campaign - a one-time event for capital 

development purposes- was a major leadership item for a few years, ongoing fund 

raising on a much smaller scale continues to help support operations as well as create 

publicity. For example, gift cards, available for personalized donations in honor or in 

memory of a loved one, have the potential to increase LLS-J's name recognition beyond 

its current population of learners. While these compete with similar cards offered by a 

host of other organizations, they also place LLS-J in the arena of worthwhile 

organizations. These cards are very popular among older people who have many 

occasions to acknowledge. Since they typically have their favorite charitable, religious, or 

political action groups, the LLS-J card may take a while to catch on. However, its 

existence symbolizes the solid image that its leaders are proud to project. The University 

gets involved in fund raising only mechanically, in order to get dollars back to the 

Foundation. 

Smooth operation of the physical plant. The complete lack of negative responses 

regarding the premises indicates that the building's maintenance satisfies stakeholders' 
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perceived needs. This coincides with the researcher 's observations. Not only is the site 

attractive, comfortable, and welcoming; it is also very clean and brightly lit. Regarding 

the move from smaller space in a multi-purpose administrative and library building to the 

current space, one participant noted that "Rene and her crew did a terrific job in the 

move! And the dedication was beautiful." Staff explained how they were able to move to 

the new building without interrupting the program. They spent a lot of time carefully 

boxing and labeling all office contents, and they put in extra hours to make the transition 

as smooth as possible. The A V coordinator is a strong asset in terms of the physical 

aspects of the venue. For example, when LLS-J needed a golf cart, he asked around: 

Did anyone have a golf cart that they' re not using, and lo and behold, there was 

one in good shape. I modified it out there in the back yard. Just like in any other 

business. You ask . ... I can come in on Saturday and do some things if I need to. I 

feel kind of proprietary about this. I used to do the same thing in my own 

business. Come on out. I'll ride you over [to the new site] on the golf cart. 

This hands-on approach has also been demonstrated in identifying an artist to 

create a commissioned sculpture for the courtyard and in designing the use of space in the 

conference room. 

University-wide Issues 

Link with FAU. The AV coordinator said. "FAU has a fantastic reputation, so 

when people hear FAU Lifelong Learning there's an immediate association that is 

favorable. By people, the respondent said he was referring to current or potential 

participants. One member of the LLS-J Advisory Board sits on the Harriet L. Wilkes 

Honors College Board, and one member of the this Board sits on the LLS-J Advisory 
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Board. LLS-J does not have a separate alumni group. The director said, "Our students 

call FAU their school also. They want to integrate lifelong learning into FAU, not be an 

appendage." 

Faculty assignments. Many of LLS-J's faculty members have already taught 

successfully at LLS-Boca Raton. Others are local to the Jupiter area. In all cases, they 

work directly with the Boca Raton or Jupiter director to determine curriculum and 

stipends. Operational issues such as the use of audio-visual equipment are addressed by 

the office staff. As lectures are the primary teaching method, and faculty are well 

seasoned in subject matter and presentation skills, staff development is not a major issue. 

One advisory board member noted, "We have filled so many classes. When we 

have to stop taking students; that penalizes the professors." Faculty compensation is 

based on a fixed base plus a variable amount based on the number of students enrolled. 

Scheduling the use of space. A senior administrator gave the example of the 

Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College drama club's request to use the new auditorium. They 

booked it through the LLS-J director who was pleased to share unscheduled time and 

who explained that she would have to charge back operational expenses. Because the 

director is a member of the Campus Leadership Council, she maintains open 

communication with all colleges, departments, and organizations on campus. When 

topics like charge backs can be sorted out in that open forum, all parties can understand 

policy decisions and collegial relationships are advanced. One advisory board member 

noted, "Scripps uses the place also, when we aren't using the space. They don't pay any 

rent." 
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Parking. Although parking is also a space issue, it was mentioned often enough to 

merit a section of its own. A senior administrator pointed out that College of Education 

people who want faculty parking spaces in the evening may use some of the LLS-J 

spaces, thus providing an opportunity for collegial give-and-take attitude. In contrast, an 

advisory board member said, ''There is not enough parking on campus for all this. 

Ultimately, parking for the Scripps installation and the rest of the University will limit the 

number of lifelong learning programs at this location." A participant agreed, stating that 

The parking is terrible. I guess they were limited in the spaces that are available. 

Now they're leaving more time between classes. If they would have doubled the 

parking, it would have been paradise. I don't know what they are going to do. 

With Scripps [in the adjacent building] I don't know how that will affect them. 

They have to build a parking structure. 

A participant with a less serious perspective on the parking situation said, "I get a 

kick out of the parking. They don't have enough spaces, and they park in the entrance 

way. We [my spouse and I] park in the lot near the exit, in the other direction. At the 

main entrance, policemen are directing traffic on the main road to help it go faster." 

Learners' primary issue: An unparalleled educational experience. This issue, 

examined in depth earlier in the chapter, is recalled here because it is the reason for the 

existence of LLS-J' s form and function. This topic bridges the structures, goals, and 

accomplishments of LLS-J' s leaders within the confines of the program and extending to 

other constituencies at FAU. 

Liaison with the others at FA U. A senior administrator said, "This part of the 

President's vision for the University ... and it adds prestige to the university." In that 
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context, LLS-J has a secure place in the FAU family. Its oldest and closet link is with the 

Lifelong Learning Society-Boca Raton. LLS-J's director emphasized that "Ely Meyerson 

was a wonderful mentor. His program development skills are priceless. He can sit in with 

any faculty member and tell them how to develop it for the course. Science. Any 

program." The director noted that "Financially, we have a big link with FAU. There are 

scholarships, and an endowed chair for the Jupiter campus is in the offing. And there's 

the use of this building." The director maintains ongoing contact with peers at monthly 

informational round table meetings. 

The campus vice president, who is the director's immediate supervisor, noted: 

This is a beautiful facility, and the auditorium is open to the campus whenever the 

LLS is not using it. For example, the Harriet L. Wilkes Honors College students 

held a fashion show for their adopt-a-cat fundraiser. They raised thousands of 

dollars by modeling donated clothes and carrying cats. There was time and space 

for a silent auction and raffle. This created lots of good will! For a while, there 

had been some ill will between the LLS and traditional students. 

She also noted: 

I think of it as a collegial relationship. I hope to help her with challenges. This is 

a small campus with a small faculty. Our biggest challenge is scheduling; there 

are traffic bottlenecks. Some of the participants find it difficult to walk from the 

back of the parking lot, although there is a drop off for those who have a spouse 

or driver. One of my jobs is to be a sounding board for Rene when she has 

questions about staffing or there are changes she wants to make. 
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Summary of Theme 4 

Theme 4 disclosed that important leadership roles at LLS-J exist in three contexts: 

internal, shared educational, and external. Within the internal context, the development of 

a transparent organizational hierarchy and pleasant working environment creates a 

framework for open communication and decision making. The program's relationships 

with FAU, local publicity, fund raising, and the logistics of the physical plant are also 

included here. The next area, the learners' issues, was explored in earlier themes but also 

has a place here, as it links the internal and the external aspects of leadership at LLS-J 

through their joint effort to produce and provide an unparalleled educational experience. 

Finally, this theme discloses salient leadership roles in the external context, where liaison 

with others at FAU, faculty assignments, scheduling the use of space, and parking are the 

key areas for leadership to do its work. 

Issues for Consideration 

Reserved seating. A staff member who is often in the auditorium at the beginning 

of classes stated: 

The handicapped people want reserved seating. A lot of them want to be able to 

come in late and walk into their chair. And we don't do that. The other thing is 

not being able to get into the classes that they wish. The classes get closed. If they 

don't get their catalog in the mail and they fail to register in a timely way, well, 

they don't get in. 

Inclusion of students' perspectives in the classes. One participant noted that, 

while the program is very well run, you have this extraordinary underutilization of the 

student body. Instructors could use handpicked respondents in each class. They could use 
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cards and photos to know all the students, get some biographical information to draw 

them out. Here you have corporate executives, holocaust survivors, the whole depth of 

the twentieth century experience. As a student, I see it. I have to discipline myself not to 

be overly involved in the classroom participation. The professors could participate in 

managing the students ' agendas. The young undergraduate professors and the celebrity 

professors are content-oriented. 

Course content. One advisory board member noted that 

Sometimes people sign up, and the course content is not what they hoped or 

imagined. They may get upset about a professor's controversial positions. Some 

people don't want to hear certain opinions. Art and music professors made strong 

statements about certain art as trash. Erotic subjects have offended some 

sensitivities. 

LLS-J school store. This was suggested as a possible addition to the LLS-J 

building. Its multiple purposes would be the same as those elsewhere in the University. 

Items such as golf shirts and gift items to raise community awareness, school spirit, and 

funds would be available. 

Chapter Summary 

The site, program, and learning experiences are connected by leadership's vision 

of a unique entity that could transform a community into a center of learning. While the 

activities were generated long before its dedicated space, the new space offered 

participants a sense of ownership - and gave administrators fuller partnership on the 

campus. Within this space, the program- focusing on continued excellence, expanded 
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course development, and increased enrollment -continues to flourish. The program is 

appropriately responsive to learners' preferences in terms of content, faculty, and method. 
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Leadership should be born out of the understanding of the needs of 

those who would be affected by it. -Marian Anderson 

Chapter 6 

Conclusions, Discussion, Implications for Leaders in Higher Education, and 

Recommendations for Further Study 

The purpose of this study was to identify characteristics and practices, related 

values, and the processing of stakeholders' voices in two educational programs for older 

adults that are perceived as effective by their stakeholders. This purpose was motivated 

by the researcher' s desire to provide useful information to program leaders and 

institutional leaders who (a) are interested in adding, improving, or upgrading educational 

programs for older adults, and (b) must balance mission statements that address 

humanistic and community issues with their institutions' fiscal requirements. To that end, 

the inquiry was intended to identify practices that, according to interviewed stakeholders' 

reports and the researcher's observations, worked. Four groups of stakeholders at each 

site contributed to this study. They spoke freely of their experiences at these programs, 

and they allowed the researcher to observe them as they participated in the programs. In 

this chapter, the researcher will compare and contrast the findings described in Chapters 4 

and 5, draw conclusions from them, and present inferences for program and institutional 

leaders' practices in the field of older adult education. 

Four Meta Themes 

The data presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are summarized in terms of four meta 

themes that lead to conclusions about these findings. These meta themes reflect 
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stakeholders' perspectives regarding (a) envisioning, creating, and establishing the 

learning environment, (b) program characteristics, (c) fostering persistent participation, 

and (d) leaders' roles and responsibilities. Each meta theme includes characteristics that 

apply to both sites and those that apply to only one of the sites. Each meta theme is linked 

to the relevant research questions. 

Envisioning, creating, and establishing the learning environment. The first theme 

is about creating physical, affective, and activity settings that promote the outcomes that 

stakeholders desire. Beginning with the (a) inextricable links among the mission, vision 

and shape of each program, this theme includes (b) each program 's place within the FAU 

community, (c) the programmatic and institutional leadership that informed each 

program, and (d) the parallel progressions from shared to dedicated space, including 

practical and aesthetic construction and design issues and funding. 

Program characteristics. The second theme explores (a) who the learners are, (b) 

how the programs respond to them, (c) aspects of curriculum design, (d) faculty and staff 

expertise, (e) integration of program content with setting, and (f) opportunities for 

expanded intellectual or social engagement. 

Fostering persistent participation. The third theme focuses on the contexts in 

which the programs thrive. It includes the various stakeholders' impressions of such 

affective issues as (a) trust , (b) nurturing relationships, and (c) hopefulness. It also 

addresses learners ' preferences regarding (d) intellectual stimulation, (e) learning 

environment, (f) social engagement, (g) family values, and (h) community orientation. 

This theme reprises the importance of (i) staff and faculty expertise and introduces the 

importance of U) open communication, and (k) individual recognition. 
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Leaders ' roles and responsibilities. The fourth theme includes (a) issues that 

primarily apply to program leaders, including a clear organizational framework, pleasant 

work environment, respectful learning environment; and respectful learning experience, 

(b) issues shared by program and institutional leaders, including open communication, 

publicity, fund raising, physical plant, liaison among departments, faculty, and use of 

space, and (c) issues that primarily apply to institutional leaders, ranging from the 

institution's mission and community relations to parking. 

The four meta themes and their relevant characteristics at each site are displayed 

in Table 10. The discussion that follows Table 10 is presented in terms of the five 

research questions. It includes observations about the physical, affective and activity 

settings, program characteristics, stakeholders' underlying values, the ways in which 

stakeholders' voices and power are processed through the system, and references to the 

supporting literature. Implications for program and institutional leaders responsible for 

older adult education and recommendations for further research are also considered in 

this chapter. 
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Table 10 

Comparison of Themes across the Two Sites 

Meta theme 

Envisioning, creating, 

and establishing the 

learning environment 

Memory and Wellness 
Center- Memory Retraining 

Workshop 

Mission statement 

Lifelong Learning Society
Jupiter 

Mission statement and albums 

From shared space to dedicated building: funding and construction 

Physical, affective, and activity settings for learning 

Place within FAU and the wider community 

Leadership styles 

191 

Research 
Questions 

1 

(table continues) 



Table 10 (continued) 

Meta theme 

Program characteristics 

Memory and Wellness 
Center- Memory Retraining 

Workshop 
Lifelong Learning Society

Jupiter 

Who are the learners and how does the program respond to them? 

Curriculum design: responsive, varied, challenging, engaging 

Faculty and staff expertise 

Promoting cognitive stimulation Providing new and familiar topics 

Promoting connections 

Integration of program content and 

setting 

192 

Research 
Questions 

2,3 

(table continues) 



Table 10 (continued) 

Meta theme 

Fostering persistent 

participation 

Memory and Wellness 
Center- Memory Retraining 

Workshop 

Trust 

Nurturing relationships 

Hopefulness 

Stakeholders' perceptions 

of affective program aspects 

Lifelong Learning Society
Jupiter 

Learners' preferences: intellectual 

stimulation, sophisticated 

learning environment, variety 

in one's schedule, social 

engagement, family values, 

building community 

Recognition of faculty, donors, volunteers 

Open communication 

Faculty and staff expertise 

193 

Research 
Questions 

2,3 

(table continues) 



Table 10 (continued) 

Meta theme 
Memory and Wellness 

Center- Memory Retraining 
Workshop 

Lifelong Learning Society 
Jupiter 

Leaders ' roles and responsibilities Program leaders: clear organizational framework , adult-to-adult learning 
environment, links to wider administrative organization, 

excellent educational experience 

Regulatory compliance 

Link to College of Nursing 

Program and institutional leaders: open communication, faculty, publicity, 

fund raising, liaison among departments, physical plant 

Institutional leaders: mission, community relations, parking 

194 

Research 
Questions 

1, 2, 3,4, 5 



Discussion of Conclusions Regarding the Research Questions. 

Question 1. At each site and across the two sites, what are the settings where 

learning takes place? What are the external influences of university, college, or others on 

these settings? 

Memory and Wellness Center. At the MWC, the physical, affective, and activity 

settings were envisioned and developed from scratch by the program director and her 

advisers. Under the director' s leadership and based on her experience with this 

population of learners, every structural decision was made with the affective and activity 

settings in mind. The building, gardens, and atrium were designed and scaled to reflect 

the affective setting. Outdoors, the French doors, garden, seating areas, atrium, and 

sculpture provide a welcoming setting. The building resembles a white frame house or an 

inn. Inside the building, the friendliness of a volunteer greeter and the presence of 

comfortable armchairs and a grandfather clock establish the warmth of the setting. The 

activities area, shaped like a ranch house or condominium, contains a variety of 1940s 

touches, including a large radio, a record player with large LP albums, and boxy chairs. 

Discreet placement of laundry facilities , nurses in casual clothes, and unobtrusive 

handling of dietary needs contribute to an affective setting that seeks to protect the 

learner' s dignity and comfort. The Christine E. Lynn College of Nursing ' s philosophy of 

creating a caring community was a fundamental influence on the affective setting. This 

was reiterated by the Green family's specification that this be a pleasant, comfortable, 

safe place for learning, engaging, and focusing on maximizing one ' s abilities. The major 

influences external to the program included private philanthropy, the State of Florida, and 

FAU. All of these impacted in the areas of funding and locating the property. 
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Lifelong Learning Center-Jupiter. At LLS-J, the physical, affective, and activity 

settings were also envisioned and developed from scratch. The director worked closely 

with the contracted architects and builder, the university architect, and advisers at LLS. 

Economy of scale, comfort, accommodation, and attractiveness were key elements in 

decision making. The auditorium and classrooms were sized to maximize enrollment 

while providing reasonably intimate settings and respond to participants' desire for 

physical comfort and aesthetic enjoyment. 

Similarities across the two sites. It appears that clear vision was fundamental in 

developing both sites. The similarities between the two sites reflect careful consideration 

by the two directors and their advisers, the support ofFAU, and public and private 

donors. Both settings benefited from their directors' practical experiences and caring 

attitudes. Both buildings were made possible by generous donors whose personal 

interests coincided with the programs' missions. 

It also appears that the two programs share the assumptions that wellness and 

learning are related- and that possibly they are expressions of the same existential 

condition. The researcher was stunned when she read the LLS-J Album's opening 

statement: ''Today we witness the opening of a different kind of wellness center. A 

wellness center of the mind" (Deffendahl, 2005). The MWC' s purpose is equally 

powerful, stating that its programs are designed to stimulate cognitive functioning in an 

educational environment. 

Differences across the two sites. The differences between the two settings reflect 

the particular needs of each set of learners. The MWC setting focuses first on safety and 

discretion, as its participants and their caregivers trust that the building and its environs 
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will offer safe and respectful harbor. In contrast, the LLS-J setting focuses first on 

comfort and efficiency. These participants appreciate being able to quickly move in and 

out of classes, to clearly hear lectures via an enhanced sound system, and enjoy the 

sculpture garden. It is interesting to note that programs based on similar belief systems 

can support such dissimilar programs. 

Question 2. At each site and across the two sites, what characteristics, related to 

program setting or external influences, do stakeholders report as affecting the program? 

Memory and Wellness Center. At the MWC, the principal characteristics that 

affect the program cluster around the goal of promoting cognitive stimulation. Under the 

guidance ofMWC's director, The Day Center manager promotes cognitive activity 

through the varied curriculum and through social interaction. AT MWC, the process of 

participating in a group activity is as important as the outcome of that activity. In this 

setting, engaging equals succeeding. Key program requirements such as the director's 

directive to "not infantilize the participants" set the standard in every aspect of the 

program as they reflect the philosophy of the caring community. Classes, workshops, and 

activities are led by staff who are devoted to the process, respect the participants, and 

enjoy being with them. Caregivers monitor the program through direct observation, 

changes in their loved ones' affects or comments at home, and reports from staff. All four 

groups of stakeholders have input regarding how the program is presented in terms of 

promoting cognitive stimulation in content-based and social activities. The link to FAU 

affects the program in strong positive ways. Volunteers are prime example of this, as 

students in traditional undergraduate and graduate programs gain experience in their 
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future fields, and College of Fine Arts faculty regularly entertain and teach in the 

program. 

Lifelong Learning Center-Jupiter. At LLS-J, the principal characteristics 

affecting program content cluster around leaders' responsiveness to participants' 

intellectual and avocational interests. Likewise, the characteristics that affect program 

delivery relate to leaders ' responsiveness to participants ' desire to receive information 

without having to do homework or take tests, and to leaders' attention to smooth logistics 

and economy of scale. Curriculum design is based on leaders' acknowledgement of 

participants ' desire for new information about topics in which they have had an abiding 

interest, and new interests that they now have time to explore. Thus, both continuity and 

variety appear to contribute to program expansion. Across the board, the quality of the 

faculty is a key factor in maintaining and providing a high quality curriculum. Aside from 

course content, the program is viewed as an element of the wider community. The 10-

year expansion from 122 to well over 15,000 enrollments demonstrates that LLS-J is an 

entity as well as an activity in the community. Participants' learning together; inviting 

others to join; contributing experience, ideas and funds; and stepping up to leadership 

positions are crucial elements in the synergy that enables the program to exist. 

While curriculum and hiring of faculty are ultimately determined by the director, 

the participants ' curriculum committee plays a key role in vetting topics and course 

content. University-level content is the standard for all courses. Courses are taught by 

FAU faculty who respect the integrity of the process. Likewise, they respect the learners 

for the knowledge, experience, and enthusiasm that they bring to the classroom. All 
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stakeholders have a say in how the program is presented in terms of promoting strong 

content that is responsive to learners ' needs and preferences. 

Similarities across the two sites. Despite deep apparent differences in the 

purposes of the two programs, their similarities are striking. Each program is led by a 

visionary director who has developed and is supported by a synergistic staff. Both 

programs rely on volunteers who serve in many capacities, and both engage the services 

of university faculty. All of these people appear to love their involvement. Both programs 

aim to stimulate participants by responding to their current needs and preferences. While 

curriculum at both sites is determined by professional staff, input from others is valued at 

both sites. Both can boast of smooth logistics, and both have earned recognition as 

uniquely valuable entities in the wider community. 

The two infrastructures are similar in that they are based on very high standards, 

leaders' dedication to the success of mission and goals, attention to stakeholders' 

feedback, and the support of external forces . It appears that- like clear vision- high 

standards, dedication, active listening, and synergy are fundamental to program success. 

Differences across the two sites. The differences between the programs are less 

remarkable, as they reflect each one's unique goals and the particular needs of each set of 

learners. For example, participation in group activity is encouraged at the MWC program, 

while a LLS-J participant' s decision to form friendships or engage in conversations is not 

related to the educational program. Another difference is the MWC's mandate not to 

infantilize the participants. At the LLS-J, the expectation of respect is understood; 

however, as LLS-J participants do not enroll because of health issues, health-based 

interactions are not the central focus. 
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At the MWC, caregivers, professionals, and volunteers look for participants' 

affective changes that may be attributed to the program. In contrast, the LLS-J program 

focuses on intellectual stimulation, comfort, and efficiency. These participants appreciate 

the sophisticated yet relaxed educational atmosphere and the opportunity to expand their 

knowledge base. A small but influential number of these participants have joined the 

director ' s leadership team. 

Question 3. At each site and across the two sites, why are these characteristics 

important to stakeholders? 

Memory and Wellness Center. At the MWC, caregivers bring their loved ones to 

the program because they trust the effects of the caring community. They see that 

nurturing relationships, very high standards, dedication, active listening, and synergy are 

the norm in every activity and every interaction with staff and volunteers. They trust the 

staff and the program. In addition, caregivers persist in attending group meetings for the 

information and support they receive there. Friendships have developed among 

caregivers who socialize with one another and are available to bolster one another in 

difficult times. The data disclose that all stakeholder groups value respect, hopefulness, 

and affection among the people who fulfill various roles in the programs. 

The data also show that participants are willing to attend the program, and a few 

have been doing so for up to three years. They like the idea of coming to school. They 

respond well to the structured curriculum. Some enjoy having people with whom to play 

their favorite table games; others actively recall travel destinations and song lyrics. Most 

participants appear to appreciate the caring personal attention and the company. 

Participants' trust in the program is proven anew each day. When some express concern 
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about needing to return home, they typically accept staff and volunteers' answers about 

who will pick them up at what time. 

Lifelong Learning Center-Jupiter. At LLS-J, the same characteristics that inform 

the program are those that foster persistent participation. The reasons for this are the 

thorough vetting of curriculum by administrators and by the Curriculum Committee, a 

group of dedicated volunteers who represent thousands of learners. The committee is 

aided by prior successes at the Boca Raton campus, surveys of the Jupiter learners, and 

open communication among all stakeholders. The primary reason for persistently 

attending LLS-J classes- often multiple classes over the same time period- is 

appreciation of the outstanding staff and faculty. The range of individual reasons includes 

intellectual stimulation, the sophisticated learning environment, variety in their personal 

schedules, perpetuation of family values regarding the importance of education, the 

opportunity to participate in community building, and to a lesser extent, opportunity for 

meeting new friends. The attentiveness of staff and volunteers is foundation for all of the 

reasons stated above. 

Similarities across the two sites. The similarities focus on participants' values 

about the two directors' very high standards; faculty's and other classroom leaders' 

dedication to the success of mission and goals, and the cooperation of FA U. At both sites, 

participants like the idea and the structure of going to school. Some participants at each 

site further value the experience because it reflects their families' strong values about 

education. Each set of participants trusts the program, and values open communication 

within the organization. They know and appreciate that their voices are heard. 
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As a result of the first pilot study, the question was raised: Is a horizontal 

organization necessary for program success? Findings in this current study, where open 

communication appears to thrive in two hierarchal organizations, strongly suggest that a 

horizontal organization is not necessary for program success. While the flat organization 

found in the first pilot study is one way to achieve satisfaction regarding communication, 

the alternative structure of mutually respectful hierarchy appears to be another such 

avenue. Perhaps more important than the shapes of the organizations is that 

representatives of all stakeholder groups view their leadership as willing to listen to new 

ideas. Participants, volunteers, and MWC caregivers experience (a) the opportunity to 

present their ideas within their particular system and (b) the expectation that leaders will 

consider these ideas. 

Differences across the two sites. At the MWC, the roles of spouses and other 

family members contrast with the much smaller LLS-J group of actively involved family 

members. LLS-J families sometimes encourage participation and, in a few cases, 

participate in large capital gifts. In contrast, virtually all MWC families are involved in 

their loved ones' daily participation. 

While leaders at both programs genuinely care about participants' well-being, 

caring takes on an added dimension at the MWC. Safety concerns, HIPAA (the federal 

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996) compliance, and hygiene 

issues add poignancy to leaders ' caring attitudes. Another difference of degree between 

the two programs is the desire to build community. At LLS-J, active participants seek to 

create a new entity, open to all who wish to participate, that enhances the intellectual life 
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of their new home town. At MWC, involved caregivers seek to create a small , private 

community of people facing similar challenges in their personal lives. 

Another difference is in the type of individual participation. As the researcher 

reflected on the Danny Boy event at MWC, she realized that the disease process had freed 

up the group to be more spontaneous and more accepting of breaking concert-going 

protocols- and it resulted in more fun . What might have taken a few nips in the world of 

well people was more accessible in the world of folks with mild dementia. Everyone 

appeared to benefit from the symbiosis between the well people providing safety, 

structure, and musicians, and the impaired people opening the way to genuine emotional 

responses to the song. The singer died recently; the memory of his voice is a blessing to 

everyone who was present that day. This experience evokes Hurley's (2002) discussion 

of the power of sharing aesthetic experiences to build connections and deepen 

camaraderie in organizations. 

Question 4. At each site and across the two sites, how are stakeholders ' voices 

processed through the system? 

Memory and Wellness Center. At the MWC, stakeholders ' voices receive careful 

attention that is consistent with the program's humanistic goals and methods. Built on the 

concept of a caring community, collegiality among stakeholder groups contributes to this 

theme. Open communication encourages all to voice their ideas and questions. This 

occurs within a hierarchy where all members are heavily scheduled yet also aware of the 

value of open communication. As the purpose of role and power in this environment is to 

advance information exchange in a caring atmosphere, staff and volunteers hear one 

another's voices in formal and informal settings. As noted in Chapter 4, the Day Center 
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manager wants the staff to "be vocal, feel that they have the freedom to talk," and noted 

that communication is enhanced when staff members have worked in more than one area 

of the MWC. The likelihood of expressing one's ideas is enhanced when staff and 

volunteers are acknowledged for their experience and education as well as for their 

dedication to the program. Stakeholders' voices are processed in a context that includes 

collegiality and partnerships, and it is supported by the MWC's congruence between 

goals and actions. 

Participants' voices are acknowledged through their communication with their 

caregivers; with staff, volunteers, and other participants whom they choose to befriend; 

and occasionally just by stating an observation or feeling. Staff and volunteers pay 

particular attention to participants' statements, questions, and program suggestions. All of 

these are acknowledged and, whenever necessary, immediately shared with the program 

director. The journal workshops offer an additional way for participants' voices to enter 

the system. Not all participants literally use their voices to express their feelings or 

opinions. Trained staff members help volunteers read non-verbal communications such as 

"I need to rest," or "I like this activity," and thus the term voices takes on a wider 

meaning. Acknowledging participants' voices and helping to process them though the 

system is a key element of respect, a cornerstone of the caring community. 

Both the director and the Day Center manager identified three characteristics 

regarding mutual respect, and two of these - welcoming everyone's ideas and respecting 

participants' opinions about activities- directly relate to the way stakeholders' voices are 

processed through the system. 
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Lifelong Learning Society-Jupiter. Within an unambiguous hierarchy where the 

director is at the top, the voices of all stakeholders are wholeheartedly encouraged. 

Participants' opinions are solicited through surveys and further offered in conversational 

opportunities at the start of every class. 

Similarities across the two sites. The similarities between the two settings reflect 

the two directors' very high standards; faculty's and other classroom leaders' dedication 

to the success of mission and goals, participants' feedback, and the cooperation of FAU. 

The voices of all stakeholders are sought, and their ideas and opinions are respected. 

Differences across the two sites. One difference in the processing of voices at the 

two sites relates to the importance of assuring MWC caregivers that their deeply personal 

and appropriately emotional concerns are important to staff and volunteers. The other 

difference relates to the vital nature of receiving information from people whose 

impairments can make communication challenging. 

Question 5: What are the implications for (a) leaders of programs for older adult 

learners, and (b) leaders of institutions where these programs are located? 

Implications for leaders in educational programs for older adults are presented in 

the form of recommendations that are divided into two groups. Although each set of 

items is aimed at a separate level of leaders, each item has some applicability to leaders at 

every level. 

The implications for program leaders in older adult education cover dispositions, 

skills, and behaviors that enable them to (a) embrace four foundational qualities, (b) 

develop programs that reflect local circumstances, (c) build a cadre of people to support 

program success, (d) create a transformative educational experience for all, (e) practice 
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reading people, (f) widen the communication repertoire, (g) abide by the organization's 

rules until you are powerful enough to change them, (h) don't go in to gratify your ego, 

(i) be aware of the burgeoning market, and U) be aware of the power of the purse. 

Embrace four foundational qualities. At both sites, the data show that four 

foundational qualities in program leaders - respect, kindness, encouragement, and 

flexibility- contribute to program success. They are important because (a) they 

strengthen programs by fostering persistent participation, program growth, and loyal 

cadres, and (b) they add value to participants' experiences by offering recognition, 

dignity, and safety as well as learning. 

The quality of respect has behavioral implications that guide leaders to engage 

with individuals, not with stereotypes, and to use proper names rather than diminutive 

terms that infantilize or create inequality of power over the learner. This is a sensitive 

area for participants who have experienced the Invisibility Syndrome: ignored words, 

disparaged needs, and diminished expectations of competency. When it comes to 

formality, these findings suggest erring on the side of caution. Educational leaders in 

programs for older adults are well advised to ask themselves: Am I just being friendly, or 

am I working through my own power issues? 

These findings also show the pragmatic implications of acts of kindness. These 

behaviors can strengthen connections across stakeholder groups, and they may ripple out 

to countless others. Acts of kindness at these two sites suggest that courtesy is a smart 

leadership choice. They foster a sense of belonging that can develop into a sense of 

shared ownership and provide an impetus for ongoing participation in attendance and 

outreach to new participants. 
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Likewise, the data show that, when these program leaders recognize stakeholders ' 

potential, even encouraging them to exceed role expectations, they build a deeper sense 

of team membership. This is especially valuable as a way of assuaging the external 

constraints imposed by the wider system, for example, regarding reports and schedules. 

Finally, program leaders, who are rarely in full control of events and decisions that 

impact their programs, should be flexible when delays or changes occur. To maintain 

credibility with all stakeholder groups, program leaders would be wise to avoid date

certain promises regarding new programs or services until all approvals are perfectly 

clear. 

Develop programs that reflect local circumstances. While it appears program 

leaders' decision making should be grounded in the four foundational qualities, they can 

infer that their decisions, like those of the leaders described in this study, must reflect 

local circumstances. Paradigms and best practices models can limit creativity. While 

paradigms may be useful because they lend shape to otherwise protean masses of data, 

and best practices models are quite directive, both place limits on decision making by 

allowing leaders to overlook local issues that exceed prescribed designs (Kuhn, 1970). 

Build a cadre of people to support program success. At both sites, leaders at all 

levels have been able to realize their visions by engaging in mutually beneficial working 

relationships with others who share their goals or who have complementary aspirations. 

At MWC, the benefactor's goal of providing a hopeful and safe place for older adults 

continuing their educations while facing Alzheimer's-like syndromes was congruent with 

FAU' s goal of partnering with the community hospital and pharmaceutical companies in 

Alzheimer's research. At LLS-J, community leaders' ambition to create a physical and 
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temporal space that fulfills unmet cultural needs in a new town was an excellent fit with 

the university faculty ' s desire to teach these classes. In both cases, cognitive stimulation 

was recognized as a valuable commodity that was successfully marketed in two distinct 

ways. This was made possible by the cooperation of quite separate groups of people 

whom program leaders influence for the benefit of all stakeholders. 

Create a transformative educational experience for all. The literature of 

transformational leadership (Burns, 2003) applies to the craft of older adult education 

program development, providing opportunities for transformation among all stakeholder 

groups. Leaders' intentions to transform traditional educational settings in order to 

acknowledge the abilities of older adult learners, says Formosa (1999), empowers them to 

be "partners in the learning process" (p. 6). Leadership practices described in this study 

show that the concept of empowerment is strengthened when it is shared. The implication 

for program leaders in this field is that they also can become self-directed learners as they 

empower their colleagues to do the same. For example, at MWC, program leaders invite 

volunteers to try things (such as facilitating large group activities) that they did not know 

they could do, thus offering opportunities for personal growth. In so doing, these leaders 

experientially learn about their own styles and capabilities as they strengthen their 

support cadres. 

Practice reading people. The data disclosed that program leaders at these sites are 

able to anticipate future, implicit needs. The implication for program leaders in the field 

is that they can use this skill to head off problems- and be first-to-market with new 

services- because they are active listeners who value all information. Massive 

participation in programs for older adult learners is based on program leaders ' abilities to 
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tap into participants' self-images, perceptions of convenience, and feelings about unmet 

needs. Often intangibles are not discussed, and it is the exceptional program leader who 

can identify them even when they are not explicitly expressed. By paying attention to 

clues, new components that address implicit needs, and thereby further strengthen the 

program, may be integrated. This talent can be transformative to all stakeholders, as all 

can give and receive information that enables them to participate more deeply in the 

process. 

Widen the communication repertoire. Program leaders can add non-verbal ways of 

building trust and synergy to their basic communication skills. The savvy leader, says 

Hurley (in press), adds to linear, rational Western verbal transactions by including 

sensory activities that complement rhetoric with other shared experiences, offering a way 

to connect that words cannot satisfy. Jointly experiencing music, dance, and other means 

of artistic expression requires no debriefing. It does not require intimacy that would feel 

inappropriate in a formal setting, yet it offers positive, unspoken bonds. The implication 

for program leaders is that they value opportunities to draw from the widest possible 

range of ways to build teams and communicate. 

As the new player, abide by the rules until you are powerful enough to change 

them. At both sites, the directors came to the programs with specific ideas about how to 

design, develop, and present the physical, affective, and activity aspects of the sites and 

the programs. In both cases, their dispositions and plans were consistent with those of 

FAU. At other institutions, people hired to fill leadership positions may find that they 

disagree with certain perspectives, policies, or procedures. In those cases, they are more 
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likely to succeed in crafting changes after they have proved their worth to the wider 

organization. 

Don't go in to gratify your ego. Perhaps the most useful of these findings was the 

blend of confidence and humility demonstrated by each director. Neither one expressed 

any sense of ego gratification. On the contrary, each was able to acknowledge success in 

terms of the work accomplished by a strong support system. These leaders in older adult 

education model the key piece of advice to interested parties: success in this field is not 

about ego gratification. 

Be aware of the burgeoning market. As a leader in the field of education for older 

adults, explore your market. Where are older adults attending courses? Which of their 

interests are addressed at these venues? What gaps might your organization fill? Read 

books and articles about marketing in the not-for-profit world. Andreasen and Kottler's 

(2002) Strategic Marketing for Nonprofit Organizations is a good place to start, as it 

addresses both organization-wide and program marketing. 

Be aware of the power of the purse. Know that all nonprofits need more funding, 

and that part of the reason you were hired was to be a source of ideas and energy for 

contributing to the fiscal well-being of your institution. 

Institutional leaders. Implications for leaders in the wider system are also 

presented in terms of recommendations. Like those addressed to program leaders, these 

topics also address dispositions, skills, and behaviors that enable them (a) attend to core 

values, (b) develop community connections, (c) keep communication lines open, (d) 

include all stakeholders, (e) make room in the organization for a new player, and (t) learn 

from colleagues. 
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Attend to core values. When senior leaders' core values are explicit and are the 

source of all decisions, they provide the framework for a consistent, reliable program 

where all stakeholders, including program leaders, know why they are participating. This 

information invites the development of other layers of leaders who recognize and share 

core values. 

Develop community connections. Educational programs for older adults are 

strengthened when leaders recognize that the confluence of older adult education and 

community development strengthens both areas. At the same time that programs are 

valuable to individual learners, they also impact the community. When educational 

leaders create a program in order to meet a particular need, they change the shape of the 

community and enhance their organization's role in the socio-political environment. 

Meeting needs and wants that were formerly unavailable is pragmatic on two levels. 

People learn, and the organization gains stature. It is important for program as well as 

organizational leaders to recognize the potential for financial and community support 

from this population. Kerensky and Melby (1975) recognized the individuality of 

programs for older adults, saying that "replications would destroy the vitality and 

relevance of a program that is geared to serving a community's wants and needs" (pp. 

174-175). 

Keep communication lines open. Findings at these sites demonstrate that effective 

communication among all stakeholder groups can work in hierarchies as well as flat 

organizations, as long as all voices have value and no voice has unquestionable privilege. 

The implication for organizational leaders is that, while organizational charts may vary, 

accessibility is a constant. 
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Include all stakeholders. Pragmatic leaders recognize that program leaders and 

their teams enjoy the experiences of (a) ownership in the program and (b) belonging in 

the wider setting. The use of "we" and "our" acknowledges stakeholders' affiliation and 

pride. At both sites, senior administrators' use of these terms appeared to be models for 

others to use these pronouns. 

Make room in the organization for a new player. As a senior member of the 

organization, you can help new hires to accommodate themselves to the system by 

including them substantively and often in team events. The sooner new hires understand 

and feel like part of the group, the sooner they will make appropriate and useful 

contributions. 

Learn from colleagues. Organizational leaders can benefit from learning about 

what happens at other programs. Although local color is likely to vary, leadership 

practices ranging from physical accommodation to active listening provide fundamental 

themes, values, and principles for program developers to consider. This makes it possible 

to compare one's own programs to other successful ones- even when their purposes and 

designs may differ- and benefit from colleagues' experiences, another pragmatic 

leadership strategy. 

Conclusions 

One set of conclusions for this study is presented in terms of the overarching 

question: Can stakeholders across these two programs attribute success to any specific 

characteristics? The answer is yes. This study revealed 14 characteristics that contributed 

to program success. Eleven of these related directly to program leaders and those at 

higher organizational levels. They were (a) experience, which lends authority to their 
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directives, (b) very high standards, (3) dedication to the mission of the wider 

organization, (d) dedication to the program' s mission, (e) a focus on goals, (f) assurance 

that feedback loops are in place, (g) desire for input from all stakeholders, (h) support of 

senior leadership, (i) disposition to hear new voices and new ideas, U) responsiveness and 

adaptability to demographic trends, and (k) inspirational administrators who are able to 

practice transformative leadership. 

Three additional characteristics that are outside the program leader' s direct 

purview are (1) congruence between the missions of the wider organization and of the 

program, (m) strong community resources, and (n) institutional partnerships with 

individuals and organizations that share a fundamental disposition toward education as a 

key aspect of well-being, and the desire to meet specific needs of the older adult 

population. 

Conclusions specific to the success of these two FAU programs are: 

1. A variety of program options is possible within the same organization. In the 

cases presented here, FAU administrators' fundamental dispositions, skills, and 

knowledge base made space for two very different programs, thus enhancing the success 

of the University, the programs, and the stakeholders' learning experiences. 

2. Senior leaders are mindful of the University' s mission when they select 

program leaders and developers. FAU has the right people in place, leaders who practice 

and model the characteristics described in this study and can carry out the University's 

mission and that of their individual programs. 

3. Senior leaders assure system-wide alignment with the University's core 

values, beliefs, and mission. 
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4. A flat organization is not necessary for open communication and a 

transformative educational experience that includes all stakeholders. 

5. These programs have earned a strong presence with State government, as they 

have qualified for significant matching grant funds. 

6. These programs have earned a strong presence in the charitable community, 

as evidenced by the support of the Junior League, the Caring Hearts, and several major 

donors. 

7. These programs have earned good will throughout the county and beyond, as 

evidenced by persistent participation and growing enrollments. 

8. Faculty members enjoy earning additional income and engaging a new student 

population. 

9. The older adult Ieamer population brings the University additional operating 

revenue through tuition, fees, and purchases on campus. 

10. These programs have raised funds for two buildings that have increased the 

University's capital assets. 

11. FAU has successfully marketed these programs at minimal expense. 

12. FAD's programs represent what Formosa (2002) calls "the bourgeois bias" 

that is clearly evident in the available curricula that consists largely of ... artistic, literary, 

and historical areas of interest," adding that "it is not that what is taught is not interesting 

but only that it may not be relevant" (p. 78) to the range of an older person's concerns." 

Summary 

These conclusions about FAU's leaders and organization are significant because 

they provide a two-fold example of the value that derives from paying attention to older 
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adults as consumers of university-level educational services. The psycho-social benefits 

of lifelong learning have been acknowledged in the literature for decades. That research 

is now reinforced by new research on the brain functions of older people. When older 

adults, those who care for them, and those with compatible goals get together to pursue 

learning, all three groups benefit. If, as the United States Census Bureau (2004) predicts, 

the numbers of older people in the United States does continue to increase over the next 

few decades, then open-minded educators, like providers of other services and 

commodities, have opportunities to serve at least a portion of these willing and available 

millions of people. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

1. The researcher envisions a group of parallel studies that contrast ernie 

findings, the subjective information that interviewees provide, with more traditional etic 

categories that researchers develop from data (Kaufman, 1993). Lett (2005) explains that 

(a) these two sets of information are likely to be very different from one another and (b) 

both are necessary, the former for sensitivity to individual responses and the latter for 

comparison across cases. These studies would examine the influences of context, culture, 

and beliefs about older adult learning within a variety of environments, and different 

options within the same organization. 

2. The researcher also recommends that a small team of researchers who identify 

with a variety of ethnic, socio-cultural, and age groups replicate the researcher ' s study to 

substantiate or refute its findings . 

3. Given the importance of self-directed learning and the variety of ways it 

appears among adults, the researcher would like to explore the effect of persistent contact 
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with the two programs studied here on the self-directed learning projects of participants, 

caregivers, volunteer, practitioners, and faculty. In what ways do these formal and 

communal learning events contribute to follow-up independent learning? 
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FLORIDA ~ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY 
CHRISTINE E. L YN"N COLLEGE OF NURSING 

Commilled to Nurturing the Wholell<!.\'5 of Person & Em·iru11mcnt Through Caring 

April 28, 2005 

Florida Atlantic University 

Christine E. Lynn Eminent Scholar 
(561) 297-3188/2613 
fax: (561)297-2170 

Division of Research and Graduate Studies/Sponsored Research 
AD257 

Dear Committee: 

The purpose of this memo is to confirm my approval for Raehelle Chairman. a doctoral 
candidate at the College of Education. to conduct research for her dissertation at the Memory and 
Well ness Center. This work will be performed und er the direction of her di ssertation adviser, Dr. 
Michele-Acker Hocevar. 

The title of the dissertation is Perceptions of Characteristics. Values. and Hegemonic Issues in 
One Leisure and One Therapeutic Program fi.)r Lifelong !.earners at Florida Atlantic University. I 
am familiar with Rachelle' s proposal and look forward to seeing her findings. 

Sincerely, 

if-th -?h ~;u~ 
Ruth M. Tappen, EdD. RN. FAAN 
Christine E. Eminent Scholar and Professor 

777 Glades Road • P.O. Bm, 3091 • Boca Raton. Florida 33431-0991 
(561) .297-3 188/2613 • Fa' (56 1) 297-~ 170 • www.fau.edu/nursing 

Boca Raton • Fo11 Lauderdale • Dania Beach • i)a\'ic • Jupiter • Por1 St. Lucie 
An F.qual Oppurlullitl · :Ieee.\.\ A{lirmoti1'i! Action lnslilulion 
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FLORIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY 

LifELONG LEARNING SOCIETY 
C ONTINUING EDUCATI ON HALL 

(561 ) Z97-317I 

April 28, 2005 

Florida Atlantic University 
Division of Research and Graduate Studies/Sponsored Research 
AD257 

Dear Committee: 

777 GlADES ROAD • P.O. llox 3091 

llocA RATON, FLORIDA 33431-0991 

The purpose of this letter is to confirm my approval for Rachcllc Chairman, a doctoral 
candidate at the College of education, to conduct research for her dissertation at the 
Lifelong Learning Society in Boca Raton and at the MacArthur Campus in Jupiter. This 
work will be done under the direct supervision of her dissertation adviser, Dr. Michele
Acker-Hoeevar. 

The title of the dissertation is Perceptions of Characteristics, Values, and Hegemonic 
Issues in One Leisure and One Therapeutic Program for Lifelong Learners at Florida 
Atlantic University. This study is an expansion of two earlier studies that Rachelle and 
her colleagues conducted at the Lifelong Learning Society. lam familiar with Rachellc's 
current proposal and look forward to her findings. 

Sincerely yours , 

~~ 
Executive Director 
Lifelong Learning Society 

BOCA RATON · F oJtT L~uDER I)\Lf. • fJ".NI,o, HLACH · On' IE · Jt•rrTE R • Pmn Sr L UCIE 

.-\ 11 Equaf Ofrportun lty /Eq iHd A.crcSJ hL~ft ll tlwn 
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EAU 
FLORIDA 
ATLANTIC 
UNIVERSITY 

Divis ion of Research and Graduate Studies 

O ffice of the Vice President 
777 Glades Road 

Boca Ra ton, FL 33431 

'I el: 561.297.0777 

Fax: 561.297.2319 

lclllnllskr@jau .erlu 

u •Hrw.fiw .cdujresenrdt 

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD 
Human Subjects Review Committee 

DATE: 

TO: 

FROM: 

PROTOCOL: 

June 2, 2006 

Michelle Acker-Hoceva r 
Rache lle Chairman 

MEMORANDUM 

Department of Educational Leadershrp 

Nancy Aaron Jones. Chair ~f;; l~:'i i\J\\~,-

HOS-162 "Perceptions of Success in Two Programs for Life Long Learners at FAU: 
Characteristics, Values and Hegemonic Issues." Continuing Review 

ORIGINAL DATE OF APPROVAL: July 26, 2005 

Please be advised that the above named protocol is due to expire on July 25, 2006. 

Your protocol was· originally approved by exped ited review and , therefore. will be reviewed in this manner again. 
Please complete and submit 4 copies (rnclud ing the original) of the attached form as soon as possible. Please be 
sure to attach the current consent form that is being used with this study. Please attach a brief 
description of the status of your study. Send these forms to: lnstrtutional Review Board, Attn: Compliance 
Office, Division Research and Graduate Studies, The Administra tion Building , Room 239, Boca Campus. 

In compliance with Federal Regulations, all Principal Investigators of an approved study are required to submit an 
annual follow-up report, in order to obtain a project renewal You must gain approval to your project before your 
expiration date. or your protocol fi le will be closed. As mandated by Federal Regulations. data can not be 
collected on an expired project untr l approval has been obtarned by the IRB. Collecting data without IRS 
approval is grounds for scientific misconduct. 

If you do not complete the renewal of your project BEFORE your expiration date, you will be required to 
submit a new, complete application form for the IRB to review. There will be no exceptions. 

If you have completed your study, simply fill-out the attached form and return to Sponsored Research. This wil l 
allow for your file to be appropriately closed . 

Should you have any· questions, please contact Dr Nancy Aaron Jones. Chair at X6-8632 or Elisa Gaucher, 
Director, Research Compliance at X7-2318 

Boca Raton • Oani.-l BccKh • Dn.\'ie • Fort Laudcrdille • ll1p ller • rrec15>urc Coast 
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Interview Questions and Pr·ompts for Participants and Caregivers 

I . Please tell me a little bit about yourself II assume you are retired.] Please tell me about your profession. 
Where did you go to school? What have been your main in ter~sts'1 And beyond work and family? 

2. What at tracts you to the LLS/MWC? 

3. How long have you been attending the LLSI\I!WC'1 

4. Why do you keep on coming back? 

5. Have you attended other programs before: thi s onc'1 

6. What's the most important thing about the progr;-~m that you can tell me? 

7. Please tell me how that feels. 

8. Can you tell me about a time that was special herc' 1 Why was that? 

9. Did it remind you of anything? 

I 0. Was it more like a new experience? 

II. How would you describe your experience hcre'l 

12. I las your experience changed over timc 'l II f sn. j how has it changed'' 

13. What was it like at the beginning'l 

14. If you were going on a vacation, what would you like to do'l Who would you like to take with you? 
While you were on vacation, would you want to do anything of the tings you do here? While you were 
on vacation, who would you not mind seeing from here: at the: program'1 Why is that? 

15. I'd like to talk a bit more about what the program is like. What do you think is the: single most important 
things about it? Why do you value that? 

16. Can you give me a specific example? 

17. What are the other important aspects pf the program'' Why do you value them? 

18. Can you give me a specific example of _____ _ '' Of _ ___ _____ ? 

19. What do you enjoy most about the program? 

20. Why is that? 

21. Can you tell me a story about that? 

22. Is there any aspect of the program that you don't like as well as the other parts? 
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23 . Why is that 0 

24. Can you tell me a story about that? 

25. Did you graduate from high school? College? Graduate school? 

26. If you were at home and thinking about the program, what might come to mind? 

27. You mentioned ______ _ __ . Why is that? 

28 . How does coming to this program fit in with other things that you do') 

29. Do people ask you about the program? [If so]. what do you tell them? 

30. Do you start conversations about the program when you are not here? Have you ever. even once? What 

do/did you say? 

31. If you have a suggestion about the program. would you ICe! comfortable making the suggestion? 

32. Who's the person you would tell it to? Why is that') 

33. What do you think about having this program at FAU? 

34. Why do you attend this program 0 

35 . What do you wish I'd asked you that I ha\'en ' t yet? Why is that? Pleas.: tell me more about that. That ' s 
interesting. 

36. Thanks for giving such a great interview. This is all anonymous. so you can he sure that nothing in the 
write-up can be linked to anyone. 

37. I'll be sending you my notes on our interview, so if you want to add, change or delete anything, you ' ll 
have the chance to do that. 

38. Thanks for your time I 
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Interview Questions and Prompts for Administrators 

l . What <Htractcd you to the I.LS/M\\'C·> 

2. How long have you been invoh·ed \\i th the l.LS/ I\.1WC'1 

3. I !ow would you describe your rol es her<: '.' 

4. How would you desc ribe your respon~ihilities here·> 

5. !!ow has your job evolved o\·er time 'J 

6. You mentioned __ l low has that played out f(lr you'> [Same for each item mentioned.] 

7. Could you tell me about a time when _____________________ '> 

8. What Jo you lik..: about the way the program i<; milmged '1 

9. You mentioned___ _ . Can you t..:ll me about an event or deci sion whcr..: that worked 
especiall y well ? 

I 0. f What lwppened when 

II . Why do you think it was sueeL'ssfu l'1 

12. Wh:~t's requ ired of !t:aders here') 

13. Who arc the kadcrs hen.: '.' 

14. !low docs their leade rship show up '> 

15 . What is your leadership role '-' 

16. Can you tdlmc about an important leadership moment when you o b~crvcd someone doing 
something very well? 

17. I low nbou t :111 example that you h:~d a hnnd in'1 

IS . I'd like to explore with you the main char:~ctcri s tics of the I.I.S/MWC:. What do you think arc its 
most important ch:~r:~ctcristics? 

19. Regarding the first item you mentioned. . \vh) is it !usc respondent 's words]? 

20. Can you give me a spcei lic cxamplc of ho\\ _____ shows up in your work? 

21. What do you like most about the program'! 

22. \Vhy is that? 

23. Can you tell me a story that highlights ____ ·> 
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2~. If you were at home and thinking abt1utthe pmgram. 1\hat might come t0mind? 

25. You mentioned _____ _ _ ____ . Why i, that'.' 

26. How does your work do\t:tailwith the other as pects of)our life'' 

27 . Do people ask you about the: program '' !If so. j11 hat do you tc:ll them '/ 

28. Do you engage in conversations about the pwgram when Y<'U are not at work'/ !If so,] \I hat do you 
say'.' 

29. In this administrative s~tting . aside fmm legal compliance issues. do you lind a strict hierarchy in 
terms of the flow of ideas'1 

30. When you have a new idea. who ' s the first person you shnrc it with'1 Why is that'? 

31. With whom else do you shan: it'/ 

32. How do you introduce a new idea'1 

33 . What do you have to do to get your ideas implemented '' 

34. I low would you describe the Ct>mmunic~ttion patterns in ynur syste m'/ 

35. flow docs the link with I· :\l I impact thc dclii 'LT)' or your pn>gram' ' 

36. Do you feel that decisions "come do11n ... or is d.:cision-making more: like· a democratic event'' 

37. What do you think arc the: p;u·ticipants· I'L'asons li>r coming h~Kk on <t rq?.ular basis'/ 

38. On wh<tt do you hase this opinion'/ 

39. Beyond that, what do think arc the particip;tnts· favorite aspects of the program 'I Why'l 

40. What do you think may be their less l~tvlHitc aspects of the progr;mt'l Why'l 

41. Arc there any potential di fti.:renccs or npininn in terms of how the program is dclivcred 'l 

42 . llf so. l how arc potential differences nf<>pini (llt ltandlcd 'l 

43. Can you give me Clll ex<tmplc of how that has 11orked? 

44 . How did that feel when the decision 11as made:'' 

45. How would you describe the communication structures at the LLS/WMC? 

46. Do you find that your ideas are heard by pe<,pic who arc abovc you in the hierarchy'/ 

4 7. What are your observations Jhout ho11 your colkagucs· iucas ar..:: heard '/ 

48. What gives someone permission to be vocal? 
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-llJ . Who has the final 11·ord rln <:rl rltroYcr:; ial i"lh:<.' 

50. How does consensus come into play 111 dec ision maki n:t' l lndc:r 11hZ~t circumstances is it 
appropriate? 

51 . When do admini strators elicit the opinions nr l>bsen ·ations of ot her staff mcrnbers'1 Can you give me 
an exampk'1 

52. Do adm inistrators ever ask for partic ipa nt s" rlp ini ons or observat ions·> Jl f so.J ca n you give me an 
example? 

53. Do ac.l mini strators ever ask for carcgi,·ers· opi ni ons or ohsc n ·ations '-' !If so .] can you give me an 
example? 

54. Do admini strators ever ask fur vo lunt eers· opinions or observations'.' llf so .J can you giYe rne an 
exam ple? 

55. !'lease answer thi s question 1\ithjust :1 yes or nu : Du you SCL' any h:1rr icrs to (even) greater program 
success'/ 

56. fJ fycs, j would you be willing to id.:ntil)' 1\ hcre these h:miL·rs migh t be found? flf ycs Z~gain , J could 
you please tell me a bit more about thnt'.' 

57. What do yo u wi sh I'd asked you that I haven ·! yet'' Wh1· is tha t'.' I'kase tellmc nwrc about that. 
Th:~l' s intcresrin g. 

5X. Then: are just livc shorlljUL'Stions abo ut you that I'd apJm:ci: llc ynur :lll sll'cring. First. what is your 
job tille'l 

59. Second. how long have you bccn invulvr:d in thi s prugram 'l 

60. Third. how many years have you been inYoln~d in th is lir:ld '.' I You may de lin.: "invq lvcd" and "this 
field'' in any way you think is nppropriate. J 

61 . Fourth , may I cont:lct you by cmail '! II f yes.] wha t is your email nddress '' 

62. Thc l<lst question is nbout your own :ll,!e co hort If yo u don·rmind s h:~r ing thi s informati on. arc you 
(a) 25 or under. (b) 26-40. (c) 41 to 55 . (d) 56 to 70. or (c) 71 or mon: . 

63 . Thnnks for giving such a great interv iew . Th is is all anonymous. so you can be sur.: that nothi ng in 
the write-up can be linked to anyone. 

64. I' ll be sending you my notcs on our intcrvic11. so if yo u \\ant to add. change or c.ldetc anything. 
you'll have the chance to do that. 

65. Thanks for your time' 
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OQ/OS 

PQ/PS 

Intt·rview protocols 

Opening questions/statements : They open the topic and \\<lit for the 

respondent to open the wa:. se t the direction. (This is hroadcr than the 

classi<.: ddinition of"open quL·stion .. that precludes yes or no answers.) 

Probing questions/statements : They 1nvitc the respondent to tell the 

juicy c!etnils. 

Getting at characteristics 

• How would this program look i r you had designed it ') OQ 

Docs that mean you'd change the program the \vay it is now'! PQ 

(lfycs) What would they be '> PQ 

• Can you think of something th<lt. if it \\en: dil'krent. you would he happier with 

the program '1 OQ 

(lfycs) Wlwt \\tlllld that he'.> PQ 

• What do you think impacts the program's ability tn have you he part of it? OQ 

• What wo rk s for you in the program ·> OQ 

Please relate an experience or story th:1t shows what you mean. PQ 

• What do you like a lot about the program·.> OQ 

Please relate an experience or story that shows what you mean. PQ 

• What do you not like about the prPgram '.> OQ 

Please relate an experience or story that shmvs what you mean . PQ 

How do these nspec ts of the program show up t()r you') PQ 

• Why are you invol vee! in this program rather than another one') OQ 

Please relate nn e.\ perience or story that shO\vs what you mean . PQ 
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Gettin g at va lues 

• Why J o you k.:cp nn cnming tP 11urking at the prtt gram '' OQ 

Please relate an experience or -; tmy that shtl\\S what you mean. PQ 

• When you sit back and think about your rnk as an admmistrator here. how do you 

see yo ur rolc '1 OQ 

You mentiont.:d lirst. \Vhat is it about that it's the 

first aspect of youjoh that comes to mind') PQ 

• When you're at home> and thinking abn ut the program . what comes to mind? OQ 

You tm:ntioned lirst. \\ 'h;tt is it about that it's the first 

aspect of the rrogram that contcs to mind '.1 I'Q 

• fl ow does the lime you spend here lit \\ it h the rL·st o ,. yuur I ill:'' OQ 

J)o other peopk ask yo u ab\lUt the pntgr<nn ·.> I'<) 

[)n you start eon\crsalions about the program with other reople') PQ 

What do you tell them') PQ 

Gettin g <It power iss ues 

• !low do you feel about the things you ;m: required to do here ') OQ 

• !low does the connection '' ith 1:/\l ! impact the deli, ery or yo ur rrogram? OQ 

• F:arl ier. you mcnt inned _ as a possible sou rce of conflict. ) O.S 

How do you deal with po tential conl1icts'1 I'Q 

Please tell me ho11 you milke that happen . PQ 

Can you give me specific examples of how that works out '! PQ 

Can you give me specific examples of how that kcls? PQ 
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• When you han~ a llL' \V idea. whll·s the first perslln ;.uu share it with? OQ 

Why is that ') I'Q 

!low do you go abc1ut it ') PQ 

What do you ha\e tn do to ~et your ideas implemented') PQ 

Catch-all 

• What do you wish I'd asked you that I haven't yet') OQ 

Why is that'l PQ 

Plcast.: tell me more about that. PQ 

• That's inten.:sting. I'm glad you mentioned it nnw. I'm just wondering; is there 

any particular reason this didn 't come up earlier. like when wt.: were talking about 

'? PQ 

• Thanks for yo ur time and for )-'\lllr candnr. Thi s is ;lil ;monymous. so you can be 

sure that when any <lllS\\Crs shm\ ur in my \\Ti te -up. they \viii not be linbble to 

anyone. Not the complaints and not the compl iments! 
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Consent Form 

1) Title of Research Study: Perceptions of Success in Two Programs for Lifelong 
Learners at Florida Atlantic University: Characteristics, Values , and Hegemomic Issues 

2) Responsible Project Investigator: Dr. Michele Acker-Hocevar 
On-site Investigator: Rachelle Chairman 

3) Purpose: The purpose of this research is to identify the characteristics that 
administrators and participants perceive as affecting success at two programs for older 
learners at FAU. These programs appear to be successful. We want to determine why, 
and possibly develop models for others to use. 

4·A) Procedures: The researcher will conduct open-ended audiotaped interviews with each 
of the administrators and participants. These interviews will take about one hour each, 
at the learning site. The researcher will follow up with each interviewee in person , via 
email, or by phone. Total time per interviewee will not exceed two hours. If an 
interviewee declines to be audiotaped , the interview will be conducted without 
audiotape. 

5) Risks: The risks involved with participation in this study are no more than one would 
experience in regular daily activitieS. 

G) Benefits: Potential benefits that society may attain from this research include focus on 
mutual benefits that may occur when older learners engage with their local university, 
increased knowledge about how to enhance older learners' comfort levels, attention to 
and respect for older learners' opinions, and possible influence of these opinions on the 
design and delivery of programs for older learners. Potential benefits to subjects include 
opportunities to reflect on the characteristics that influence program success and to give 
a voice to their perceptions. There will be no penalty for refusing to participate or for 
withdrawing from the study at any time. 

7) Data Collectlon and Storage: Unless required by law, all individual responses will be 
kept confidential and secure. The results will not be released in any way that might 
allow a participant's identity to be disclosed . Only the researcher will see the responses 
or have access to the data. All responses will be coded, so that information presented in 
the findings will not disclose the identity of any individual program participant. The 
researcher will keep tapes , transcripts , and notes for one year and then destroy them. 

8) Contact Information: For related problems or questions regarding your rights as a 
subject, the Office of Sponsored Research of Florida Atlantic University can be 
contacted at (561) 297-2310. For other questions about the study, you should call the 
principal investigator, Rachelle Chairman , at (561) 391 -0558 or Dr. Michele Acker
Hocevar at (561) 297-3550. 

9) Consent Statement: I have read or had read to me the preceding information 
describing this study. All my questions have been answered to my satisfaction . I am 18 
years of age or older and freely consent to participate. t understand that I am free to 
withdraw from the study at any time. I have received a copy of this consent form. 

Signature of Subject:~---------
Signature of Investigator: ________ _ 

Date: _______ _ 

Date:________ JRB 

Awrovat Date: =r;e Iilltial&: ~ : 
Elqliration b!tt:~ f..w 
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